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Abstract:
Image Guided Adaptive Brachytherapy (IGABT) has evolved into a high-technology
modality of radiotherapy incorporating modern imaging and advanced computational algorithms
as standards of care. This has raised many questions concerning both the benefit and the
reliability of the procedure, since brachytherapy is subject to uncertainties from imaging,
treatment planning, dose delivery, and anatomical variations. The overall aim of this thesis was
to address specific issues and practical solutions concerning technical and physical aspects of
IGABT with specific focus to treatment planning, new algorithms such as inverse planning and
dose accumulation uncertainties in gynaecological brachytherapy.
The use of inverse planning algorithms in external beam therapy is an established
procedure and widely accepted in the clinics, while in brachytherapy, it is still in the
investigational stage, not well accepted, and practiced as yet. Although successful in prostate
brachytherapy, its use in gynaecological brachytherapy is not common. There are certain issues
with currently available inverse planning algorithms, which need to be understood for various
clinical situations before clinical implementation. The first part of this thesis addresses issues
related to inverse planning for various clinical scenarios using two commercially available
inverse planning algorithms. The major findings of this part of the thesis is that the current
inverse planning algorithms deviate from the standard loading pattern for intracavitary
brachytherapy, and hence need to used with caution, however for interstitial application
(MUPIT), they produce reproducible and conformal plans with significant sparing of OARs.
The second part of this thesis addresses the uncertainties in IGABT, which have not been
adequately addressed so far. It is essential to identify these uncertainties, their magnitude, and
their impact on the overall uncertainty of dose delivery to the patient. Having this knowledge
may provide correct dose assessment in IGABT, and subsequently improved clinical outcome
when using better planning aims with constraints. Hence, to address this uncertainty component,
a systematic investigation was carried out for various clinical scenarios using rigid and
deformable image registration algorithms. In this part of the thesis, it was found that the inter
application variation was most stable for rectum and to a large extent for bladder which implies
that ‘DVH addition’ could be applicable. The results of dose accumulation using deformable
image registration indicate that the direct addition provide a reasonable estimate to the dose to
the OARs, as the current DIR algorithms are not robust enough to handle large deformations
especially in high dose gradient region associated with brachytherapy dose distribution.
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Synopsis:
IGABT has evolved into a high-technology modality of radiotherapy incorporating modern
imaging and advanced computational algorithms as standards of care. This has raised many
questions concerning both the benefit and the reliability of the procedure, since brachytherapy is
subject to uncertainties from imaging, treatment planning, dose delivery, and anatomical
variations. The overall aim of this thesis was to address specific issues and practical solutions
concerning technical and physical aspects of IGABT procedure with specific focus to treatment
planning, new algorithms such as inverse planning and dose accumulation uncertainties in
gynaecological Brachytherapy
The use of inverse planning algorithms in external beam therapy is an established
procedure and widely accepted in the clinics, while in brachytherapy, it is still in the
investigational stage, not well accepted, and practiced as yet. Although successful in prostate
brachytherapy, its use in gynaecological brachytherapy is not common. There are certain issues
with currently available inverse planning algorithms, especially for intracavitary brachytherapy,
which need to be clearly understood for various clinical situations before clinical
implementation. The first part of this thesis addresses issues related to inverse planning for
various clinical scenarios in IGABT using two commercially available inverse planning
algorithms, inverse planning simulated annealing (IPSA) and hybrid inverse planning
optimization (HIPO).
The second part of this thesis addresses the uncertainties in IGABT, which have not been
adequately addressed so far. It is essential to identify these uncertainties, their magnitude, and
their impact on the overall uncertainty of dose delivery to the patient. Having this knowledge
may provide correct dose assessment in IGABT, dose effect modeling, and subsequently
improved clinical outcome when using better planning aims with dose and volume constraints. It
was reported that inter and intra-fraction organ movements are the most signiﬁcant uncertainty
component with a dose variations of 20% standard deviation

[252].

Hence, to address this

uncertainty component, a systematic investigation was carried out for various clinical scenarios
such as multi-fractional 2D orthogonal radiograph based dosimetry and 3D image based
brachytherapy using rigid and deformable image registration algorithms.
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Objectives of the work undertaken for the thesis:
1. To analyze the dosimetric difference between the standard loading, manually optimized
and inverse optimized dosimetric plans using IPSA and HIPO for various applications in
IGABT in gynecological cancers such as:
a. Intracavitary brachytherapy – Tandem & Ovoid and Tandem & Ring applicators.
b. Combined intracavitary and interstitial (IC+IS) Vienna applicator.
c. Interstitial template for gynecological applications – Martinez Universal Perennial
Interstitial Template (MUPIT).
2. To analyze the inter application variation for
a. 2D orthogonal radiograph image based brachytherapy.
b. MR image based IGABT using rigid registration.
c. MR image based IGABT using deformable image registration.
This thesis has been divided into five chapters; the first chapter describes the introductory
details about brachytherapy including history, technological developments and implantation
techniques. The second chapter describes the conventional method of treatment planning, its
limitation and the newer developments such as MR IGABT, the processes involved in the
transition and its rationale. Third chapter describes the application of inverse planning for
various gynaecological applications.

Fourth chapter addresses the uncertainties in IGABT,

especially, organ motion related to inter application variation in multi fractional brachytherapy in
both 2D and 3D IGABT. The evaluation also used the new deformable registration algorithm.
Finally fifth chapter summarizes the important findings of this thesis and also discusses the
future direction of research.
Chapter 1:Introduction
Brachytherapy is the delivery of radiation dose using radioactive sources positioned in
close proximity to the tumour for treatment of cancer. One of the advantages of brachytherapy
as compared to external beam radiotherapy is that the dose is highly localized to the tumour with
a sharp fall off of dose to neighboring OARs, which constitutes the very challenge due to high
dose gradients that may result in geometric errors and thus deviation between the calculated and
the delivered doses. Thus, to achieve maximum therapeutic ratio of the treatment, precise
localization and treatment planning of tumours is paramount.
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The history of brachytherapy dates back to 1898, when Marie and Pierre Curie discovered
radium. Radium was used in pre-loaded needles for implantation, which exposed the personnel
to high radiation levels. Later, manual after loaders came into existence with new sources such
as Cobalt-60, Caesium-137, and Iridium-192, which improved the implantation technique and
reduced the radiation exposure. The manual after-loaders were replaced by remote after-loaders,
which completely eliminated the radiation exposure to the personnel and introduced
optimization which has improved the treatment planning capabilities to a large extent. Image
guidance in brachytherapy was first introduced using ultrasound images for prostate cancer in
1981, and was later used for cervical cancer using CT and MR images in late 1980s. However
it was being practiced only in few centers in Europe. In early 2000, the 3D image guidance
technology was rapidly used in the external beam, however the use of 3D image guidance in
brachytherapy has been sparse.
Cancer of the uterine cervix is the leading cancer among the female population in India [20].
External beam radiotherapy and brachytherapy forms the mainstay of the treatment, especially
brachytherapy plays a pivotal role for clinical outcome. High cure rates have been reported even
in patients with locally advanced disease [60]. Brachytherapy for cervical cancer is generally done
using two techniques, intracavitary and interstitial.

In intracavitary brachytherapy, the

radioactive sources are inserted into the natural body cavities, eg. uterus, vagina. Interstitial
brachytherapy refers to the implantation of radioactive sources directly into the affected tissue.
Under some special circumstances, where tumour is large extending upto the parametrium,
intracavitary is not possible, then, interstitial implantation is the standard of care in the treatment
of cancer of uterine cerivx.
Conventionally, brachytherapy planning was carried out by means of a pair of orthogonal
radiographs. The major limitation of the conventional imaging modalities is the lack of
information on the tumour volumes and OARs. With the new imaging modalities, various other
technological and process advancements have been introduced such as new CT/MR compatible
applicators, intracavitary and interstitial (IC+IS) Vienna applicators to cover large volume
tumours [2], new concepts for tumour volume definition [83,124], new inverse planning algorithms,
new model based dose calculation algorithms which include tissue heterogeneities, uncertainty
budget analysis among others

[233]

. Among these new developments, there were largely two big

areas which were unexplored, the application of inverse planning algorithms and the inter
application variation as part of uncertainty analysis. In Multi fractionated Brachytherapy, a new
dimension, time is added in to the process, as imaging and treatment planning is carried out for
4

each fraction, and the inter application/fraction variation has been a major concern during dose
accumulation. Since time is being introduced into the process, interms of imaging, adaptation to
tumour volume, a new terminology “IGABT” has been coined and has been used worldwide.
The organ deformation by means of bladder/rectum filling, tumour shrinkage, and movement of
sigmoid colon has resulted in large uncertainties in the dose accumulation process, which has
also been the subject of investigation in this thesis.
Chapter 2: Transition from 2D orthogonal radiograph based planning to 3D MRI Image
Guided Adaptive Brachytherapy:
In past 10-15 years, IGABT approach has been standardized with many mono-institutional
series of clinical outcome being reported

[128]

.Potter et al have published their single institution

experience with MRI based IGABT, where they reported three year pelvic control rate of 96%
for tumours 2-5cm in diameter, and 90% for tumours >5cm in diameter with a three year
actuarial rate of grade 3-4 bowel and urinary toxicity of 2% as compared to the historical series.
All the available evidence gives favourable results interms excellent local control and reduced
toxicities as compared to historical series. The landmark French STIC trial that compared 2D vs
3D brachytherapy also concludes that 3DBT results in improved local control with reduced
toxicity observed with 2D dosimetry. They conclude that for patients with advanced tumours, it
is necessary to improve coverage of target volumes without increasing the toxicity [129].
The above clinical results strongly justifies the transition from 2D dosimetry to 3D
IGABT, especially for patients presented with advanced tumours, which is a typical situation in
India and other developing countries.

However, the implementation of IGABT in India and

other developing countries is a big challenge due to the resources, expertise and financial
constraints. It is necessary to focus research on cost effective methods of IGABT practice, some
of which has been underway in Tata Memorial Hospital (TMH), Mumbai, India. It should also
be recognized that as any other advanced techniques, IGABT too requires systematic clinical
implementation that includes familiarization of the processes. In-appropriate implementation of
IGABT and change of clinical practice based on this could be detrimental to the patients. Unlike
treatment delivery errors, which are usually random in nature, the errors from the TPS and
applicator commissioning are more often systematic and can be avoided. During this thesis
period, clinical implementation of IGABT for cervical cancer was implemented in TMH. The
successful implementation of IGABT in to clinical routine, which is of international standard, is
the basis of this thesis. We are also a part of an ongoing multicentric collaborative trial
5

IntErnational study on MRI-guided BRachytherapy in locally Advanced CErvical cancer
(EMBRACE) which will reveal more information on the dose effect relationship on local
control/morbidity of the tumour and toxicities of organs at risks (OAR). There are various steps
in the process of IGABT such as applicator selection, contouring, imaging, treatment planning
and optimization that may quite differ from the conventional brachytherapy planning. In the
year 2004, GYN GEC ESTRO working group first published its recommendations, which
describes the concepts and terms used in IGABT, and later published guidelines related to
contouring, imaging, applicator reconstruction, dose volume reporting and uncertainty analysis
[83,124,233,135,145]

. The transition to IGABT at TMH was based on these recommendations. Some

of the salient features of this transition in TMH is described briefly in this chapter.
Although, imaging is an important component of the IGABT process, clinical examination
plays a crucial role in the evaluation of disease extent / residual tumour during IGABT. In India,
2D radiographic localization is widely available for BT, however in the recent past, with the
increasing number of CT scanners available in new radiotherapy centers, CT imaging is being
widely used for both external RT and BT planning. However, access to MRI for BT planning is
limited to a few centers including TMH [60]. Studies were undertaken to compare the contouring
in CT and MR which showed that the tumour volume can be significantly over estimated in CT
images as compared to MR. No systematic differences in the volume or in the dose to OARs
were found, although MRI has in general better visualization of OARs

[100]

. A systematic multi

centric study of comparison of CT and MRI for target volume delineation, which will bring new
guidelines for CT based IGABT is under way in TMH.
IGABT mandates the use of CT/MR compatible applicators that do not throw artifacts and
interfere with the CT or MRI signal such that tumour visualization is possible.

Applicator

reconstruction with CT images is more straightforward as compared to MRI. Visualization of
applicators in MR images is quite challenging and hence the reconstruction. During the
implementation of this transition in our hospital, as a part of quality assurance programme for
applicator reconstruction, an in-house phantom with the fiducials/markers with the known
geometry was fabricated which can house the applicator in fixed geometry. Various sequences
of MR imaging which will aid in target volume definition and applicator reconstruction have
been acquired. The MR images of this phantom have been compared with the corresponding CT
images by means of image registration to quantify the artifacts and spatial distortion.
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Although in MR images, where we can visualize the tumour and the OARs clearly, the
optimization procedure is still conservative, where, the starting point is to follow a standard
loading pattern, followed by normalization to point A, minimal optimization such that there is no
large deviation in the loading pattern while, reducing the dose to OARs without compromising
the target coverage. In IGABT, the dose prescription and reporting is on HR-CTV, however, it is
recommended to report the dose to point A. Newer inverse planning algorithms have not been
used clinically at this moment, which have been tested in great detail in this thesis and presented
in the later chapters.
In multi-fractional brachytherapy, inter-application/fraction variations occur between
different treatments/applicator insertions, both in terms of geometric and dosimetric parameters
[155]

. In a multi centric study, a maximum dose variation of 20% for OARs and 10% for HR-CTV

was reported [252]. The current practice of determining the D2cm3 cumulative dose to OARs during
brachytherapy is based on what has previously been called ‘‘the worst-case scenario’’, which is
the assumption that the D2cm3 regions are located in the same anatomical part of the organ in each
fraction

[155]

. These issues are still a matter of research and emerging clinical data with long-

term outcome may provide a better platform for IGABT practice. Inter fraction variation due to
organ movements and the resultant uncertainty in dose accumulation has been studied in detail in
this thesis.
IGABT process mandates a team approach. Every process in the IGABT process is vital
and requires a strict quality assurance and standardization. With increasing conformity of dose it
becomes important that the delivery of dose is in accordance with what is planned on the TPS.
Optimal source geometry, timing and stability are prerequisites for safe delivery of optimized
dose.

Both patient related factors and technical issues associated with the brachytherapy

equipment can give rise to uncertainties in the delivered dose.

It is well recognized that

equipment related quality assurance has to be conducted periodically to prevent the dose delivery
errors. Patient related factors are being identified as applicator displacement, organ motion in
between the treatment planning and dose delivery.
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Chapter 3: Treatment planning and Optimization
Most brachytherapy centers in the world have followed a traditional concept based on the
Manchester or Fletcher loading patterns. The rationale behind the Manchester approach is to
achieve a consistent dose rate at point A, by applying a set of strict rules with regard to position
and activity of radium sources for the different combination of sizes for the uterine tandem and
ovoids. With the introduction of HDR remote after loaders, the rules of Fletcher and Manchester
systems were extended from the milligram radium equivalent activity distribution to a pattern of
dwell positions where a single stepping source is positioned at programmable dwell times. Dose
optimization is based on dose constraints for dose points or dose–volume parameters, which
could be done either by manual forward planning or inverse optimization. Inverse planning
algorithms was first introduced in brachytherapy for prostate. The major aim of the inverse
planning algorithms was to improve the dosimetric results, make reproducible plans, and
decrease the time to prepare a treatment plan. However, at this moment, these inverse planning
algorithms were not robust enough to control the dosimetry especially for intracavitary
brachytherapy. For example, the loading pattern resulting from these algorithms has a large
deviation from the traditional pattern which may not be clinically acceptable. Dosimetric and
clinical evidence have to be collected to obtain as much knowledge as possible which then will
be integrated into future inverse planning tools.
There are two common inverse planning algorithms in brachytherapy, IPSA and HIPO.
IPSA is an optimization algorithm that allows wider sampling and hill climbing to escape from a
local minimum. This is required whenever the cost function is mathematically nonlinear and
presents with multiple minimums. Simulated annealing (SA), first introduced by Kirkpatrick and
other related algorithms can process cost functions with arbitrary boundary conditions with the
statistical guarantee of finding an optimal solution/global minima

[189]

. HIPO, is a new inverse

planning algorithm, wherein it combines both stochastic (simulated annealing-SA) and
deterministic (DVH-based) optimization algorithms [196]. Taking the SA result as an initial input,
the DVH-based inverse optimization algorithm optimizes the 3D dose distribution quickly for
given dosimetric constraints. Three different clinical situations in IGABT have been investigated
using IPSA and HIPO algorithms.
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3.1. Standard loading pattern and inverse planning:
Twenty-eight consecutive patients who underwent MRI based HDR brachytherapy for
cervix cancer was selected for this study. Three plans were calculated for each patient: 1)
standard loading, 2) manual optimized, and 3) inverse optimized plan using HIPO. The target
volumes were drawn based on GYN GEC ESTRO recommendations

[83]

. Dosimetric outcomes

from these plans were compared based on dose–volume parameters. The ratio of Total Reference
Air Kerma of ovoid to tandem TRAKO/T was used to compare the loading patterns.
The volume of HR CTV ranged from 9–68 cc with a mean of 41(±16.2)cc. Mean V100 for
standard, manual optimized and inverse plans was found to be not signiﬁcant (p = 0.35, 0.38,
0.4). Dose to bladder (7.8 ± 1.6 Gy) and sigmoid (5.6 ± 1.4 Gy) was high for standard plans;
Manual optimization reduced the dose to bladder (7.1 ± 1.7 Gy p = 0.006) and sigmoid (4.5 ± 1.0
Gy p = 0.005) without compromising the HR CTV coverage. The inverse plan resulted in a
signiﬁcant reduction to bladder dose (6.5 ± 1.4 Gy, p = 0.002). TRAK was found to be
0.49(±0.02), 0.44(±0.04) and 0.40(±0.04)cGym2 for the standard loading, manual optimized and
inverse plans, respectively. It was observed that TRAKO/T was 0.82(±0.05), 1.7(±1.04) and
1.41(±0.93) for standard loading, manual optimized and inverse plans, respectively, while this
ratio was 1 for the traditional loading pattern.
For standard plans, TRAK was independent of HR CTV volume while for manual
optimized and inverse plans, TRAK was found to be linearly dependent on the volume of HR
CTV. The reduced TRAK in inverse plan could be attributed to the dose sculpting used in the
inverse plan. The increased weightage of ovoid loading in both the manual optimized and inverse
plans, was attributed to the physical location of HR CTV which is situated around cervix.
Another important finding of this study was that when dwell time gradient restriction was not
used, a large variation in dwell time was observed, which may not be desirable. It was suggested
that the deviation from the traditional loading pattern and the variation in the dwell time may be
acceptable as long as the isodoses conform to the specific topography of the target and optimal
reduction in the doses to OARs . However, a large deviation of the loading pattern/variations in
the dwell time was not acceptable as it may increase the hotspots locally. In this study a dwell
time gradient restriction was maintained at 0.5 for the inverse optimized plans, hence the
accumulation of hotspots was minimized.

Detailed analysis revealed that topography of the

OAR with respect to HR CTV is the deciding factor for the loading pattern, for example, when
the sigmoid dose was well below the dose constraint, tandem was heavily loaded to meet the
9

other constraints, such as coverage of HR CTV and dose to the bladder and rectum. Currently, it
may be essential to respect the standard loading pattern, while practicing conformal
brachytherapy using inverse planning, until sufficient clinical evidence becomes available.
3.2 Role of help structures and dwell time gradient restriction in inverse planning:
IPSA algorithm has been tested for MRI image based brachytherapy by the French group
[147]

, and they concluded that, in the present form, it cannot be used to make clinically acceptable

plans, as the variation in the dwell time is quite high. It was suggested the high dose regions can
be controlled by the use of the help structures. Hence to analyze the role of help structures in
IPSA, this investigation was carried out.
33 patients who underwent MR image-based HDR intracavitary-brachytherapy for cervix
cancer based on GYN-ESTRO recommendations were selected for this evaluation. Help
structures of diameter of 5 mm were drawn around the tandem/needles/ovoid and ring. Three
plans were generated: manual optimized plan (MOPT), IPSA without help structures
(IPSA_woHS) and IPSA with help structures (IPSA_wHS). Dose-volume parameters and the
loading pattern were evaluated.
For tandem/ovoid applicator, the use of HS did not make significant impact in the dosevolume parameters and in the loading of tandem and ovoids, however steep variation was found
in the individual dwell time. In case of Vienna applicator, inclusion of HS in the optimization
made a significant impact in loading of needles. The percentage ratio of total time of needles to
the tandem (TN/T%) was found to be 14 ± 2.5, 53 ± 9, 22 ± 6 for MOPT, IPSA_woHS and
IPSA_wHS, respectively, which implies that in IPSA_woHS the dwell time in needles were half
of the dwell time in the tandem, while in MOPT the needles were loaded only in 14%, and in
IPSA_wHS it was 22% of the dwell time of tandem. Inclusion of HS in the optimization has
reduced the contribution of dwell time of needle in IPSA_wHS. The individual variation of
dwell time was also reduced in IPSA_wHS, however drawing of HS is a time consuming
procedure and may not be practical for a routine practice.
The results of the present study indicate that inverse plans in general, produced significant
sparing of bladder while maintaining the HR CTV coverage. IPSA has not made any significant
variation in the dose to rectum and sigmoid for both T/O and Vienna applicator. However, the
high dose regions V200 and V400 were significantly higher in IPSA as compared to MOPT.
Detailed analysis of each patient’s planned isodose distribution showed that, in case of T/O
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applicator, the majority of high dose regions were found around the tandem and the ovoids. On
the other hand, in case of Vienna applicator, the hot spots were found equally around the needles
as that of tandem and ring. It was also found that the dwell weights of the tandem/ring and the
needles were almost equal or even higher in certain patients. Here the dwell time near a sigmoid
and the bladder was turned off, and the dwell weight of the needles was higher. In such cases,
region of V200 and V400 was present around the needles as a continuous volume. When HS were
included in the optimization with higher penalties for the HS of the needles, the high dose
regions around the needles were reduced. The ratio of treatment time of tandem and ovoid/ring,
TT/O and TT/R did not show any significant variation among the IPSA plans for both T/O and
Vienna applicator. However, TN/T was as high as 53% for IPSA_ woHS, while it was 22% for
IPSA_wHS. Hence, it may be considered that while using combinedintracavitary and interstitial
(IC + IS) approach, help structures may be used during optimization and need not be used with
intracavitaryapplication, as the benefit is negligible both in terms of dosimetric parameters and
dwell time.
Based on the above findings, the use of IPSA is justified in the clinics for T/O application.
Nevertheless, extreme caution is required in controlling the high dose regions. The benefit of
using the HS is more in Vienna applicator as compared to T/O applicator. In case of Vienna
applicator, the clinical consequences of the presence of high dose regions especially around the
needles are unknown since they were nonexistent in time tested traditional loading pattern and
manual after loading.
3.3 Inverse planning for interstitial implants:
Treatment planning concepts for interstitial implants differ very much from the
intracavitary implants. Traditionally catheter based optimization is used for interstitial implants,
viz dose point or geometric optimization. For volume implants, geometric optimization or dose
point optimization is always used, as it produces a uniform distribution.

In geometric

optimization, the dwell times are determined such that dwell time in each dwell position, is
inversely proportional to the dose contribution, of neighboring source positions. The data set of
10 consecutive patients was selected for this dosimetric study. For each patient, three plans were
calculated: DPO, GrO, and IPSA. Dose volume parameters from the three plans were compared
to analyze the dosimetric outcome.
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Coverage of CTV with GrO and IPSA was signiﬁcantly better (mean V100 of 88.8% and
89.1%; p=0.006) as compared with DPO (83.7%; p = 0.62). Similarly, mean D100 was same in
both GrO and IPSA, 3.96± 0.23 and 3.96± 0.15 Gy, respectively. DPO plans were homogeneous
with homogeneity index being 0.82 as compared with 0.68 ± 0.05 of GrO and 0.71±0.04 of
IPSA.

However, IPSA resulted in high conformity index of 0.78 as compared to 0.72 ( p

=0.001) and 0.68 ( p = 0.001) for GrO and DPO plans, respectively. The dose to rectum
(3.3±1.06 Gy) and bladder (3.17±0.5 Gy) was generally high for DPO. GrO reduced the dose to
the rectum (2.91 ± 0.63; p = 0.011) and bladder (2.89 ± 0.63 Gy; p =0.003) signiﬁcantly. IPSA
resulted in a further reduction of the dose to rectum (2.79 ±0.67 Gy; p =0.046) and bladder (2.81
± 0.67 Gy; p =0.035), however with no statistical signiﬁcance as compared with GrO.
The results of this study have shown that, IPSA has resulted in superior plans in terms of
CTV coverage, sparing of normal tissues and conformality as compared with DPO. However,
this benefit came with a decrease in homogeneity. It was observed that, DPO plans were highly
homogeneous; however, IPSA plans were associated with reduced homogenity. This is the only
difference observed between the present study and the earlier investigations comparing IPSA
with other algorithms, such as GO, and GrO[178]. It was also observed that the coverage was
significantly low in DPO as compared with GrO and IPSA plan, which could be attributed to the
location of the dose points. In the present study, the dose points were positioned inside the CTV
and used a prescription isodose of 85-100%, which sufficiently covers the CTV. Alternatively,
the dose points could be positioned around the CTV about 3-7 mm, in such a case the coverage
may be superior, however, with an increased dose to the OARs, which may be partially rectified
by positioning the dose points only laterally and not anterio-posteriorly or by differentially
weighting or prescribing the dose points.

The major conclusion of this study was that IPSA

resulted in clinically acceptable plans for interstitial gynaecological implants using MUPIT
template.
Chapter 4: Uncertainties of organ motion
In multi fractional brachytherapy, inter-application/fraction variations occur between
different treatments/applicator insertions, both in terms of geometric and dosimetric parameters
[233]

.

These parameters have been identified as bladder and/or rectal ﬁlling, movements of

sigmoid colon, and variation in vaginal packing among others.

The current practice of

determining the D2cm3 cumulative dose to OARs during brachytherapy is based on what has
previously been called ‘‘the worst-case scenario’’, which is the assumption that the D2cm3 regions
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are located in the same anatomical part of the organ in each fraction

[155]

. This assumption

implies that the cumulated brachytherapy dose can be calculated by adding D 2cm3 values for each
fraction. This approximation can lead to OAR dose overestimation when different organ parts
are exposed to a high dose in different fractions. To study and investigate further, a systematic
investigation has been undertaken in various multi-fractional brachytherapy situations: 2D
orthogonal radiograph based dosimetry, IGABT using MR images with rigid and deformable
image registration.
4.1 Uncertainties of organ motion in 2D orthogonal image based dosimetry:
The patients (n=27) who underwent intracavitary brachytherapy procedure using Fletchersuit applicator (Nucletron) were taken up for this evaluation. Every patient had four applications
each, as per institutional protocol. 2D orthogonal images were acquired in C-ARM (Siemens)
located next to operating room with the appropriate dummy markers placed in the applicators.
The images were transferred to treatment planning system (Oncentra, v 4.3) for further planning.
Treatment planning was carried out as per departmental protocol. A dose of 7Gy was prescribed
to point A. ICRU bladder and rectum point were identified according to ICRU 38 protocol (20).
The inter-application dose variation of ICRU bladder and rectal point was carried out by
evaluating the ICRU bladder and rectal point dose from each application. The inter application
variation of spatial location of ICRU bladder and rectum was evaluated with flange of the
applicator as the reference point. The polar coordinates of the ICRU bladder and rectal points
also were evaluated for each of the application. The mean and standard deviation (SD) of dose
and spatial location variation was evaluated for each patient. The mean dose variation with
respect to the first application dose also was evaluated.
The mean (±SD) of inter-application dose variation of rectum and bladder with respect to
the first application was found to be 10.9 (±7.9)% and 9.1(±5.3)% respectively. A dose variation
of 10% is expected in cases where planning for only first application is being carried out without
any further planning in subsequent applications. The mean of SD of inter application dose
variation for rectum and bladder were 8.9 and 13.1 respectively, which indicates that ICRU
rectal point has less inter application dose variation as compared to ICRU bladder point dose.
The mean(±SD) of polar coordinates (r,θ) of rectal and bladder point with respect to the flange
was found to be (2.7(±0.3),0) and (2.8(±0.4), 27(±13)). The mean of SD of inter application
spatial location variation for rectum and bladder were 0.3(±0.1) and 0.4(±0.2) respectively,
which indicates that ICRU rectal point has less inter application spatial location variation as
13

compared to ICRU bladder point dose. Based on these findings, we conclude that fractional
replanning to be carried out for T/O applicator.
4.2 Uncertainties of organ motion in 3D MR image based dosimetry using rigid
registration.
Twenty-seven patients treated with EMBRACE protocol were analyzed. Every patient had
two applications, one week apart. For each application patient had undergone MR-imaging (MR1 and MR-2), volume delineation, reconstruction, treatment planning (plan-1 and plan-2) and
dose evaluation. Both the image series were then co-registered with applicator as the reference
coordinate system (Eclipse planning system v8.6.14). Inter-application dose, volume and spatial
location of D2cm3 variation were evaluated.
The largest inter-application systematic and random dose variations were observed for
sigmoid as compared to rectum and bladder. The mean (±SD) of the relative D 2cm3 variations
were 0.6(±15.1)%, 0.9(±13.1)% and 11.9(±37.5)% for rectum, bladder and sigmoid respectively.
The overlap of D2cm3 volumes was more than 50% in 16(59%), 8(30%) and 3(11%) patients for
rectum, bladder and sigmoid, respectively.

The inter fraction variation of bladder volume

observed in the present study was low as compared to other studies reported in the literature
which may be attributed to adherence to bladder protocol during imaging and delivery. The
present study also indicates that the derived random uncertainties were lowest for bladder
(13.1%) and rectum (15.1%) and highest for sigmoid (37.5%).
From the results, it could be inferred that 1) The spatial location of D2cm3 volume is stable
for rectum, and 2) A dose variation of 15% per fraction was obtained, and hence imaging for
every fraction may improve the accuracy of dose reporting as the dose variation may be
significant if the doses are higher. These findings also validate the present concept of DVH
addition where the dose received by the rectum may be directly additive in multi fractional
brachytherapy.
4.3 Uncertainties of organ motion in 3D MR image based dosimetry using deformable
image registration.
The major limitation of the above study is the use of rigid registration, where the
registration was based on the applicator and not on the anatomy. This was also pointed out by
the reviewers that the organ deformations like bladder-rectal ﬁlling, was not taken quantitatively
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into account, due to which, it is not possible to locate the exact tissue where the dose D 2cm3 dose
was received previously. Hence, there could be a situation that can arise where the D2cm3 was not
scored to have an overlap, but the tissue that receives the dose could be overlapping, which may
overestimate the effect. One possible solution to overcome this issue is to use deformable
registration algorithm, where the organ deformation is taken into account.
An analysis of 21 patients treated with MR image based brachytherapy under the
EMBRACE protocol was carried out. The algorithm used in the present study for DIR is based
on an optimized derivative of Lucas-Kanade Optic Flow, which works on mutual Information
similarity function over a Radial Basis Function transformation model (Smart Adapt, Varian
Medical Systems, Palo Alto).
In order to evaluate the impact of the registration on the dose accumulation, we made two
registrations for each patient: from BT1 to BT2 and from BT2 to BT1. The 3D physical dose
matrix was recalculated into 3D EQD2 dose (voxel by voxel) by in-house software, and the BT1
and BT2 EQD2 doses were added using the two transformations between the images established
through DIR. Voxel wise deformed dose accumulation(DDA) was done for registrations in both
directions: a) BT1 deformed + BT2 and b) BT1 + BT2 deformed. DVHs were calculated after
DDA and D2cm3 of rectum and bladderwere compared with the DVH direct addition (DA). To
compare the current DIR and DDA process to other approaches, we analyzed nine patients from
Aarhus University Hospital who had previously been investigated using an in-house biomechanical algorithm for bladder dose accumulation. It was also evaluated whether the patients
most in need of DIR-based dose accumulation could be identiﬁed based on the location of
hotspots between the two BT fractions.
The mutual information DIR algorithm resulted in a larger mean deviation between DDA
and DA as compared to the biomechanical DIR, but statistically insignificant (p=0.32).
Biomechanical algorithm showed a systematic variation between DA and DDA based on the
reference frame of bladder chosen for the deformable image registration.

Such a systematic

trend in the dose variation was not observed and found to be randomly varying in mutual
information algorithm.

There was a direct correlation between the registration difference and

the DIR expansion/contraction for both rectum and bladder, which indicates that anatomically
implausible DIRs were correlated with high discrepancy between two way registrations. Mean
(±sd; range) percentage variation between DA and DDA were found to be 2.4 (±3.3; -1.8 to
11.5)% and 5.2 (±5.1; -1.7 to 16.5)% for rectum and bladder respectively. The differences
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between the DA and DDA were found to be statistically significant for both rectum (p=<0.005)
and bladder (p<0.005).
Chapter 5: Summary& Conclusion.
In this thesis, certain issues concerning technical and physical aspects of IGABT procedure
with specific focus to treatment planning, newer algorithms such as inverse planning and
uncertainties of organ motion were investigated. The summary of the results are as follows:
Inverse planning with HIPO and/or manual optimization offers improved plans in terms of
OAR sparing and maintaining target coverage when compared to standard clinical plans. The
average loading pattern was found to deviate from a traditional standard Fletcher loading. The
tandem loading was decreased compared to the ovoids mainly due to high sigmoid dose. Inverse
planning with IPSA resulted in plans with higher volumes of high dose regions for combined
intracavitary and interstitial applicators. Without the help structures, the treatment time in the
needles was high, which was significantly reduced when help structures were included. For
Interstitial gynecological implants based on MUPIT template, IPSA resulted in significant
sparing of normal tissues without compromising CTV coverage as compared with geometrically
and graphically optimized plans.
For 2D orthogonal radiograph image based dosimetry, the inter application dose variation
for ICRU rectum and bladder was found to be 10%. ICRU rectal point was more stable as
compared to ICRU bladder point.

Similarly, in MR image based dosimetry using rigid

registration, the inter application variation of the spatial location of D2cm3 volumes was found to
be most stable for rectum and to a large extent for bladder which implies that ‘DVH addition’
could be applicable to rectum and bladder. Minimal to moderate geometric changes in sigmoid
are seen in majority of the patients resulting in maximal variation in spatial location of D 2cm3
volumes which may lead to over estimation of doses during the DVH addition. The results of
dose accumulation using deformable image registration also indicate that the direct addition
provide a reasonable estimate to the dose to the OARs, as the current DIR algorithms are not
robust enough to handle large deformations especially in high dose gradient region associated
with brachytherapy dose distribution.
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Future Direction:

In the uncertainty budget of IGABT, the largest component is the organ motion, of the
order of 20-25%. In this thesis, the issues related to this uncertainty component have been
addressed to some extent, and it was suggested that one of the ways to reduce this uncertainty
component, is to have an access to imaging just before the delivery, followed by rapid replanning according the organ anatomy at the time of treatment delivery.
Our results in the present study indicate that DDA based on intensity based DIR is less
reliable than DIR based on a contour model. Intensity based DIR seems to be related with
significant uncertainties and there is a lack of correlation between DDA estimated by intensity
and contour based DIR.

Other studies from external beam radiotherapy in various sites also

indicate certain limitations with some algorithms.

DIRs based on organ contours and

incorporation of contour based models performs more accurately as compared to algorithms that
depend only on the image intensities [290-291]. The DIR approach based on image intensity cannot
specifically restrict deformations along organ walls to assure anatomically plausible
registrations. Even when a deformable registration results in a good visual result with
overlapping organ contours after deformation, there may be implausible deformations along the
organ walls, which may not be readily detected through visual inspection of the quality of the
deformed images. Furthermore, the present study is based on MR images, where the signal
intensities/grey levels may be less reproducible as compared to electron densities associated with
CT images. Use of DIR without detailed validation may result in large deviations, especially, if
applied in the BT scenario with large dose gradients

[292-293]

. The contour based algorithm

controls the deformations on the bladder wall and these are more consistent deformations, which
result in less dose degradation induced by deformable registration. Future studies can be aimed
at using CT images for intensity based algorithms, to investigate further, such that the
uncertainties associated with the DIR can be reduced. In addition, newer algorithms can be
developed such that the organ wall constraints can be taken into account.
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List of figures:

1. Marie Curie her husband Pierre Curie with daughter Irene Curie.
2. An example of Intracavitary implantation with tandem and ring positioned in the uterus,
and the cervix, OARs anteriorly bladder and posteriorly rectum are also shown.
3. Manchester applicator with tandem of different lengths, ovoids and spacers.
4. Definition of point A according to ABS recommendations
5. A typical Fletcher applicator showing tandem of various curvatures and ovoids with
tungsten shielding.
6. Stockholm system.
7. Paris system applicator showing the tandem and the vaginal colpostats.
8. A typical mould applicator showing the tandem and the customized vaginal impression
with plastic catheters.
9. MUPIT applicator
10. Vienna applicator with additional needles placed in the ring.
11. Utrecht applicator with catheters inserted in ovoids.
12. A pair of orthogonal radiographs where ICRU 38 bladder and rectal reference point are
shown.
13. A typical saggital view of a MR image where visualization of the tumour, OARs is
superior as compared to conventional imaging modality – orthogonal radiographs/CT.
14. Figure showing that theICRU bladder point underestimates the maximum dose received
by the bladder wall.
15. 3D view of the catheter reconstruction showing ICRU rectal, additional rectal and
sigmoid points
16. Pear shaped isodose distribution, ICRU rectal, additional rectal and sigmoid point doses.
17. Vaginal implanted markers on the surface of the ovoid visible on the orthogonal
radiographs.
18. Vaginal dose points marked at the surface of the ring.
19. Typical workflow of the 2D orthogonal radiograph planning and 3D MR image based
Brachytherapy.
20. Figure illustrates the target volumes drawn as per GYN GEC ESTRO recommendations.
GTV (yellow), HR CTV (red) and OARs rectum (blue), bladder (magenta) and green
(sigmoid).
21. Documentation of clincal findings.
22. Schematic diagram of cervix cancer with coronal and axial sections representing the
volumes recommended by GEC ESTRO (ref: 124).
23. Figure showing various processes of the quality assurance procedures for applicator
commissioning 29a: In house made phantom 29b &29c : Auto radiograph and the
radiograph to determine the offset for first dwell position. 29d: Ring applicator
positioned during the CT scan.
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24. Dose distribution of Intracavitary where the target is not adequately covered(left), the
addition of interstitial needles helps to extend the dose coverage by 8mm, while sparing
the OARs (right) . Dotted red line- HRCTV, Dotted Yellow line-GTV, Dotted MajentaBladder, contineous blue line – 7Gy, continuous red line – 9 Gy.
25. A typical DVH of a Brachytherpy application. The dose volume parameters quoted here
refers for one BT application.
26. Flow chart depicting all the dose volume parameters to be reported for 2D and 3D image
based brachytherapy.
27. Relationship of HR CTV volume and V100, shows that they are inversely related.
28. Isodose distribution for standard Plan (a), manually optimized plan (b), inverse plan(c).
Yellow:200%, 14Gy, green: 150%, 10.5Gy, red: 100%, 7Gy, blue:70% 4.9 Gy.
29. V100 is plotted for D2cc of bladder, rectum and sigmoid for standard, manually
optimized and inverse plan. The dose to bladder and sigmoid is high in standard plan as
compared to manually optimized and inverse plan. Optimization, both manual and
inverse plan improved the sparing of OARs without compromising the target coverage.
30. Relationship of HR-CTV volume and TRAK, showing direct proportanality, standard
loading delivers same amout of TRAK irrespecive of the HR CTV volume, while
optimized plan reduced the TRAK for small volume tumours, which inturn will reduce
the dose to OARs.
31. The isodose distribution of a representative patient for various plans, MOPT, IPSA
woHS, and IPSA wHS using Vienna applicator.
32. (a)Individual dwell time of a tandem for three plans which are manual
optimized(MOPT), IPSA plans done with help structures (IPSA_wHS) and IPSA plan
without help structures(IPSA_woHS) for T/O applicator. (b) Individual dwell time of a
needle for three planswhich are manual optimized (MOPT), IPSA plans done with help
structures (IPSA_wHS) and IPSA plan without help structures(IPSA_woHS) for Vienna
applicator.
33. Dose distribution of DPO, GrO, and IPSA plans of a representative patient. DPO 5 dosepoint optimization; GrO 5 manual/graphical optimi- zation; IPSA 5 inverse planning
simulated annealing.
34. Variation of dwell time in each catheter of a representative patient for DPO, GrO, and
IPSA plan. DPO = dose-point optimization; GrO = manual/graphical optimization; IPSA
= inverse planning simulated annealing.
35. DVH of DPO, GrO, and IPSA plan. DVH 5 dose-volume histogram; DPO = dose-point
optimization; GrO = manual/graphical optimization; IPSA = inverse planning simulated
annealing.
36. a) The obstruction of implant pathway because of the pelvic bone and (b) the usage of
diverging needles that distort the implant geometry. DPO = dose-point optimization; GrO
= manual/graphical optimization; IPSA = inverse planning simulated annealing.
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37. An illustration of identifying the ICRU rectal and bladder point for inter- application
variation of spatial location.
38. Deviation in reported mean ICRU rectal and bladder point doses with respect to that of
first fraction.
39. Inter application dose variation of ICRU rectal point for every fraction and patient.
40. Inter application dose variation of ICRU bladder point for every fraction and patient.
41. Deviation in mean radial distance of ICRU rectal and bladder point doses with respect to
that of first fraction.
42. Inter-application volume variation of rectum, bladder and sigmoid.
43. a,b,c: Inter application variation of spatial location of rectum and the hot spotD2cm³region of various categories. (a) Volume of overlap of D2cm³region >50%, (b)
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Brachytherapy
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Conformity Index
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Clinical Target Volume
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Coefficient of Variation
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Chapter 1
Introduction
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1.1. What is Brachytherapy?
Brachytherapy (BT) is the delivery of radiation dose using radioactive sources positioned
at close proximity to the tumour, for treatment of cancer. BT is also referred as curietherapy or
endo-curietherapy, and it derives its name from the greek word “Brachus” means “near”. One of
the advantages of BT as compared to external beam radiotherapy (EBRT) is that the dose is
highly localized to the tumour with a sharp fall-off of dose to neighboring organs at risk (OAR).
This was possible due to the physical property of the radioactive sources that follows the inverse
square law principle. This property of the radioactive sources has been put in use, very well by
brachytherapists, to deliver highly localized doses to the tumour while sparing neighboring
critical structures. However, this advantage of brachytherapy also constitutes the very challenge,
since large dose gradients give rise to inherent risk that geometric errors cause a large deviation
between calculated and delivered doses. Thus, to achieve maximum therapeutic ratio of the
treatment, precise localization and treatment planning of tumours is paramount in BT.

Since

1900, its clinical use, research has been focused to address the above question, which resulted in
the rapid evolution of BT that resulted in the safe delivery of radiation to the patients with
modern tools in terms of new radioactive sources
fractionation

[4]

and delivery techniques

[5]

[1]

, applicators

[2]

, imaging

[3]

, dose

etc. Last decade especially has witnessed a great

potential in imaging at the time of BT especially in gynecological tumours that enables
visualization of the tumour volume, which improves our knowledge of dose delivered to the
tumour and to the OARs.
1.2. History of Brachytherapy
The history of BT dates back to 1898, when Marie Curie extracted radium from
pitchblende ore, for which she won Nobel prize in physics in the year 1903 [Fig 1].
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Soon after, Radium was used to treat cancer patients.
The first patient treated with radium was by Dr. Danlos
at the hospital St.Louis in Paris, He treated cases of
lupus with radium loaned by Marie Curie (1905). The
first treatment of cervical cancer was treated in 1905
and prostate in 1911. After the First World War, BT
Figure 1: Madam Curie and her husband
Pierre Curie

for cancer patients has become popular with several
different schools of practice were created around the

world: The Radium Hemmet in Stockholm, the Memorial hospital in NewYork, and in Paris

[6]

.

The Stockholm and Paris methods for intracavitary radiation were described in 1914 and 1919
and during 1930s, the rules of the Manchester system were published. For interstitial radium
therapy, Patterson and Parker [7] and later Meredith [8] had developed dosimetric systems with the
rules of distribution of radium that ensures uniform distribution.

In 1934, artificial radioactivity

was discovered by Pierre and Marie Curie’s daughter, Irene Curie and her husband Joliot, which
opened up a possibility of a new era of BT using artificial radio-nuclides. After the II world war,
the access to nuclear reactors has made it possible to produce artificial radioactive sources on a
large scale. The traditional Radium sources were replaced by Cobalt-60, Caesium-137, and
Iridium-192. One of the advantages of these sources was that the specific activity (Ci/gm) was
high, so that the sources could be miniaturized. Originally, Radium was used in pre-loaded
needles, where radiation exposure to the personnel was high. Later, manual after loaders came
into existence, which improved the implantation technique and also reduced the radiation
exposure to the personnel. In the early 1980s, computer controlled remote after-loaders with
treatment planning systems were introduced, which does not require manual handling of the
radio-active sources. In remote after-loaders, the source is moved by a stepper motor, which
completely eliminates the radiation exposure to the personnel. The important landmark in the
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history of BT is the use of High dose rate (HDR), where the treatment time is reduced from few
hours to few minutes, which improves the patient’s comfort to a large extent

[9]

. Pulse Dose

rate(PDR) also was introduced with the principle of delivering short pulses over hours/days in
order to match the radiobiological advantages of low dose rate with after-loading capability to
reduce the radiation exposure. One of the landmarks, in the BT evolution is the capability to
optimize the dose by modulating the source positions and source dwell times. Modern imaging
facilities allow more accurate delineation of target volume and the localization of adjacent
normal tissue

[10-12]

. This together with computerized dosimetry and better knowledge of the

radiobiology involved, have made BT much more accurate and safe in modern times as
compared to the historical times. [13-17]
Image guidance in BT was first introduced using ultrasound images for prostate cancer in
1981[18], and later was used for cervical cancer using Computerized Tomography (CT) and
Magnetic Resonance Images (MRI) in late 1980s. However it was performed only in few
centers in Europe [19]. In early 2000, the image guidance technology was rapidly used in EBRT;
however the use of image guidance in BT is sparse.
1.3. Brachytherapy of uterine cervical cancer:
Cancer of the uterine cervix is the leading cancer among the female population in India
[20-21]

. In recent decades, an increase of rapidly growing tumours was noticed even in young

women. The human papilloma virus (HPV 16/18/31/33) plays an important role in the genesis
of cervix cancer and is observed in 90% of all women with cervix cancer[22]. Symptoms are
dependent on the stage of disease with no symptoms in early disease and various symptoms such
as vaginal discharge and bleeding in advanced disease according to the individual tumour
extension. The most important prognostic factors are tumour size, tumour extension and nodal
involvement [23].
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EBRT in combination with BT forms the mainstay of the treatment, especially BT plays a
pivotal role in the management of carcinoma of the uterine cervix. One of the major advantages
of using intracavitary BT for cervical cancer, is the implantation of uterine tandem and vaginal
ovoids, in naturally occurring body cavities, in a particular geometric fashion so that a high dose
is delivered to the tumour with sharp dose fall to spare rectum and bladder. High cure rates have
been reported even in patients with locally advanced disease

[24]

. BT for cervical cancer is

generally done using two techniques, largely using intracavitary procedure. Under some special
circumstances, where intracavitary is not possible, where tumour is large extending upto the
parametrium interstitial implantation is carried out. In the following section a brief description is
given about each of this technique.
1.3.1 Intracavitary Brachytherapy:
Intracavitary BT in cervical cancer is based on the application of intravaginal and
intrauterine sources in the naturally occurring body cavities [Figure 2]. Different schools have
different traditions related to the implantation technique

[25]

. Some of the popular systems are

being Manchester system, which uses Tandem/ovoid (T/O), Stockholm system with
Tandem/Ring (T/R) and Paris

system with individualized mould technique. The classical
Manchester system introduced the
famous dose prescription point A,
while Stockholm and Paris system
used mgRa-hr, (Milligram amount of
radium implanted in the patient for a
particular

Figure 2: An example of Intracavitary implantation with tandem
and ring positioned in the uterus, and the cervix. OARs anteriorly
bladder and posteriorly rectum are also shown.
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duration)

for

dose

prescription. Both point A and mgRahr had limitations interms of dose

prescription, as it does not correlate to the spatial dose distribution of the dose in the tumour
volume. In the year 1985, ICRU 38, report was published which introduced a new concept for
dose reporting, 60 Gy volume, the volume covered by the 60Gy isodose line in both EBRT and
BT[26]. In the following section, a brief description is given about these different schools of
tradition of intracavitary BT.
1.3.1.a. Manchester system:
The Classical Manchester technique was based on using one intrauterine tube with a
choice of two standard lengths (4cm and 6cm) and one non standard length (3.5cm) (each tube
has a rubber flange at its cervical end to hold the tube in the correct position) and two vaginal
ovoids ellipsoid in shape, two small (2cm), two medium (2.5cm), or large (3cm) in diameter held
apart in the vagina by a washer or a spacer. Nowadays, uterine tubes with different lengths
graduated in centimeters are commercially available allowing for adaptation according to the
individual anatomy and angled at varying degrees to the vaginal component [Figure 3]. The
classical Manchester system was governed mainly by three rules: a) Define treatment in terms of
dose to a point representative of the target i.e., uterus, more or less reproducible from patient to
patient. b) Design applicators and their loading to enable the same dose-rate to point ‘A’
regardless of which combination of applicators is used. c) Define a set of rules dictating the
relationship, position, and activity of radium sources in the uterine and vaginal applicators to
achieve the consistent dose rates. To define the actual dose delivered in “fixed mg-hr systems” in
a more meaningful way, Todd and Meredith began to calculate the dose (in Roentgens) to
various sites in the pelvis by defining a series of points anatomically comparable from patient to
patient. Obvious sites for dose prescription, such as
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Figure 3: Manchester applicator with tandem of different lengths, ovoids and spacers.

cervix itself, were not suitable due to the high dose gradient inherently present in that region.
Limiting radiation dose was not the dose to the critical structures, such as the rectum or bladder,
but to the area in the medial edge of the broad ligament where uterine vessels cross the ureter.
To this pyramid shaped area, the base of which rests on the lateral vaginal fornices and apex
curves around the ante-verted uterus, the name “Paracervical Triangle” was given. It was
considered that the tolerance of this para-cervical triangle is the main limiting factor in the
irradiation of uterine cervix which was the basis for the genesis of point A. The original
definition of point A was defined as 2 cm lateral to the uterine canal and 2 cm from the mucous
membrane of the lateral superior fornix of the vagina in the plane of the uterus.
The original, definition of point A, in 1938, used a line connecting the superior surfaces
of the ovoids as the basis for finding point A [figure 4].

Although point ‘A’ was defined in

relation to important anatomical structures, these cannot be revealed on a radiograph. So point
‘A’ definition was modified in 1953 and is sometimes denoted as Ao (o stands for external os)
[25,27]

.
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Since then, external OS was began
to be used as the basis for locating
point A for applicators with no
fixed relationship between the OS
and the superior surface of the
ovoids, such as the
Fletcher applicator.

standard
Using the

external cervical OS as the base for
Figure 4: Definition of point A according to ABS recommendations
(Picture courtesy: ABS report Reference:30)

locating point A results in large
variation of the dose at point A for

patients undergoing very similar treatments

[29]

. For this reason, the American Brachytherapy

Society (ABS) recommends that point A be defined in relation to the applicator, following the
original Manchester definition, which is a more commonly used definition, and also is the
recommended definition by the upcoming ICRU 88

[29].

The ABS, in its recommendations for

low dose rate BT of cervical cancer retained original Manchester system point A denoted as Ao.
For tandem and ovoids, localization of point A can be carried out using radiographs as follows:
draw a line connecting the middle of the sources in the vaginal ovoids on the AP radiograph and
move 2cm (plus radius of the ovoid), superiorly along the tandem from the intersection of this
line with the intrauterine source line and then 2 cm lateral on either side of the tandem [30].
Apart from the para-cervical triangle, recto-vaginal septum and vagina were also
considered as the major dose limiting structures in the Manchester system. The tolerance of
vaginal mucosa is such that not more than about 40% of the total dose to point A can safely be
delivered through the vaginal ovoids and this should be taken into account in planning the
differential loadings. Dose to the recto-vaginal septum for any technique should be less than that
at point A. Dose to this area can be reduced to less than 80% of the dose to point A by carefully
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packing gauze to a thickness of at least 1.5 cm to pack ovoids away from the rectum.

The

loading pattern of classical Manchester system mimics the radium loading of 20mg, 15+10mg,
15+10+10mg in short, medium and long intrauterine tubes respectively; 22.5mg, 20mg, 17.5mg
for large, medium and small ovoids respectively. When the new radioisotopes like

137

Cs,

192

Ir

were used, the source loadings were mimicked for the radium equivalent standard loading
pattern, which will be dealt in detail in chapter 3.
1.3.1.b Fletcher system:
In the early 1950s, Fletcher developed a system for Radium that combined a rigid
metallic intrauterine tandem with cylindrical colpostats, the latter are positioned against the
cervix perpendicular to the axis of the vagina

[31]

. Subsequently, this system was modified by

Delclos and Suit for manual after-loading and then for remote after-loading

[32].

The uterine

length can be adjusted by an adjustable flange [Figure 5]. The intrauterine tandem is available in
a variety of curvatures. The cylindrical colpostats are available in various diameters: 2.0, 2.5 and
3.0cm. Tungsten shielding was integrated into the anterior and posterior part of the standard
colpostats to reduce the dose to bladder and rectum. The amount of radiation is expressed as a
product of activity and treatment time and is limited by anatomical considerations and by the
volume of disease and selected treatment
schedule.

Variations in the loadings

selected for the tandem and colpostats
are based on anatomical considerations.
The doses to various points representing
paracervical
Figure 5: A typical Fletcher applicator showing tandem of
various curvatures and ovoids with tungsten shielding.
Picture courtesy: Primoz Petric, Ljubljana.
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areas,

regional

node

(Fletcher Trapezoid), vaginal mucosa,
bladder, rectum and other structures were

calculated from the orthogonal radiographs. With this system, the length of the intrauterine
tandem, the size of the vaginal ovoids and the position of the system in the pelvis significantly
influence the dose distribution. To maximize the depth dose, the whole length of the uterine
canal is usually loaded with the largest ovoids that can be used without inferior displacements of
the applicator and fitted in the vagina. The loading pattern is similar to Manchester loading
pattern.
The modified Fletcher method follows the same dosimetry guidelines of the classical
Fletcher system.

However the dose is prescribed in terms of Total Reference Air Kerma

(TRAK), which depends on the tumour volume and its location. An integral part of this system
is to adapt the volume to take into account of dose volume relationships of organs at risk as well
as of the target. A volume adaptation is performed for each individual patient. Knowledge of
the dose distribution in a particular patient is based upon the anatomic, tumoural and implant
parameters as identified on the two orthogonal films taken at the end of the implant. Dose is
calculated at various points such as cervix, bladder, rectum nodes and pelvic walls. These
parameters, in addition to 60Gy reference volume are recorded and reported according to ICRU
38 recommendations.
1.3.1.c. Stockholm system:
The classical Stockholm method was based on a flexible intrauterine tube and a flat box
(plate) in the vagina pushed by an individual packing device against the cervix. The tube and the
box were implanted independently of each other. Therefore no fixed geometry was present. The
rigid uterine tandem with a ring applicator was developed during the 1960s as an after loading
device

[33]

. The length and the curvature of the intrauterine tandem is chosen dependent on the

size and the bending of the uterine cavity. The diameter of the ring which is perpendicular to the
axis of the intrauterine tube is also chosen according to the individual anatomical situation
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[Figure 6]. The ring is covered by a cap for reduction of the dose to the vaginal mucosa. The
ring is fixed to the intrauterine tandem. The angle between the ring and the tandem is always
90°. The angle between the ring and the axis of the vagina is selected according to the angle
between the axis of the vagina and the
uterus.

In this system, the standard

loading

pattern

is

based

on

the

Manchester/Fletcher loading. The dose
is prescribed to point A.
Figure 6: Stockholm system. Picture Courtesy: Primoz Petric,
Ljubljana

ICRU 38

rectal and bladder point are considered
as the dose limiting structures.

1.3.1. d. Paris system / Institut Gustave –Roussy technique:
The classical Paris method was based on two corks (ovoids) situated in each lateral fornix
perpendicular to the intrauterine tube connected by a transverse metal spring and independent of
this, a hollow gum elastic tube in the uterine cavity [figure 7]

[34]

. Later, a vaginal cork was

sometimes used to ensure a more uniform
dose distribution in the cervix. It typically
uses three intrauterine tubes (10 +10 +15 mg)
and 2 vaginal tubes (15 +15 mg), and the
application lasted for six days.

The ratio of

the total activity of the vaginal sources to the
total activity of the uterine sources should be
1 (with variations between 0.66 and 1.5). As
Figure 7: Paris system applicator showing the tandem and
the vaginal colpostats.

far as the method of application is concerned,
the historical Paris system does not imply any
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fixed distance between the vaginal and uterine sources.
The Manchester and Fletcher based techniques are in regard to their application techniques
related to the original “Paris Method”. The other technique developed in Paris have much
advanced and individualized approach called the moulage (molded) applicator [Figure 8]. This
method developed at the IGR has four basic aims: personalized tailored irradiation, perfect
knowledge of dose distribution, total radiation protection, and good tolerance by the patient. A
brief description of the fabrication of the mould is as follows: First the cervico vaginal
impression is taken by inserting the liquid paste into the vagina. It is then removed from the
vagina after the solidification. This was used for making the acrylic mold. Vaginal catheters are
placed in this mold by taking into account the tumour topography. The two catheters must be
parallel to the anterior superior surface of the mould (parallel to the surface of the cervix)
lateralized to the left and the right part of the cervical lip, parallel to each other, and separated by
a distance equal to the mean length of the two vaginal sources. The two vaginal catheters are
introduced and fixed on the internal surface of the molded applicator. The final preparation of
the mould includes, one hole for the cervical OS, an indication for the external meatus of the
urethra, and other perforations to fix the mold to the vaginal wall and to allow circulation of the
liquid antiseptics for the daily vaginal irrigation with
liquid antiseptics.

These perforations eliminate the

risk of displacement of the device, the vaginal mucosa
hernitaes through each perforation.

No vaginal

packing is necessary, as the packing is integrated into
the mould applicator keeping the catheters in place at
Figure 8: A typical mould applicator showing
the tandem and the customized vaginal
impression with plastic catheters. Courtesy:
GEC ESTRO Handbook of Brachytherapy.

the same position and keeping the same topography
throughout the treatment duration.
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With this

applicator, the patient can move out of the bed without risk of displacement of the material and
the complications of prolonged bed rest.
The positioning of the sources is dictated by the anatomy of the patient and the
topography of the tumour. Individually selected lengths are used for the sources, from 16-88mm
with steps of 8mm. The vaginal sources most often used are 34, 32, and 40mm. Position and
length can be modified when check films are taken. The decision of treatment duration depends
on the applicator geometry, patient anatomy, tumour topography and the dose to critical organs
and ICRU points. A dose of 60Gy is delivered to the reference isodose. TRAK is reported for
the entire treatment BT treatment.
1.3.2. Interstitial Brachytherapy:
Interstitial BT refers to the implantation of radioactive sources directly into the affected
tissue. Interstitial BT used in various sites eg. prostate, soft tissue sarcoma, head and neck etc.
In gynaecological BT, interstitial technique is used when intracavitary is not possible for various
indications such as narrow vagina, large tumour with parametrial extension, prior hysterectomy
primary or recurrent vaginal cancer [35-40].
The aim of this technique is to tailor the dose of irradiation to the anatomy of the patient
with a better target volume coverage, especially at the center of the implant with the intracavitary
component, while delivering the homogeneous dose to the lateral parametrium. This technique
can be done with or without the central tandem in place. Originally, interstitial implants were
performed with free-hand placement of the radioactive needles
perineal

[35]

or trans-vaginal

[36]

[41]

. The development of trans-

templates resulted in a better needle positioning. Different

templates were designed in order to get a better target volume coverage. Two main perennial
templates types have been used: the Martinez Universal Perineal Interstitial Template (MUPIT)
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[43]

Syed Neblett [37] . The use of Syed Neblett template is slowly declining with the use of HDR

machines, while MUPIT template has become popular.
Newer imaging techniques including fluoroscopy
rectal ultrasound

[46]

, MRI

[47]

[44]

, CT

[45]

, trans-abdominal or trans-

, have improved the needle placement accuracy. Despite an

improvement in the technological approach of these techniques, the potential benefit of
interstitial BT in gynecological malignancies has not been clearly demonstrated. This technique
is associated with a potential increase in the risk of complications as compared to Intracavitary
BT [48]. One reason for this is, in interstitial BT, the sources are in direct contact with the tissue,
and hence it is important to keep the volume of high dose region to a minimum to avoid tissue
necrosis. High dose volumes and dose homogeneity within the implant can be controlled by
rules laid down by some of the popular systems like Paterson parker, Quimby

[49]

and Paris

[50]

.

It is very important to follow these rules to produce a uniform distribution, and to keep the high
dose region minimum, which is clinically acceptable. In the following section, we will see in
brief about each of these applicators, its benefits, limitation and challenges associated with them.
1.3.2.a: MUPIT applicator:
The MUPIT [43] [Figure 9] was designed to treat not only gynecological malignancies but
also prostatic, ano-rectal and perinneal tumours. This applicator consists of two acrylic cylinders,
one acrylic template and a cover plate. The template has arrays of holes used as guides for the
needles. Guide holes are designed to allow the inserted trocars lie in parallel horizontal planes,
perpendicular to the template plane, insuring an adequate geometry of the application. The
planes are spaced vertically one cm apart. The distal guide holes are angled 13° laterally,
outward to allow a wider coverage of the external part of the tumour, especially parametrial
involvement. The 17-gauge needles are stainless steel with a blinded end. Lateral, anterior and
posterior limits of the tumour are determined with the corresponding selection of the location of
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the guide holes in the template. The superior
and inferior tumoural limits determine the
depth to which the guide needles must be
inserted. The cylinder length in the vagina is
identified according to physical examination.
The implants are done under spinal
anesthesia in the operating room. Hollow
plastic/stainless steel catheters are inserted

Figure 9: MUPIT applicator, Courtesy: GEC ESTRO
Handbook of Brachytherapy

through the perineum, guided with ultrasound

or fluoroscopy to fully encompass the tumour. The catheter placement is secured by a rubber
template which is sutured against the perineum to ensure positioning accuracy of the template
with respect to the anatomy. The patient is transferred to the recovery room and following
recovery, transported to the CT simulation room, followed by treatment planning and delivery.
In the MUPIT template system, the loading depended on the extent of the tumour.
Historically, the treatment planning was carried out based on the pair of orthogonal
radiographs. Last decade, the introduction of CT imaging in radiotherapy departments has
contributed to image based treatment planning for MUPIT based interstitial BT, which has
improved the dosimetry and quality of treatment planning to a great extent. Dose prescription
points are defined considering the Paris system rules, where the dose points/normalization points
are considered as basal points. The dose is normalized on these points followed by
geometric/dose point optimization, which delivers the uniform dose distribution in the implanted
volume. Erickson et al [36] described a technique based on CT images allowing the definition of
criteria to select an appropriate reference isodose. These criteria included: to avoid a dose rate
gradient across the implant greater than 20%, in the central plane the isodose surface (whose
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value is <125% of the reference isodose) should not be contiguous and its dimensions should be
less than two by two cm, the diameter of the hyperdose sleeve (two times the reference isodose)
should be less than one cm. With this approach, dose rate gradients higher than 20% across the
central plane of the implant were avoided in the majority of the implants.

The details of new

optimization tools, inverse planning for interstitial BT are dealt in detail in chapter 3.
1.3.2.b: Combined intracavitary and Interstitial Brachytherapy:
Conventionally, for cervix cancer BT, only intracavitary applicators were used, which
produce dose coverage of 4cm width at the level of point A. However, if the tumour is large,
more than 4cm at the level of point A at the time of BT, then, the dose coverage is inadequate if
a standard intracavitary plan with prescription to point A is applied. Adaptations to larger
volumes can partly be performed but are limited to the fact that prescription to a larger volume
will increase the dose to the OARs. By inserting interstitial needles through predefined holes in
the ring applicator, the dose could be further shaped allowing, an increase of dose in the
proximal to middle third of the parametrial space without significantly increasing the dose to the
organs at risk. For appropriate coverage of tumours, which are larger at the time of BT, a novel
system of intracavitary and interstitial applicator was introduced by Kirisits et al

[2]

[Figure 10].

This applicator has a facility to implant additional needles along with intracavitary component,
which can treat a tumour of up to 6.5cm in
width at the level of point A, while
respecting the OAR tolerance.
This device is based on a commercially
available CT/MRI compatible tandem ring
Figure 10: Vienna applicator with additional needles placed
in the ring. Courtesy: Christian Kirisits, MUW.
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set Nucletron, Veenendal, The Netherlands).
This applicator has holes of 2-mm diameter

drilled parallel to the ring axis with their axis
at a distance of 2 mm from the outer ring
surface. The number of holes drilled depends
on the ring diameter: six holes are drilled for
the 26-mm ring (outer diameter, 38.5 mm)
and nine holes for the 30- and 34-mm ring

Figure 11: Utrecht applicator with catheters inserted in
ovoids. (Picture Courtesy: Nucletron, An Elekta company)

(outer diameter, 42.5 mm and 46.5 mm). In
terms of a clockwise representation, this

corresponds to needle positions at 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 1, 2, 3, 4 o’clock (8, 10, 11, 1, 2, and 4
o’clock for the 26-mm ring). At the 5 and 7 o’clock positions, no hole has been drilled; instead,
an incision was drilled to guide the needle along the outer ring surface. Figure 10 shows an
image of the tandem/ring with needles and a drawing for a 34-mm nominal diameter ring. The
needles used in this approach are made of titanium with a length of 20 cm (Acrostak Corp.,
Winterthur, Switzerland). The tip of each needle has to be blunt and not trocar tip. The use of
such a type of needle in combination with an open MRI has been described by Popowski et al.
[47]

. A similar applicator design was made by University Medical Center Utrecht in cooperation

with Nucletron Veenendaal, The Netherlands for T/O applicator type

[51]

[figure 11]. This

applicator is a renewed version of the CT/MR applicator (tandem-ovoid) and provides the
additional possibility to apply MRI-compatible plastic bold/sharp needles. These MRI
compatible applicators are without internal shielding, unlike the original Fletcher technique. A
needle guiding system, consisting of guiding tubes anchored in drilled holes through the ovoids,
is used for needle placement. Each ovoid (having different sizes with 20, 25, or 30 mm of
distance between the source channels) contains ﬁve needle holes in a 15 angle so that the needles
are more or less parallel to the tandem. As many as 10 needles can be inserted, and insertion
depth is variable.
40

Chapter 2
Literature Review and Transition from 2D to 3D
Image based Brachytherapy.
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2.1. Limitation of 2D orthogonal radiograph based dosimetry and rationale for transition:
Conventionally, BT planning was carried out by means of a pair of orthogonal radiographs
[Figure 12]

The major limitation of the conventional imaging modalities is the lack of

information on the tumour volumes and OARs, however in MRI the tumour and the OARs can
be visualized clearly [Figure 13]. In ICRU 38, point doses are calculated for rectum and bladder
according

to

recommendations,

ICRU
which

38
uses

surrogate markers to locate these
points. But, these point doses may not
represent the dose received by the
volume of the organs
Figure 12: A pair of orthogonal radiographs where ICRU 38
bladder and rectal reference point are shown.

[52-58]

. Due to

which the doses to the OARs were not
known accurately, hence the treatment

related side effects / toxicities were high

[59]

.

In addition, tumour cannot be seen in the

radiographs, hence local control of the disease also was a challenge especially in large
tumours[60]. Another major limitation of conventional BT planning is that the treatment strategy
is not individualized based on the response of the tumour.

However, with the new imaging

modalities, it is now possible to adapt the dose by assessing the tumour response and
individually tailor the dose to the patients. In the following section, the limitation of 2D BT is
described in detail.
2.2. Dose to the tumour volume:
Conventionally, Point A was used as a dose prescription point, which is considered as the
representative point of the tumour volume.

However this point has many limitations to be

clinically used, for example, point A is related to the source and not to any specific anatomic
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structure. Point A does not take into account the tumour volume, depending on the size of the
cervix, point A may be inside or outside the tumour. Further, Point A is very sensitive to
position of ovoid sources relative to tandem, which should not be deciding factor in deciding on
the implant duration.
On the other hand, in 3D image based dosimetry, the dose is sculpted to the tumour
volume – (High Risk Clinical Target Volume HR CTV) which represents more accurately the
dose delivered to the residual tumour at the time of BT. The relation between the dose to point
A and the HR-CTV D90 depends largely on the HR-CTV volume

[61-63]

. For small tumours, the

point A dose is lower than the HR-CTV D90, whereas for large tumours the point A dose is
higher than the HR-CTV D90. The HR-CTV D90 typically varies between 60% and 150% of the
point A dose. Although the point A dose cannot be used to predict the target dose in individual
patients, it provides a reasonable estimate of the average HR-CTV D90 for a large patient
population.

Therefore, it is recommended to report the dose received by point A, while

prescribing the dose to HR-CTV in 3D image based BT. In complicated 3D IGABT (Three
Dimensional Image Guided Adaptive Brachytherapy) intracavitary and interstitial plans,
standard loading point A plan would be the starting plan followed by optimization. Point A also
allows comparison between different
approaches, it also acts as a link to non3D image based approaches, serves as a
quality assurance parameter along with
TRAK.

Since point A is a good

representation of “an average position” of
the tumour, it is possible to make a safe
Figure 13: A typical saggital view of a MR image where
visualization of the tumour, OARs is superior as compared to
conventional imaging modality – orthogonal radiographs/CT.
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transition from 2D to 3D without any

major changes in the dose prescription system. In some traditional systems, the dose was
prescribed to a reference isodose volume, or 60Gy isodose line, which would be equivalent to
dose to Intermediate Risk Clinical Target Volume (IR CTV) in 3D IGABT

[64]

. This further

indicates that all conventional systems will have a parameter, which could be comparable with
the new concepts, which will improve the confidence while implementing the new dose
prescription methods.
Concerning the dose to the lymph node, the dose delivered through the external beam
radiotherapy is high as compared to BT. According to Manchester system, the dose delivered to
the lymph nodes by BT, is represented by point B, which is located 3cm lateral to the point A.
However point B poorly correlates to the dose received by the lymph nodes [66]. In the year
1985, ICRU 38, published new recommendations of dose reporting to the pelvic wall points and
lymphatic trapezoid from the orthogonal radiographs. However, these points were not popular
and scarcely reported.
2.3: Dose to the OARs
The most common OARs in 2D BT are rectum and bladder, which are identified by
means of surrogate points in radiographs. Other OARs like sigmoid [58] and small bowel cannot
be visualized in radiographs. In 3D IGABT, the common OARs include, rectum, bladder and
sigmoid. However, in some patients, part of the small bowel also is considered as the OAR.
Very, recently, the research is focused on the dose to the vagina

[67-76]

. New recommendations

regarding dose reporting points, uncertainties associated with it have been published

[77]

. The

ICRU 38 rectal and bladder point have been very popular, due to its simplicity of identifying in
the radiographs, reproducibility, and most importantly, represent the dose received by the organs,
although bladder point underestimates the dose marginally.
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The rectal reference point was located at 5mm behind the posterior vaginal wall on the
anterio-posterior line drawn from the center of the vaginal sources. The posterior vaginal wall
may be visualized by means radio-opaque gauze packed in the vagina or by vaginal retractor.
Rectal markers inserted in the rectum may not accurately estimate the dose received by the
anterior rectal wall

[78]

.

The bladder is point is identified by means of a foleys catheter filled

with 7cc of radio opaque fluid. The catheter is pulled outwards and fixed to bring the balloon in
contact with the bladder neck.
2.3.a. Dosimetric evaluation of rectum and bladder using CT planning and orthogonal
radiographs:
One of the major advantages of 3D IGABT is the accurate quantification of doses
received by various volumes of OARs. However, it must be acknowledged that the traditional
methods of planning such as 2D orthogonal dosimetry have yielded high control rates of the
tumour and acceptable complications of the normal tissues. However, a more accurate
understanding of the doses received by the dose-limiting structures may contribute in improving
the therapeutic ratio, both in terms of treatment outcome and reducing the complications further.
In addition, with three-dimensional planning, it may be possible to evaluate the dose-volume
response relationship by assessing the composite doses of both EBRT and BT. It has been
reported that the ICRU point doses do underestimate doses received by the rectum and bladder
[52-58]

.

The ratio of maximum dose to the rectum and bladder from the CT planning to that

obtained from radiograph-based planning has a wide range [52-58]. In order to document, validate
and compare volume based doses to rectum and bladder with the conventional standard ICRU 38
rectal and bladder points, we undertook this dosimetric study
2D to 3D BT at Tata Memorial Hospital (TMH).
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[57]

as a part of the transition from

Patients with FIGO stage IIB or IIIB of carcinoma of uterine cervix treated between May
2004 and February 2005 with radical radiation therapy and HDR BT were studied. Twenty-two
applications consisting of 12 IIB and 10 IIIB of HDR ICA were analyzed. Four patients of IIB
and 6 patients of IIIB were included in this study. All the patients were treated with standard
dose of external beam radiotherapy, followed by HDR BT according to the institutional protocol.
Orthogonal radiographs were taken on a conventional simulator (Varian, Palo Alto, USA)
with radio-opaque markers in the applicators. Orthogonal radiographs were reconstructed and the
treatment planning was done using PLATO planning system (BT v14.3, Nucletron, Veneendal,
The Netherlands). Source positions were loaded according to the standard loading pattern and
point-A plan was generated. Bladder and rectal reference points were identified according to
ICRU 38 recommendations

[26]

. In addition to the ICRU rectal reference point, two additional

rectal points were defined at 1 cm superior and inferior to the ICRU rectal reference point based
on our earlier report

[79]

.

Dwell positions were optimized to minimize the dose to rectal and

bladder points.
Table 1: Dose received by ICRU reference point from orthogonal radiograph based plan and D2cc from image
based CT plan for bladder and rectum.

Organ

Volume
(cm3)

D2cc (Gy)

Rectum
Bladder

60 (±28)
138
(±41)

5.2 (±1.2)
7.1 (±1.9)

Dose to
ICRU point
(Gy)
4.6(±1.3)
4.6(±1.4)

V2 (cm3)

D2cc/Dose to
ICRU ratio

6 (±1.7)
20.8(±6)

1.11(±0.2)
1.56 (±0.6)

D2cc is the dose received by the 2cm3 of the volume of the critical structure receiving maximum dose in CT based
planning and V2 is the volume of the critical structure receiving dose more than the ICRU reference point dose.

All the patients were simultaneously taken up for CT planning. CT scans of 5-mm slicethickness were obtained. Rectum, bladder and sigmoid were delineated. Treatment planning
was carried out using PLATO (BT v 14.3, Nucletron, The Netherlands) planning system. Point
A, ICRU rectal and bladder reference points were identified on CT planning. For each
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application, the corresponding optimized source positions used in radiograph-based planning
were duplicated for CT image-based planning. For quality assurance purposes, shift in point A,
location of dwell positions in tandem and ovoids with respect to the applicator origin (flange)
were evaluated. A variation of ±2 mm shift was set as acceptability criteria.
The dose volume parameters D5cm3, D2cm3, D0.1cm3, were evaluated for rectum and bladder
and were compared with ICRU rectal and bladder point. The results of this dosimetric study
indicate that, the dose to ICRU rectal point from the radiograph-based planning was similar to
that of CT planning [Figure 14].
Mean D2cc of rectum was found to be
1.11 ± 0.2 times the mean ICRU rectal
reference point, suggesting that there
was no significant difference between
the radiograph based ICRU rectal
point and CT-based estimation of the
parameter D2cc (Table 1)[54,

Figure 14:Figure showing that theICRU bladder point underestimates
the maximum dose received by the bladder wall.

80]

. For

bladder, the results of the present study
suggest

that

the

ICRU

bladder

reference point does not correlate with the maximum dose from the CT planning. Mean D2cc of
bladder was found to be 1.56 ± 0.6 times the mean ICRU bladder reference point. These results
agree with the other studies published in the literature, where the ICRU bladder reference point
underestimated the maximum dose by two to three times [12, 15, 16, 19].
2.3.b. Dosimetric evaluation of sigmoid using CT planning and orthogonal radiographs:
Patients treated with 2D orthogonal based BT for cervical cancer have been reported with high
symptomatic grade III radiation proctitis and cystitis which are difficult to manage. The
incidence of mild to severe late rectal toxicities ranges from 5 to 30% in HDR BT series
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[82]

.

This is dependent on doses to rectal point/s and the incidence is higher when the doses delivered
are more than 100 Gy (BED-Biological Equivalent dose). However, despite rectal doses within
tolerance limits and reduction in BT doses, many patients still develop symptomatic radiation
proctitis

[84]

.

Endoscopy in these patients invariably shows telangiectasia or ulceration of

rectal/recto-sigmoid mucosa of varying grades. These changes are usually seen at a higher level
than the ICRU 38 rectal point/s, challenging the conventional point-based BT dosimetry practice
[85]

. It is well recognized that sigmoid and upper rectal part of the anatomy is not visible in the

radiographs [86]. So, it is imperative to identify and modify parameters, which directly predict or
correlate with late toxicities in long-term survivors. This was the motivation behind this
investigation where we identified additional rectal and sigmoid points and document doses to
these points on CT based ICA-HDR BT planning, with an aim to explore a reproducible upper
rectal and sigmoid point in orthogonal radiograph based dosimetry and to study and review the
intracavitary dosimetry planning strategy.
Patients with stage IIB or IIIB cervical cancers treated with radical radiation therapy and
HDR BT were studied. A total of 15 HDR BT applications that had undergone both conventional
orthogonal

X-ray

and

CT

based

planning were selected and studied.
Routine orthogonal radiographs were
taken

for

(Sunrise

planning
Plato

(Nucletron).

and

treatment

Planning

Planning

was

System
done

conventionally and dose was prescribed
to point A with 7 Gy per fraction. On
the orthogonal films, the dose points
(point A, bladder and rectal points) were
Figure 15: 3D view of catheter reconstruction 48
showing
International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurement
rectal, additional rectal and sigmoid points.

defined by the ICRU 38 recommendations. All the patients underwent CT imaging followed by
treatment planning in 3D PLATO BT V 14, (Nucletron). After catheter reconstruction, for each
application, the corresponding optimized dwell positions and dwell times used in 2D planning
were duplicated for 3D planning. The external contour of the OAR, viz. rectum and sigmoid in
the pelvis, was delineated CT images . In addition to the ICRU 38 recommended rectal and
bladder points, additional proximal and distal rectal and sigmoid points in the high-dose regions
on dose volume histogram (DVH) and in close proximity to the uterus were digitized randomly
on each axial CT slice. Of all these points, the maximum dose point/s were identified, compiled
and compared. We also identified the most commonly appearing high-dose region points in
rectal (other than ICRU point) and sigmoid regions and document their spatial distribution in
relation to the flange (at the level of external os) [Figure 15] . The locations were tabulated in x,
y and z axes, with the applicator flange as the origin of these three axes. The x axis represents
left (+) or right (-) of the applicator central axis, the y axis denotes posterior (+) or anterior (-) to
the uterine tandem, while the z axis represents cranial (+) or caudal (-) to the applicator flange.
In an attempt to define the high-dose point regions with respect to the HDR BT
applicator, we compiled and extracted these points receiving maximum dose for proximal rectal
(PR), distal rectal (DR) and sigmoid for each application [Table 2]. The additional DR points
were located in the median position without any lateral displacement, 20 mm (mean) (range 24.6 to 29.5 mm) posterior to the applicator axis and -9 mm (range -14.5 to -5.8 mm) caudal to
the flange of uterine tandem. Similarly, the additional PR points were situated within a mean of
30 mm (range 20.8-41.0 mm) posterior to the uterine axis and 2 mm (range -11.4 to 15.9 mm)
cranial to the flange without any lateral displacement, while the sigmoid points were at a mean of
-8 mm (range -23 to 10.4 mm) lateral, 10 mm (range -15.9 to 27.8 mm) posterior and 31 mm
(range 8.1-62.9mm) cranial from the applicator flange. The mean ICRU rectal point dose did not
significantly differ from the PR and DR point doses (p=0.076 and p=0.337, respectively).
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However, the mean sigmoid point dose was significantly higher than the ICRU rectal point doses
(p=0.001), the PR (p=0.000) and DR point doses (p=0.000). This pattern can be explained by the
relative fixed anatomy of rectum and close anatomical proximity of sigmoid to the intrauterine
sources, as evident in Figure 16. The sigmoid point doses were higher in more than 90% of the
applications, suggesting a need to optimize the BT plans to reduce sigmoid doses.
We also attempted to identify the exact location and reproducibility of these sigmoid
points in relation to the flange for extrapolation to orthogonal radiographs. In our dosimetric
analysis, the sigmoid points were at a mean of -8 mm (range -22.95 to 10.43 mm) lateral, 10 mm
(range -15.87 to 27.82 mm) posterior and 31 mm (range 8.08-62.91 mm) cranial from the
applicator flange. But the wide variation and no specific reproducible point limits our endeavor
to extrapolate these on orthogonal planning radiographs[Figure 16]. Identification of these
sigmoid points on conventional orthogonal X-rays still remains a challenge. Sigmoid points
receive significantly higher doses.
No

definite

conclusion

on

reproducible spatial distribution on
orthogonal

X-rays

could

be

achieved. To document and reduce
sigmoid doses, some form of 3D
image based planning for BT is
necessary.
None of the reports in the
literature

address

the

issue

of

sigmoid points, their doses and
Figure 16: Pear-shaped isodose distribution, ICRU rectal, additional
rectal and sigmoid point doses.
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spatial distribution on X-ray based

dosimetric studies although it has been addressed to some extent by DVH parameters and
clinical outcome recently

[63,87]

.To validate our findings of high doses to these additional rectal

and sigmoid points, we are doing a retrospective analysis of detailed endoscopic findings of
patients with grade III radiation proctitis and BT planning details.
Table 2: Spatial distribution of additional proximal and distal rectal and sigmoid points receiving maximum in two
dimensional orthogonal radiographs. (PR and DR are proximal and distal rectal points).

Points

DR_x
DR_y
DR_z
PR_x
PR_y
PR_z
Sigmoid_x
Sigmoid_y
Sigmoid_z

Mean
Median
(mm)
(mm)
Distal rectal (mm)
0
0
20
21
-9
-9
Proximal rectal
0
0
30
30
2
2
Sigmoid
-8
-7
10
13
31
30

Range (mm)

0
-24.6 to 29.5
-14.5 to -5.8
0
20.8 to 40.97
-11.4 to 15.9
-22.95 to 10.4
-15.9 to 27.8
8.1 to 62.9

2.3.c: Dosimetric evaluation of vaginal doses
The vaginal wall, as an organ at risk, is a new concept, was not within the scope of most
of the literature of modern times

[67-76]

. Conventionally, according to Fletcher system, the

tolerance dose to the vaginal mucosa was 100-120 Gy. However, there is no general dose
dependence structure for vaginal morbidity, such as ﬁbrosis, vaginal atrophy, thinning,
telengeectasia, and decrease in elasticity.
Finding applicable dose limits to this organ can improve the quality of life for patients.
This could be of even more importance when changing the practice from 2D to 3D image based
BT that includes changes in the dose prescription, applicators etc. Traditionally, T/O applicators
are used in TMH. When T/R applicator was procured we carried out this study, to estimate the
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dose to the vagina.

Although,

used in routine clinical practice,
there is a general thinking that
vaginal doses with T/R applicator
are higher with reported literature
sparse. With an aim to estimate
Figure 17 : Vaginal implanted markers on the surface of the ovoid
visible on the ortzhogonal radiographs.

and compare vaginal mucosal

doses received by T/R with T/O applicator we undertook this dosimetric study.35 patients treated
with HDR Intracavitary BT using Nucletron standard T/O and T/R applicators for carcinoma of
cervix were evaluated retrospectively. The nominal length of the tandem was 40mm, 50mm and
60mm with diameter of the ovoid 15mm, 20mm and 25mm, while T/R applicators with tandem
length of 40 mm, 60 mm and ring diameter of 26 mm, 30 mm, and 34 mm with various
curvatures (30°, 45°, 60°) was used. Silver markers were placed on the centre of each of the
ovoid and the lateral surface of the ring before each procedure as shown in [figure 17&18].
Point A normalized plan was carried out for all the applications. Orthogonal radiographs based
planning was carried out for T/O applicator while CT image based planning was carried out for
T/R applicator on sunrise Plato
(Nucletron)

planning

system.

Doses to the vaginal mucosa for
T/O

applicator

were

assessed

using the silver markers placed on
the ovoid. Doses to the vaginal
mucosa for T/R applicator were
assessed by defining three points
Figure 18: Vaginal dose points marked at the surface of the ring.
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symmetrically on the surface of the

ring cap where the dose to the vaginal mucosa would be maximum. The mean vagina dose for
both the T/O and T/R were determined and the ratio of point A to mean vagina dose was
calculated. A dose of 7Gy was prescribed to point A. ANOVA test was performed with a
significance level of 5%. A Total of 55 fractions were evaluated, out of which 41 fractions were
T/O and 14 fractions were T/R applications. The mean vaginal dose for ovoid diameter 25 mm,
20mm and 15 mm for T/O applicator were 10Gy (9.2-11.3Gy), 11.5Gy (9.6-13.4Gy), and
13.5Gy (11.4-21.6 Gy) respectively. The mean vagina dose for 34 mm and 26mm of T/R
applicator were 19.6Gy (18.5-20.8Gy), 19 Gy(17.7-21.5 Gy) respectively. In summary mean
vaginal dose for T/O was 11.7 Gy while for T/R it was 19.3 Gy (p<.001).The ratio of mean
vaginal dose to the prescription dose was found to be 1.7 and 2.8 for T/O and T/R applicator
respectively. This could be attributed to the short distance between source channel and the cap
which is about 6mm for all rings, while for ovoid the distance is 7.5mm, 10mm, and 12.5 mm for
15mm, 20mm and 25mm of ovoid respectively. The dose to the vagina decreases with the
increase in the diameter of the ovoid, however, no significant change in the dose to the vagina
was observed with the variation in the ring diameter.
From this, dosimetric study, it was found that the lateral vaginal mucosal doses are
significantly higher with T/R applications as compared to standard T/O application. The doses
reduce as the ovoid diameter increases which is not seen with T/R application. Also, three
dimensional vaginal dose volume parameters (0.1, 1, 2 and 3cc doses) is being estimated and
compared on CT/MR applications. Vaginal dose documentation and reporting with IGABT and
correlation with vaginal morbidity would be key in future studies in carcinoma cervix. Reporting
vaginal dose at points has a lot of uncertainty due to geometric shift and high dose gradient[68].
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2.4: Processes of transition:
In the recent past, the advent of advanced imaging modalities such as MRI and
availability of CT / MR compatible applicators have paved the way for IGABT. Various
imaging modalities like ultrasound
(PET)

[103-114]

[88-94]

, CT, MRI

[95-102]

and Positron Emission Tomography

scan etc. have been explored. Among all the imaging modalities, MR imaging is

becoming increasingly popular for diagnosis and treatment planning for EBRT and BT for
cervical cancer. Promising results in terms of increased local control and reduced toxicities have
been reported which made this technique popular during the last decade [115-123].
In the year 2004, GYN GEC ESTRO first published its recommendations, which
describes the concepts and terms used in 3D IGBT [83,124].

Various definitions of Gross

Tumour Volume (GTV) and Clinical Target Volume (CTV) were proposed, which are now
widely accepted. In Multi fractionated BT, a new dimension, time is added in to the process, as
imaging and treatment planning is carried out for each fraction, and the inter application/fraction
variation has been a major concern during dose accumulation. The organ deformation by means
of bladder filling, tumour shrinkage has resulted in large uncertainty in the process of dose
reporting of this process. Since, the fourth dimension is also being used in the treatment
planning, a term called IGABT has been introduced.

During this PhD thesis, clinical

implementation of 3D image based BT for cervical cancer was implemented in TMH. We are
also a part of an ongoing multi-centric collaborative trial IntErnational study on MRI-guided BT
in locally advanced cervical cancer (EMBRACE) which will reveal more information on the
dose effect relationship on local control/morbidity of the tumour and toxicities of OARs.
Although IGABT is widely practiced in many centers across the globe, it is still in its infancy in
India. The implementation of IGABT in India and other developing countries is a big challenge
due to the resources, expertise and financial constraints. Nevertheless, with the successful
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Figure 19: Typical workflow of the 2D Orthogonal radiograph planning and 3D MR image based
Brachytherapy.

implementation of Three Dimensional Conformal Radiotherapy, Intensity Modulated
Radiotherapy and Image Guided Radiotherapy in routine clinical practice, there is a growing
interest in IGABT in cervical cancers in India. As any other advanced techniques,
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IGABT too requires systematic clinical implementation that includes familiarization of
the processes. In-appropriate implementation of IGABT and change of clinical practice based on
this could be damaging to the patients. The contouring procedure has been shown to carry some
of the most significant uncertainties in the IGABT procedure [125, 126]. Therefore, specific
training in contouring remains one of the most important pre-requisites for IGABT. Further, in
the past, lack of proper treatment planning system quality assurance procedures has led to some
serious accidents [128]. Unlike treatment delivery errors, which are usually random in nature, the
errors from the TPS and applicator commissioning are more often systematic and can be
avoided. During this thesis period, we made this transition of 2D to 3D MR Image BT in TMH.
The successful implementation of 3D image based BT in to clinical routine which is of
international standard, is the basis of this thesis.
In the following section, a brief discussion has been included which will cover the salient
features of the practical implementation of IGABT in clinical practice, There are various steps in
the process of IGABT such as applicator selection, contouring, imaging, treatment planning and
optimization that may quite differ from the conventional BT planning [Figure 19]
2.4.a. Clinical benefits of IGABT and rationale for transition:
In past 10-15 years, MR Image based adaptive BT approach has been standardized with
many mono-institutional series of clinical outcome being reported now

[115-123]

(Table 3). Potter

at el have published their single institution experience with MRI based IGABT, where they
reported three year pelvic control rate of 96% for tumours 2-5cm in diameter, and 90% for
tumours >5cm in diameter with a three year actuarial rate of grade 3-4 bowel and urinary
toxicity of 2% as compared to the historical series

[128]

. The French STIC trial that compared 2D

vs 3D concludes that 3DBT results in improved local control with half toxicity observed with 2D
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dosimetry. They concluded that for patients with advanced tumours, it is necessary to improve
coverage of target volumes without increasing the toxicity [129].
Table 3: Literature survey of Clinical outcome of MRI based IGABT.

Authors

Imaging
modality

Number
of
patents

Median
follow up
(months)

HR
CTV
value

HR CTV
D90
(EQD2
Gy)

LC

PFS

OS

Grade 4
morbidity

Nomden
et al,
2013

MR

46

41

57

84

93

74

65

9.5%

HaieMeder et
al 2010

MR

84

53

48

79

89.2

52(DFS)

57

13%

HaieMeder et
al 2010
Beriwal
et al,
2011

MR

156

42

93

95

74(CSS)

68

7%

MR

44

3

83.3

88

85 (DSS) 86

0%

Tan LT
et al,
2009
Lindega
ard et al
2012

CT

28

23

74

96

81(CSS)

11%

MR

145

31

91

91

86 (CSS)

29.3

29.6

78

5%

2.4.b. Applicators /Selection:
IGABT mandates use of CT/MR compatible applicators that do not throw artifacts and
interfere with the CT or MRI signal such that tumour visualization is possible. A wide range of
CT/MR compatible applicators ranging from simple tandem-ovoids/ring for intracavitary alone
to ovoids/rings with titanium needles/plastic tubes for intracavitary + interstitial applications are
commercially available. The applicators are made up of titanium/carbon material for CT/MR
compatibility making them expensive as compared to applicators made of stainless steel
material.
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In TMH, T/O is the most commonly used BT applicator, as compared to T/R applicator.
Ring allows greater flexibility of source dwell positions as compared to T/O applicator, it also
offers fixed geometry as compared to T/O applicator. However, T/R application results in higher
doses to vagina than ovoids when the standardized “Fletcher” loading is used

[130]

.The clinical

significance of higher doses at surface of T/R applicator and its impact on vagina in terms of late
toxicities is unclear

[131]

. Levin et al, and Tuncell N et al evaluated the dosimetric differences

in T/O and T/R applicators

[132,133]

. They reported that there were no significant differences

between T/O and T/R applicators in doses to prescription points or OARs, however, there were
significant differences in treated volumes and total treatment time. T/O treated larger volumes
over a longer time. At the moment there is no data supporting the clinical benefit of either of the
applicator type.
2.4.c. Imaging
Imaging is an important component of the IGABT process. In TMH, 2D radiographic
localization is generally used for BT, however in the recent past, with an additional CT scanner
in the department, CT planning also is being carried out for selected patients. However, access
to MRI for BT planning is limited only to a few selected patients enrolled in trial. Studies were
undertaken to compare the contouring in CT and MR which showed that the tumour volume can
be significantly over estimated in CT images as compared to MR. No systematic differences in
the volume or in the dose to OARs were found, although MRI has in general better visualization
of OARs

[100,134]

. The overestimation of tumour width in CT results in reduced tumour coverage

D90, and resulting dose escalation in D90, which would result in increased dose to OARs. At the
moment, MR is considered as gold standard in IGABT, as it provides good soft tissue contrast
that enables the depiction tumour regression in great detail.
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Gyn GEC ESTRO recommendations for MRI imaging has been published which describe
in detail all the issues pertaining to imaging [135]. A brief summary of which is as follows:
Generally, applicators used for IGABT are MRI compatible, made up of either polymer
or titanium. The plastic/polymer applicators do not infere with the magnetic field and appear as
black voids in the images, however titanium applicators, produces susceptibility artifacts
particularly in the regions of considerable material thickness which is typically at the end of the
tandem, needle, ovoid, and ring channels. In particular with 3Tesla MRI, titanium applicators
may compromise the image quality due to susceptibility artifacts. The titanium artifacts depend
on image sequence and may extend beyond 5–10 mm on 3T T2-weighted sequences whereas
they may be less than 3–5 mm on 3T T1-weighted MRI

[136]

. The impact of spatial distortions

will directly translate into dose calculation uncertainties as the BT dose gradient is about 5–10%
per mm [137]. Distortion is quite significant at the field edges and minimal at the center, which is
the region of interest in IGABT. Yet, quantification of these distortions needs to be carried out,
as the dose gradient is quite high in BT. A 1mm distortion may cause a dose variation of 5-10%

Figure 20: Schematic diagram of cervix cancer with coronal and axial sections representing the volumes
recommended by GEC ESTRO (124)
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in the region of point- A. Susceptibility distortions are field dependent, but it has so far been
proven that these distortions are acceptable for magnetic field strengths up to 1.5Tesla

[138]

and

[136]

3Tesla

. Geometric distortions are sequence dependent and have to be taken into account

when choosing MRI-sequences. Fortunately the geometric stability of standard T2-weighted
spin-echo and turbo spin-echo sequences is fairly robust to susceptibility artifacts.
Gyn GEC ESTRO working group IV recommendations tabulates all the sequences of pre
RT and BT MRI scans required [135]. Out of which the mandatory scans, include minimum of T2
FSE(Fast Spin Echo) paraxial (in the axis of the uterus), para-saggittal and para- coronal
sequences that covers the entire uterine body, inferior border of symphysis pubis, entire vaginaif vagina is involved and pelvic side wall. A slice width of 3-5mm is recommended. It also lists
all the protocols that tabulate the sequence parameters such as time of repetition, time of Echo,
Echo train length, slice width etc for quick reference. These parameters as a starting point and
further customization of these parameters that are machine specific produce the best image
quality.
In the year 2004,
GYN GEC ESTRO first
publisheditsrecommendatio
ns, which describes the
concepts and terms for
defining

and

reporting

various volumes with the
use of MR image guided
BT planning, which are
now widely accepted

[124]

Figure 21: Documentation of Clincal findings

[Figure
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20].

It

is

recommended that clinical examination findings have to be documented and can also be used as
a guide while reading the MRI images for various target volume delineation. [Figure 21].
2.4.d. Volume delineation:
Gross tumour volume (GTV-D) at BT: GTV at the time of BT represents the macroscopic
tumour as visible and palpable on clinical examination and detectable on T2-weighted MRI as
high signal intensity lesion in the cervix and surrounding structures namely uterus, parametria or
vagina or other organs [Figure 20]
High-risk Clinical Target Volume (HR-CTV): The HR- CTV is assumed to carry a high density
of tumour cells and is characterized by a high risk of recurrence. It includes the GTV as
described above, whole cervix, and areas of low-signal intensity (gray zones) in the parametria
corresponding to the topography of initial tumour spread [Figure 20]
Intermediate risk CTV (IR-CTV): The IRCTV is assumed to carry a significant
microscopic

tumour

load.

It

is

characterized by an intermediate risk of
local recurrence. This includes HR-CTV
with anisotropic margins ranging from 515 mm depending on the initial tumour
extent and respecting the anatomical
boundaries for tumour spread.

Figure 22: Figure illustrates the target volumes and OARs
drawn as per GYN GEC ESTRO recommendations. yellowGTV, red- HR CTV, magenta-Bladder, Green-Sigmoid, cyanrectum.
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Organs at risk: The most commonly
delineated OAR’s are urinary bladder,

rectum, and sigmoid colon. Depending on different clinical situations, other OAR’s like small
bowel, urethra, vagina that is not part of the target volumes, anal sphincter etc. may also be
contoured and doses documented. Recently a new proposal for documenting the vaginal doses
has been published [77] [Figure 22].
2.4.e. Applicator reconstruction:
The accuracy in applicator reconstruction is crucial due to the inherent steep dose
gradients present in BT. A dose variation of 8-10 % was found per mm of applicator
displacement for target and OAR doses [139] . Applicator reconstruction with CT images is more
straightforward as compared to MRI. In CT images, source channels can be visualized by means
of dummy markers with predefined source positions. For MR based reconstruction, catheters
containing copper sulfate

[140]

, water

[141]

, glycerine or ultrasound gel (vitamin D) when inserted

in the applicator give hypo / hyper intense signal on T1/T2 MR sequences such that the source
channel could be reconstructed. However, for titanium needles / applicators, these channels
cannot be visualized, as titanium is known to cause susceptibility artifacts [140]. In such cases, the

Figure 23: Figure showing various processes of the quality assurance procedures for applicator
commissioning 23a: In house made phantom 23b &23c : Auto radiograph and the radiograph to determine
the offset for first dwell position. 23d: Ring applicator positioned during the CT scan.
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applicator landmarks such as needle holes, cavities can be used to aid the process of
reconstruction

[142,143]

. Also, optimal MR axial slice thickness is an important parameter for

accurate reconstruction and a slice thickness of ≤5 mm was recommended as reported by
Hellebust et al [144] .
GEC-ESTRO recommendations for applicator reconstruction have been published which
describe in detail the reconstruction procedure [145]. A brief summary of the report is as follows:
The commissioning process includes the verification of the location of clinically relevant source
positions in relation to the outer surface of the applicator and/or in relation to reference points in
the applicator, which includes for example, the distance from the tip of a tandem applicator or a
needle to the first dwell position, distance from the top of a ring applicator to the level of the
source. Traditionally the commissioning has been performed using X-ray images. However, with
wide availability of CT scanners now in the clinics, CT images can be used to commission the
applicators.

The correct method of reconstruction should be verified using auto-radiographs

d

from which the true location of the dwell positions is found. Extra care should be taken using
curved applicators, e.g. the ring applicator or ovoids.
An In-house phantom with the fiducials/markers with the known geometry was fabricated
which can house the applicator in fixed geometry [Figure 23a]. To produce good contrast of the
applicators the phantom was filled with agarose gel.

Images of both CT and MRI of various

sequences, which will be used clinically, were obtained.

The MR images have been compared

with the corresponding CT images by means of image registration to quantify the artifacts and
spatial distortion. Further, the applicator was positioned on the CT table in such a way that the
relevant part of the applicator can be visualized in one image, followed by autoradiography with
the known dwell positions[Figure 23a, b, c, d]. The dwell positions were identified in relation to
reference points in the applicator or to the outer surface of the applicator, which should be within
the specified tolerance.
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2.4. f. .Treatment planning / optimization:
Historically, Manchester / Fletcher dosimetry systems were used, which consist of
standard radium loadings in tandem, ovoid/ring that produced a classical pear shaped dose
distribution. With the introduction of remote after loaders and stepping source technology,
standard loading pattern were followed that resembles the traditional radium loading which
produced similar pear shape dose distribution. The dose prescription/normalization was to point
A. Although in IGABT, where we can visualize the tumour and the OARs clearly, the
optimization procedure is still conservative, where, the starting point is to follow a standard
loading pattern, followed by normalization to point A, minimal optimization such that there is no
large deviation in the loading pattern while, reducing the dose to OARs without compromising
the target coverage. In IGABT, the dose prescription and reporting is on HR-CTV, however, it is
recommended to report the dose to point A.
Generally, it is advisable, that large deviation from the standard loading pattern or the
pear shape dose distribution is avoided. If Interstitial + intracavitary approach is being used, it
is important to maintain the loading of the interstitial needles to not more than 20-30% so that
the major part of the dose is delivered from the intracavitary applicator and the high dose region
remains inside the uterus/ GTV

[2]

. By means of optimization the prescription isodose can be

expanded typically by 5mm in intracavitary applications

[146]

. By introduction of additional

interstitial needles parametrial involvement can be targeted and it is possible to provide
prescription depth upto 15mm from point A without increasing the dose to OARs
significantly[146] [Figure 24]. In larger tumours, optimized plans resulted in better OARs sparing
with good target coverage as compared to standard plans [62].
Inverse planning is not widely used in clinics, and had to be done with caution as certain
algorithms are known to produce large variation among the dwell times, it is important to
understand how these algorithm works in a certain clinical situation
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[147,148]

. To optimize the

resources, two fractions of treatments per application, one on the day of the implantation and the
other after 12 hours gap could be implemented which is practiced in few centers

[146,121]

. The

DVH parameters recommended for reporting is given in Figure 26[83].
The recent publications of dose response relationship with DVH parameter validate the
prescription concept and dose levels followed by most of the institutions practicing IGABT in
the last decade

[150-152, 128]

. There are no recommendations or guidelines for dose limits to target

or OAR’s. However, with the clinical experience evident there are reports to suggest certain
parameters which when achieved can obtain optimal results in terms of local control and
morbidity. For eg.: D90 of at least 85 Gy (EQD2) to HRCTV and 60 Gy EQD2 to IR CTV achieve
optimal local control rates. Similarly, for OAR’s restricting the doses to 85 Gy (EQD 2) for
bladder, 70–75 Gy (EQD2) for rectum and sigmoid as minimal doses to the most exposed D 2cm3
resulted in in <5% long term morbidity. The evidence is quite clear for rectum but less for
bladder and sigmoid.

It is

important to document both
D2cm3 and D0.1cm3 for the
OARs, as these parameters
are found to correlate various
toxicities, for instance, in the
case of rectum, D0.1cm3 level
may be relevant for the
development of ulceration,
necrosis, and fistula and the
Figure 24 : Dose distribution of Intracavitary where the target is not
adequately covered(left), the addition of interstitial needles helps to extend
the dose coverage by 8mm, while sparing the OARs (right) . Dotted red lineHRCTV, Dotted Yellow line-GTV, Dotted Majenta-Bladder continuous blue
line – 7Gy, continuous red line – 9 Gy.
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D2cm3 for telangiectasia

[151]

.

Due to difficulties in defining
the vagina on images and the

steep dose gradients with very close proximity to BT sources, a meaningful DVH analysis and
correlation of dose to vaginal morbidity have so far been impossible

[68]

. An ongoing

collaborative trial EMBRACE will reveal more information on the dose effect relationship on
local control/morbidity of the tumour and toxicities of OARs.
2.4.g. Dose reporting:
Unlike 2D orthogonal image based planning, in IGABT, we are dealing with the 3D images in
both EBRT and BT, and hence, it is now possible to evaluate a cumulative dose distribution for
target and OARs.

However, the

HR CTV D 90 = 7.2 Gy

radio-biological

basis

of

HR CTV D 98 = 5.2 Gy

combining EBRT and BT dose is

D2cm3 Bl = 5.6 Gy
D2cm3 R = 4.7 Gy
D2cm3 S = 4.2 Gy

too complicated. The steep dose
gradients associated in BT dose
distribution and the estimation of
cumulative

Figure 25: A typical DVH of a Brachytherpy application. The dose
volume parameters quoted here refers for one BT application.

dose

of

various

volumes which change in time
has

lot

of

uncertainties.

Combining EBRT and BT dose distribution by means of simple registration methods based on
3D physical voxel model may not have information about the changes in the organ or its
biological impact. To keep the addition of doses simple, LQ model is adopted, where the dose
is converted to equivalent of 2Gy (EQD2) taking into account repair half time of 1.5 h, ∝
for tumour and 3 for organs at risk is assumed

[149]

. The formulae for converting the physical

dose to EQD2 dose are as follows:
1
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There are no recommendations or guidelines for dose limits to target or OAR’s. However, with
the clinical experience evident there are reports to suggest certain parameters which when
achieved can obtain optimal results in terms of local control and morbidity. For eg.: D 90 of at
least 85 Gy (EQD2) to HRCTV and 60 Gy EQD2 to IR CTV achieve optimal local control rates.
Similarly, for OAR’s restricting the doses to 85 Gy (EQD2) for bladder, 70–75 Gy (EQD2) for
rectum and sigmoid as minimal doses to the most exposed D2cm3 resulted in in <5% long term
morbidity.

The evidence is quite clear for rectum but less for bladder and sigmoid. It is

important to document both D2cm3 and D0.1cm3 for the OARs, as these parameters are found to
correlate various toxicities, for instance, in the case of rectum, D0.1cm3 level may be relevant for
the development of ulceration, necrosis, and fistula and the D2cm3 for telangiectasia

[151]

. Due to

difficulties in defining the vagina on images and the steep dose gradients with very close
proximity to BT sources, a meaningful DVH analysis and correlation of dose to vaginal
morbidity have so far been impossible[53] .However, recently, a new formalism for reporting
vaginal doses have been published [77] .
2.4.h. Dose Delivery / Inter-intra fraction/application variation:
With increasing conformity of dose it becomes important that the delivery of dose is in
accordance with what is planned on the TPS. Optimal source geometry, timing and stability are
prerequisites for safe delivery of optimized BT. Both patient related factors and technical issues
associated with the BT equipment can give rise to uncertainties in the delivered dose. It is well
recognized that equipment related quality assurance has to be conducted periodically to prevent
the dose delivery errors. Patient related factors are being identified as applicator
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Figure 26, gives the dose reporting parameters in 2D and 3D image based brachytherapy.

displacement, organ motion in between the treatment planning and dose delivery. In this thesis,
some of the unresolved issues related to inter application variation has been investigated and
discussed in chapter 4.
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Chapter 3
Treatment planning and Optimization
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3.1. Treatment planning
Most BT centers in the world have followed a traditional concept based on the
Manchester or Fletcher loading patterns. The rationale behind the Manchester approach is to
achieve a consistent dose rate at point A, by applying a set of strict rules with regard to the
position and activity of radium sources for the different combination of sizes for the uterine
tandem and ovoids. With the introduction of HDR remote after loaders, the rules of Fletcher and
Manchester systems were extended from the milligram radium equivalent activity distribution to
a pattern of dwell positions where a single stepping source is positioned at programmable dwell
times. With the introduction of computers and sophisticated mathematical models, HDR BT has
brought in more advances in to field of BT. One such advance in the process of treatment
planning is the application of optimization algorithms in HDR BT, which offers a great
flexibility in shaping the desired dose that adequately covers the tumour and minimizes the dose
to normal tissues.
The objective of any treatment planning in radiotherapy is to deliver the maximum dose
to the tumour and minimum elsewhere. One of the basic pre requisite to meet this objective is
the knowledge of the spatial location of tumour volume with respect to OARs.

In 2D

orthogonal images, the OARs with respect to the target volumes were not clearly seen and hence
the toxicities were reported to be high, although most of the series reported with good clinical
results [154-158]. The integration of CT or MR imaging for treatment planning in 3D IGABT serves
the purpose of identifying the target volumes in 3D geometry

[54, 63, 81, 146,159, 160].

The

introduction of IGABT, has also added a new dimensions in terms of both volume to the target
and OAR and how these volumes change with time, providing an improved understanding
compared with the limited information available with radiographic localization
160, 161, 162,163,]

.
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[63, 81, 119,147,159,

The dose effect curves for OAR may be steep depending on the endpoint. Recent
publication from the Vienna group shows that the dose volume correlations for late rectal
morbidity treated with MR IGABT, where a steep dose effect is evident, especially when D 2cm3
is used as a predictor for the dose delivered to the rectum

[164,165]

. The historical series based on

the clinical experience and radiobiology also shows steep dose effect relationship

[166, 167-169]

.

Moreover, the steep dose gradients in BT demands for an optimized dose distribution, where the
tumour is adequately irradiated with sharp fall off of dose in OARs

[150,151]

. Hence, it is

imperative to obtain a best possible treatment plan that satisfies the above conditions [146, 83]
The second pre-requisite to meet the planning objective in BT treatment planning, is to
achieve certain dose volume parameters or constraints, which are considered as the dose
tolerance for the organs. The method to achieve these constraints in HDR BT may be termed as
optimization. Optimization in HDR BT is nothing but adjusting the dwell positions and dwell
times in an iterative process until the best compromise for target and OAR constraints is
achieved. This chapter summarizes the theoretical and practical aspects of treatment planning
for both intracavitary and interstitial cervical BT with a specific focus to various planning
methods such as forward and inverse planning and various optimization techniques such as
stochastic and deterministic methods.
3.1.1 Forward Planning
In this method, the user wants to achieve a dose distribution, which meets certain criteria
by adjusting iteratively the dwell times. These adjustments can be done either manually or by
graphical tools. Graphical optimization tools are often considered as not safe and hence have to
be used with caution. Forward planning generally includes simple tools such as, addition or
deletion of dwell positions, adjusting the individual dwell time to improve the target coverage or
to reduce the dose to OARs and overall scaling of the dose distribution. After the physicist has
changed the dwell times, the dose distribution is recalculated followed by an evaluation to find
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out whether the plan meets the dose volume criteria. The

whole process is repeated until the

physicist is satisfied with the resulting treatment plan. Such a method of trial and error makes
the whole procedure sometime time-consuming and dependent on the experience of the physicist
[171]

. However, in gynecological BT, forward planning is considered as the state of the art method

for treatment planning.
3.1.2. Inverse Planning
Inverse planning algorithms was first introduced in BT for prostate [172,173, 174, 175, 176]. The
major aim of the inverse planning algorithms was to improve the dosimetric results, to make
reproducible plans, and decrease the time to prepare a treatment plan. In inverse planning, the
user defines the objective and the dose constraints for the target volume and the OARs. The
mathematical algorithms determine an optimal set of dwell times that best meets the objectives
of the user. The user therefore does not anymore need to do the manual adjustments. The
resulting plan will be used immediately for treatment. Optimization according to this model is
referred to as inverse planning [177]. However, at this moment, these inverse planning algorithms
were not robust enough to control the dosimetry especially for intracavitary BT. For example,
the loading pattern resulting from these algorithms has a large deviation from the traditional
pattern, which may not be clinically acceptable, which was the main investigative component of
this thesis [147]. The use of inverse planning based on volumetric parameters in BT has currently
been mainly reported for interstitial BT
intracavitary BT has been sparse.

[177, 178]

.

The literature of inverse planning on

This thesis adds to the literature with some significant

findings, which will be summarized at the end of this chapter.
3.2. Optimization
Optimization in HDR BT broadly refers to an algorithm, which searches through
potential solutions to find one that best minimizes the objective function.

The potential solution

is in terms of a distribution of source dwell positions and dwell time, hence the variables in the
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optimization problem is source location, source strength/dwell time.

Mathematically,

optimization refers in minimizing the variance of the doses Di at points i on the PTV surface
from the prescription dose Dp.

Where f is a simple objective function
In the literature, several mathematical techniques in the domain of BT are used to optimize the
dose distribution. These optimization techniques can be broadly divided into exact and heuristic
methods. In general, heuristics are indeed more suitable in solving real problems. They do not
necessarily provide the optimal solution to a problem, but are looking for a result that is close to
the optimal solution and within a reasonable computation time

[179]

. Heuristics methods can be

further divided into stochastic and deterministic.
3.2.1 Exact Methods
Exact methods guarantee an optimal solution to a problem, unlike heuristics. The exact
methods are solved by linear programming problem, where the objective function and constraints
are linear expressions of the decision variables

[180]

. This means that the problem is said to have

met the solution provided it meets certain hard constraints. Hard constraints are constraints,
which cannot be violated.

However, in reality, hard constraints cannot be achieved, as the

problem may not have any solution when hard constraints are applied.

Therefore the hard

constraints are often replaced by a cost function, with higher costs involving lower quality of the
treatment plan. These constraints are called soft constraints, which reduce the quality of the
plan.

Exact methods primarily consist of two optimization techniques: Dose point and GO,

which have been used extensively in the clinics for optimizing the HDR dwell time dose
distribution. A brief summary of these methods is given in the following section.
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3.2.1.a Dose Point optimization (DPO):
DPO has been developed by van der Laarse and Prins [181,182]. In DPO, the desired dose at
a number of dose points at a certain distance from the catheter is defined. The optimal set of
dwell times is obtained using the least squares method. The sum of squares of the difference
between the actual and prescribed dose at each dose point and the difference between the
successive dwell times is minimized by setting the derivative of the objective function to each
dwell time equal to zero. In this way, a system with as many equations as there are dwell
locations is obtained, and therefore that is mathematically easy to solve. However, when there
are a lot of dwell locations, the computation time can become high and a large memory is
required. To prevent this, the dwell times can be approximated using a polynomial function. This
leads to a system with a smaller number of equations and the parameters as unknowns. This type
of dose-point optimization is known as distance polynomial optimization.

This type of

optimization is generally used in single plane implants such as soft tissue sarcoma, buccal
mucosa etc. Clinically dose point optimized implants are generally acceptable, as they provide
uniform distribution throughout the implanted volume.
3.2.1. b Geometric Optimization (GO)
In GO, the dwell locations themselves act as dose points. The dwell time in a dwell
location is inversely proportional to the sum of the inverse squares of the distances to the other
dwell positions. This sum is an approximation of the dose contribution of other dwell positions.
When the dwell positions in the same catheter are taken into account, it is refereed as geometric
distance optimization. When they are not taken into account, it is called GO on volume. GO is
generally works best for volume implants such as breast – Accelerated Partial Breast Irradiation
and any large volume implants of 2-3 planes. Kolkman-Deurloo et al, [183] investigated the effect
of geometrical optimization in regular and irregular implants. Kestin et al. [184] apply a correction
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of the dwell times to decrease the under-dosing of the lumpectomy cavity with a self-developed
algorithm, after GO.
3.2.1. c. Combination of Dose point and GO.
In some rare clinical situation, DPO and GO can also be applied together. In polynomial
optimization on volume

[185]

, for example, GO on volume is first applied to obtain the overall

dwell time for each catheter. Thenpolynomial optimization is used, with the additional objective
that the overall dwell time for each catheter from the GO is preserved. In other studies [172, 186, 183,
173]

both optimization methods are used in the first phase of an inverse planning method. These

methods indicate the optimization potential. In a subsequent phase, objectives for the target
volume and critical organs are specified. Finally, the optimal dose distribution is determined by
an inverse optimization technique.
3.2.1 d. Graphical optimization (GrO):
GrO is the last method among exact methods. In using GrO, the isodose curves of the
radiation plan the computer displays are changed manually with the mouse. Isodose curves are
curves that indicate a similar radiation dose. After manual adjustment, the algorithm calculates
the exact corresponding dwell times. Tanderup et al for example, use GrO, and compare the
results with those of GO [187].

3.2.2 Heuristic methods:
3.2.2.a Stochastic Heuristics - Simulated Annealing
Stochastic heuristics have a probability aspect in their search process, converge towards a
global optimum and usually have a longer computation time than deterministic heuristics

[188]

.

Simulated annealing is the first example of a heuristic that solves the optimization problem in a
stochastic manner. The heuristic is based on the influence of the physical cooling process on the
properties of metals. With slow cooling, the atoms change into a perfect crystal structure
For example, Lessard and Pouliot

[190]

[189]

.

have developed IPSA, an inverse planning algorithm. In
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IPSA, the objective function is a cost function associated with dose objectives for each target
volume and critical organ. Before the optimization, the physicist needs to specify the lower and
upper limits of the acceptable dose in the dose points for each tissue type and the weights
associated with exceeding these limits. A dose outside the range is linearly penalized. The cost
function is minimized using simulated annealing and the result is an optimal set of dwell times.
At the start, the dwell times are set at an arbitrary value. The objective function value changes by
allowing the dwell times to increase or decrease randomly in each iteration by a random value. A
new set of dwell times resulting in a better objective function is always accepted. A less suitable
value of the objective function will only be accepted at a certain level of probability. In this way
it is possible to escape from local minima. The probability of acceptance decreases as the search
process progresses. To this end, the temperature parameter in each iteration is reduced. The
search process is stopped if the objective function does not change for many iterations.
3.2.2.b. Deterministic Heuristics
Deterministic heuristics are typically used in the literature for variance-based objectives.
Milickovic et al.

[191]

, for example, compare the results of evolutionary algorithms with the

results of the deterministic algorithms. The deterministic algorithms optimize the weighted sum
based on the dose variance objectives for dose points in and on the target volume. The
optimization is repeated several times, each time with different weights. Because the solution
space is convex here, the deterministic heuristics converge rapidly towards a global Pareto front.
They use two gradient methods, namely the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) quasiNewton algorithm and the Fletcher-Reeves-Polak-Ribiere (FRPR) algorithm. Gradient methods
apply the first derivative of the objective function to the decision. The decision variables are the
square roots of the dwell times. By taking the square root of the dwell times, negative times are
avoided. This way, no additional constraint for positive dwell times should be added to the
model. They also use a method that does not include gradient information, namely the adapted
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Powell algorithm. When the objectives for the critical organs are also included in the aggregated
objective function, there may be local minima. Milickovic, Lahanas, Papagiannopoulou and
Baltas

[192]

conclude, however, that deterministic heuristics also lead to global solutions in their

research, in the presence of objectives for critical organs. Shwetha et al.

[193]

use another

deterministic algorithm that requires no derivatives: Nelder-Mead simplex. The optimization
aims at a specific dose to be delivered to one or more anatomical structures, and the physicist
must start to indicate the objectives for each structure.
3.2.2.c Hybrid Heuristics
Hybrid Inverse Planning and optimization (HIPO) [186, 194, 195,196, 197-199] is a hybrid inverse
planning method that uses both a stochastic and a deterministic heuristic. The objective function
is the weighted sum of objectives for different anatomical structures. Dose values for the target
volume that are above or below a dose limit are penalized. For the critical organs and normal
tissue, only the dose values above a dose limit are penalized. HIPO optimizes not only the dwell
times of the dwell location in each catheter, but also the position of the catheters. In this respect,
it differs from all other techniques. HIPO starts from a random catheter position or a catheter
position indicated by the physicist. It uses simulated annealing to change the catheter positions
and limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (LBFGS) to optimize the dwell times.
HIPO can also be used if the position of the catheters is already fixed [194, 199]. In this situation the
algorithm optimizes only the dwell times. The physicist again fixes a number of parameters
before the optimization.
HIPO offers a dwell time gradient restriction filter in order to account for clinical
constraints within the catheters. In other words, high values of this filter are expected to produce
solutions with smooth changes of dwell times/weights along each catheter and prevent solution
swith dominating source dwell positions. The dwell time gradient restriction acts practically as a
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dose modulation restriction filter. This enables the creation of better security in the delivery of
dose distributions without having to compromise to the optimization performance.

3.3 Application and evaluation of Inverse Planning:
The application of inverse planning in EBRT is very common, however in BT it is still
not commonly practiced in the clinics. In the last 4-5 years, the application of inverse planning
has been practiced in prostate BT, however, its use in gynaecological BT is sparse. One of the
major reason for this, is the use of standard loading pattern, which originates from the traditional
schools that resulted in excellent results [167]. Any deviation from these standard loading patterns
was not well taken. In this chapter, three major clinical scenarios were investigated, viz, Tandem
ovoid application, Tandem/ring application, combined Intracavitary and interstitial implants –
Vienna applicator and MUPIT Interstitial applicator.
3.3.1. Standard loading pattern and Inverse planning algorithm (HIPO) for Tandem and
ovoid applicator:
3.3.1.a. Purpose:
The inverse planning algorithms, employing sophisticated mathematical formulations
expected to result in better plans as compared to manual trial and error method. Although, it
produced good plans, the loading pattern of these algorithms in comparison with traditional
systems was not similar

[147]

. This may be attributed to the fact that the traditional systems were

based on the applicator geometry such as the length of the tandem and the size of the ovoid,
while the more modern planning concepts are based on the tumour and the topography of the
OARs with respect to the applicator. Hence, we have decided to study in detail, the change in
the loading pattern of inverse planning algorithm for T/O applications. The specific purpose of
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this study was to compare standard plans, manual optimized plans and inverse generated plans.
The comparison was based on dose–volume parameters and the loading pattern for these plans.
3.3.1.b Materials and methods:
Twenty-eight patients who underwent MRI based HDR IGABT for cervix cancer was
selected as the data set for this retrospective study. This set was made up of eleven IIIB, fourteen
IIB, two IIA and one IB2 patients. A dose of 46–50 Gy was given as the EBRT dose. Nucletron
standard tandem-ovoid CT/MR compatible applicators with tandem lengths of 5 or 6 cm and
ovoid diameters of 2 or 1.5 cm were used. 1.5 Tesla T2 weighted MRI scans (GE Healthcare)
were obtained after implantation. HR CTV, rectum, bladder, and sigmoid were contoured based
on the GYN GEC ESTRO recommendations

[83,124]

. MRI ﬁndings at the time of diagnosis and

BT, and clinical examination were used for target volume delineation. Treatment planning was
performed using the Oncentra GYN (v0.9, Nucletron, Veneendal, Netherlands) TPS. The
applicator geometry was reconstructed using data from a library of various applicators. The
reconstruction tool uses the outer applicator shape and the known source path. This allows
positioning of the applicator directly on the MRI series

[142]

. The Oncentra GYN includes tools

such as bar graphs and online DVH monitors to facilitate fast graphical/manual optimization
planning. The dose computation algorithm is based on the TG 43 as recommended by the
American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM) [200].
Three plans were calculated for each patient: (1) standard loading plan, (2) manual
optimized plan, and (3) inverse optimized plan. A dose of 7Gy was prescribed to Point A for
standard plans and to the HR CTV for manual and inverse optimized plans. The loading pattern
of the standard plan was based on the Fletcher system. Although the dwell weights are equal in
all the dwell positions, the dwell positions are arranged in such a manner that it resembles the
Fletcher loading pattern. It consists of three positions in the ovoid and 7 or 8 positions in the
tandem with a 2.5 mm step size. Table 4 provides the details of the dwell positions and other
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parameters. In manual optimized plans, the dwell positions were changed and the individual
dwell weights were manipulated. The plan objective for optimization was to maximize the HR
CTV coverage while minimizing the dose to the OARs. The manual optimization was carried out
by changing the dwell weights manually and also by using the GrO tool for ﬁne-tuning, with
careful monitoring of the resulting dose distribution. Inverse optimization was based on the
Hybrid Inverse Planning Optimization (HIPO)

[196]

. The plan objectives were same as those for

the manual optimized plans. The relative importance factors were tuned to obtain an optimal plan
that meets the dose constraints of HR CTV and OARs. The dwell time gradient restriction was
maintained at a constant value of 0.5. The dose constraints for optimization were as follows. The
dose to the most exposed 2cm3 volume,,D2cm3 of bladder was 6.2 Gy while D2cm3 of rectum and
sigmoid was 4.4 Gy. For HR CTV, the dose to 90% of HR CTV, D90, was optimized to aim for a
value of at least 7 Gy. Assuming 4 fractions of 7 Gy in BT and 45 Gy of external beam, these
doses correspond to 90 Gy for bladder, 70 Gy for rectum and sigmoid and at least 84 Gy for the
HR CTV based on the EQD2, equivalent dose in 2 Gy per fraction

[83,124, 159,203]

. The dosimetric

outcomes obtained from these three plans were compared qualitatively and quantitatively. The
dose volume reporting parameters of the GYN GEC ESTRO recommendations were evaluated
[83,124]

. As the high dose region is a cause of concern whenever inverse plan or manual

optimization is used, the volume receiving 200% of the prescription dose, V 200, was also
evaluated to characterize the high dose region. A two sided paired t test with a level of
signiﬁcance of 0.05 was used to determine the statistically signiﬁcant differences of parameters
between plans. The comparison of the loading patterns between the standard plan, manual
optimized plan and inverse plan was performed based on the following methodology: For each
plan, the value of the TRAK was calculated. While the TRAK presents the total loading, the ratio
of the loading was calculated, based on TRAK, from positions in the ovoid versus positions in
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the tandem TRAK. This ratio, O/T was calculated for each patient and compared between the
plans.
Table 4: Details of various plans generated for each patient in the current study.

Dwell positions

Standard plan

Manually optimized plan

Inverse plan

Ovoid Lt

4,5,6

1-6 (variable)

1,2,3,4,5,6

Ovoid Rt
Tandem 5cm

4,5,6
1,3,5,7,10,13,16

1-6 (variable)
1,3,5,7,10,13,16

1,2,3,4,5,6
1,3,5,7,10,13,16

Tandem 6cm

1,3,5,7,10,13,16,20 1,3,5,7,10,13,16,20

1,3,5,7,10,13,16,20

Dwell weights

Equal

unequal

unequal

Optimization

optimization

manual + graphical

inverse

3.3.1. c Results:
3.3.1. c.1 Dose to HR CTV: The volume of HR CTV ranged from 9 to 68 cc with a mean of
41(±16) cc at the time of BT. The relationship between the total volume of HR CTV and the
percentage covered by the prescribed dose (V100) for the standard plan and inverse plan is shown
in Fig. 27. Mean D90 was the highest (6.5 ± 1.8 Gy) in standard plans as compared to manual
optimized (6.2 ± 0.5 Gy) and inverse plans (6.3 ± 0.6 Gy). Mean V100 values for standard plan,
manual optimized and inverse plan were 83.9 ± 8.9%, 83.5 ± 5.1% and 83.5 ± 4.9%,
respectively, and not statistically signiﬁcant (p = 0.35, 0.38, 0.4) [Table 5, Figure 28] . The
coverage of HR CTV decreases with increase in volume. Both standard plan and inverse plan
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Figure 27: Relationship of HR CTV volume and V100, shows that they are inversely related

showed negative slope, however the slope was different. For standard plan, the slope was -0.31
as compared to -0.12 for inverse plan, which points to the fact that large volume tumours were
not adequately covered by both standard and inverse plans.However, for optimized plans this
effect could be partially compensated for, resulting in a more ﬂat relationship. It was found that
for relatively smaller tumours (<35 cc), standard plans produced high HR CTV coverage with a
mean V100 value of 88 ± 4%, while the inverse plan resulted in a signiﬁcant reduction in
coverage due to increased sparing of OARs (85.9 ± 6% p = 0.005). In the cases of large tumours
(>35 cc), however, inverse plan was found to be slightly superior in terms of coverage (80.3 ±
7% vs 81 ± 7% p = 0.1), albeit of no statistical signiﬁcance. This may be attributed to the
tradeoff between the dose volume constraints to sufficiently cover the HR CTV while reducing
the dose to the OARs. It was also found that for 7/28 patients, the HR CTV coverage was poor
(mean V100 = 75 ± 5% manual/inverse optimization). Neither manual nor inverse optimization
made any substantial impact on the coverage. These patients had tumours with lateral and
posterior extension.

a

b

c

Fig 28: Isodose distribution for standard Plan (a), manually optimized plan (b), inverse plan(c).Yellow:200%,
14Gy, green: 150%, 10.5Gy, red: 100%, 7Gy, blue:70% 4.9 Gy.
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3.3.1.c.2 Dose to OARs
Fig. 29a, b and c show the relationship of D2cm3 of bladder, rectum and sigmoid with respect to
V100 of standard, manual optimized and inverse plans. Mean values of V100, D90, D2cm3 of
bladder, rectum and sigmoid are presented in Table 5. It was observed that dose to bladder (mean
7.8 ± 1.6 Gy) and sigmoid (mean 5.6 ± 1.4 Gy) was generally high for standard plans; however,
dose to rectum (mean 3.7 ± 0.7 Gy) was well within the tolerance limits. Manual optimization
reduced the dose to bladder (mean 7.1 ± 1.7 Gy p = 0.006) and sigmoid (mean 4.5 ± 1.0 Gy p =
0.005) without compromising the HR CTV coverage. However, dose to rectum increased with a
mean of 4.1 ± 1.0 Gy (p = 0.07). Inverse plan resulted in a signiﬁcant reduction of dose to the
Table 5: Dose volume parameters of standard plan, manually optimized and inverse plan.

Parameter

Standard
plan

Manually
optimized
plan

Inverse
plan

P value

StdVs.
Inverse

Manual
vs
Inverse

V100 %

83.9 ± 9.0

83.5±5.1

83.5±4.9

0.35

0.38

0.4

D90 Gy

6.6 ± 1.8

6.2±0.5

6.3±0.6

0.25

0.23

0.35

Bl D2cc Gy

7.8±1.6

7.1±1.7

6.5±1.4

0.006

0.001

0.005

R D2cc Gy

3.7±0.7

4.1±0.9

4.3±1.0

0.07

0.06

0.15

Sig D2cc Gy

5.6±1.4

4.5±1.0

4.6±1.0

0.005

0.001

0.38

V200%

36.4±11.2

33.5±9.3

28.9±8.3

0.24

0.003

0.02

Point A Gy

7.0±0

6.1±1.1

6.1±1.2

0.007

0.006

0.41

TRAK cGy m-2

0.49±0.02

0.44±0.04

0.4±0.04

0.03

0.005

0.01

Std.vs
Manual

bladder (6.5 ± 1.4 Gy, p = 0.002). All the other dose–volume parameters between the manual
and the inverse plans were statistically not signiﬁcant (Table 5). Mean value of V200 was also
highest in the standard plan (36.4 ± 11.2%) as compared with other plans. Neither the inverse
plan nor the manual optimized plan resulted in larger high dose regions. Mean dose to point A
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was reduced to 6.1 Gy (p = 0.007) for both the manual optimized and inverse plans as compared
to 7.0 Gy for the standard plan.
3.3.1.c.3. Loading pattern:
TRAK was found to be 0.49(±0.02), 0.44(±0.04) and 0.40(±0.04)cGym2 for the standard loading,
manual optimized and inverse plans, respectively. [Figure 30] illustrates the relationship between
TRAK and the HR CTV volume. It was found that for standard plans, TRAK is independent of
HR CTV volume while for manual optimized and inverse plans, TRAK is found to be linearly
dependent on the volume of HR CTV. It was also observed that TRAK for the inverse plan is
less than for the standard and manual optimized plans. This could be attributed to the dose
sculpting used in the inverse plan. It was observed that the ratios TRAKO/T were 0.82(±0.05),
1.7(±1.04) and 1.41(±0.93) for the standard loading, manual optimized and inverse
plans,respectively. To compare TRAK with traditional systems, the loading of Fletcher was
considered, where in tandem 15, 10, 10 mgRa was usedwhile 22.5/20/17.5 mgRa was used in
ovoids depending on size. In our clinical situation, the majority of the applications consist of
small ovoid, hence 17.5 mgRa of loading was considered for ovoid for the sake of comparison,
while 35 mgRa was considered to be in tandem (15 + 10 + 10). Hence TRAKO/T for the
traditional loading pattern was taken as 1, (17.5 x 2/15 + 10 + 10 mgRa). It was observed in this
study that ovoids were more loaded in both the manual optimizedand inverse plans. It was also
observed that the loading patterns in the manual optimized and inverse plans were not
reproducible, which is quite evident from the standard deviation of TRAK Standard deviation
was 1.04 and 0.93 for the manual and inverse plans, respectively, as against 0.05 for standard
plan.
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Figure 29 (a-c) :V100 is plotted for D2cc of bladder(a), rectum(b) and sigmoid(c) for standard(empty circle),
manually optimized(plus) and inverse plan (dots).
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Fig 30: Relationship of HR-CTV volume and TRAK, showing direct proportanality for manually optimized(plus)
and inverse plans (dots) but independent for standard plan (empty circle).

3.3.1. d Discussion:
There have been a lot of studies, which have compared the standard plan with the
optimized (manual or inverse) one and reported that the optimized plan produces superior
coverage and sparing of OARs [62, 63,147, 202-205]. Irrespective of the type of applicator (ovoid/ring)
and the dose rate (HDR/PDR), optimization produces better results. In our experience, the
standard plan produces optimal HR CTV coverage in the case of limited HR CTV size with good
sparing of rectum, however dose to bladder and sigmoid are quite high. Optimization reduces the
dose to the bladder and sigmoid signiﬁcantly, while maintaining the HR CTV coverage [Fig.
29a, b]. However, HR CTV volumes of more than 35 cc were not adequately covered even by
inverse optimization. Here it is important to emphasize that no adaptation of the application
technique (e.g. addition of needles) was performed, and therefore the mean dose to the target
could not be increased substantially. In many cases it even had to be reduced to achieve the dose
limits for OAR. This has to be decided on an individual case basis by looking at target coverage
and organ sparing at the same time. It implies that the application technique needs to be modiﬁed
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to sufficiently treat such large tumours. It has been reported that the combined intracavitary and
interstitial Vienna applicator can deliver prescription doses of up to 15 mm lateral to point A
Similar approaches for ovoids have been reported

[51, 206]

[2]

.

. It was also found that for standard

loading plans, TRAK is independent of HR CTV volume, while for manual optimized and
inverse plans, TRAK is directly proportional to the volume of HR CTV, which could be
attributed to the adaptation of dose to HR CTV in inverse optimized plans. This is in agreement
with the ﬁndings published by Tanderup et al [61].
Between the manual optimized and inverse plans, only bladder dose was reduced
signiﬁcantly (p = 0.005), while all the other dose–volume parameters which were taken into
consideration did not show any statistical signiﬁcance. This study is the ﬁrst to use the
optimization tools in the Oncentra GYN, such as bar graphs and online DVH monitors. This
might have improved the dosimetric results for the manual plans, with the resulting effect of
reducing the differences between the manual and inverse optimization plans. However, this
observation is limited to intracavitary plans, with a limited degree of freedom for dwell time
optimization, and it does not take into account the time factor. Inverse planning may decrease the
duration of planning time as compared to manual treatment planning.
A major experience noted from this work is that the average loading for the whole patient
cohort was found to deviate from the original Fletcher loading. The difference in loading pattern
is expected, due to the difference in the basic philosophy of the plans: the standard loading plan
utilizes the same dwell loading while the inverse/manual plans are optimized such that the
tumour is covered while normal tissues are optimally spared. Manual optimization is generally
carried out by tweaking dwell weights, hence the change in loading pattern is expected to deviate
from the standard loading pattern, and the planner is aware of the changes, while on the other
hand inverse plans are based on mathematical cost functions to achieve local minima. In this
study, the loading pattern of the manual optimized plan showed more deviation (TRAKO/T= 1.7 ±
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1.04) than the inverse plan (TRAK= 1.41 ± 0.93). This may be attributed to the HIPO algorithm
that employs dwell time gradient restriction, which plays a major role in limiting the variation of
dwell time [198].

It was found that the loading in the ovoid is high, for both manual and inverse plans. This
could be attributed to the physical location of HR CTV, which is situated around cervix. The
traditional Manchester system was designed to give the same dose to point A for various
combinations of intra-vaginal and intrauterine source combinations, whereas the aim of inverse
and manual plans is to cover HR CTV, while minimizing the dose to OARs. Dose to point A was
not considered during optimization. Deviation from the traditional loading pattern and the
variation in the dwell time may be acceptable as long as the isodoses conform to the speciﬁc
topography of the target and optimal reduction in the doses to OARs

[63,147]

. However, a large

deviation of the loading pattern/variations in the dwell time was not acceptable as it may increase
the hotspots locally. In this study a dwell time gradient restriction was maintained at 0.5 for the
inverse optimized plans, hence the accumulation of hotspots was minimized. It has been reported
that volumes of 5 mm diameter were drawn around the catheter to reduce the variation in the
dwell time [147]. There are no clear rules of how much of a deviation from the traditional loading
systems is acceptable or on the amount of variation acceptable for dwell times. In clinical
practice, the plans are generally evaluated based on the dose–volume parameters and the dose
distribution. In the era of 3D treatment planning, dose prescription has seen a paradigm shift
from point A to tumour volume. The dose distribution is individualized based on the location of
the tumour with respect to the OARs, rather than the standard loading pattern. The loading
pattern or the variation of dwell times has never been a major criterion for rejecting a plan in the
clinics. It has also been suggested by Pötter et al. that in addition to DVH parameters considered
at present, additional constraints and concepts are necessary to reduce high dose areas. This is
particularly applicable to structures, which have not yet been contoured, such as vagina, vessels,
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nerves, and connective tissue

[153]

. Currently, it may be essential to respect the standard loading

pattern, while practicing conformal BT using inverse planning, until sufficient clinical evidence
becomes available. Detailed analysis revealed that topography of the OAR with respect to HR
CTV is the deciding factor for the loading pattern. When the sigmoid dose was well below the
dose constraint, tandem was heavily loaded to meet the other constraints, such as coverage of HR
CTV and dose to the bladder and rectum. In this case, the ovoid loading was less, which results
in lower dose to the vagina, while the hotspot around the tandem increases. Hence careful
evaluation of hotspots around the tandem is warranted when the sigmoid dose is well below the
tolerance. When the bladder dose is very high, the contribution from the ovoid is increased to
meet the constraints rather than increasing the loading of the tandem. In such a case, the hotspot
in the vagina may well be a cause for concern.
For about 50% of our patients, the topography of the sigmoid shows that it lies close to
the tandem superiorly. This may be attributed to the vaginal packing and rectal separator that
displaces the rectum posteriorly and hypothetically pushes the sigmoid anteriorly close to the
tandem. The situation for other centers may be different. In Vienna, fewer patients showed
sigmoid in such a vicinity to the treated volume as compared to the rectum. This fact may be
related to different application procedures or different patterns of tumour and OAR topography.
There, in contrast to this study, the optimization results in lower dose from the ring than the
tandem. This requires further investigation and comparison with other institutions’ implantation
and packing techniques with lower sigmoid doses, which is beyond the scope of the current
study. The preliminary evaluation of our data of 3D image-based BT indicates that the dose to
the upper rectum and sigmoid is higher than to the rectum

[58]

. This is consistent with other

published data [152, 207,208]. Dose to the vagina has not been analyzed in this study. Trnkova et al.
found that the HIPO algorithm also used in the current study was able to lower the vaginal dose
compared to manual treatment plans

[199]

. In the present study ovoids have been used instead of
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rings. A clear comparison between ovoid and ring dose distributions and their relationship to
clinical endpoints is absent [68].
3.3.1.e Conclusion
Inverse planning with HIPO and/or manual optimization offers improved plans in terms
of OAR sparing and maintaining target coverage when compared to standard clinical plans. For
large and/or unfavorable targets, coverage cannot be achieved with either manual or inverse
optimization if no adaptation of the application technique is included. The average loading
pattern for the whole patient cohort was found to deviate from a traditional standard Fletcher
loading. For our patient cohort, the tandem loading was decreased compared to the ovoids
mainly due to high sigmoid dose.
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3.3.2 Role of help structures in reducing the variation of dwell time using Inverse planning
algorithm (IPSA):
3.3.2.a Purpose
The use of inverse planning is popularized with its application for BT

[172-176]

. Very few

investigating groups have studied the use of inverse optimization algorithm in cervical cancer BT
[209-211, 202, 147, 198].

Although successful in prostate BT, its use in GYN BT is still not common,

due to various issues, which have been reported. Chajon et al. [147] reported that a large variation
of dwell times was observed with IPSA for T/O application and suggested the use of help
structures to reduce the variation. Further it was reported by Trnkova et al.

[198]

that HIPO

algorithm produces plans without high dose regions for both T/R and Vienna applicator and
concluded that modulation restriction, which is used in HIPO plays an important role in
obtaining a distribution, without much of heterogeneity as compared to IPSA. A recent study by
Mavroids et al.

[197]

for prostate BT investigates the use of modulation restriction and concludes

that modulation restricted optimization gives similar results as compared to optimization without
modulation restriction; however, it may slightly improve the dose distributions.
One of the typical qualities of manual optimization as compared to inverse planning
algorithms is that it did not deviate very much from the standard loading pattern. The traditional
pear shaped dose distribution was maintained, except for a few minor changes that improve the
target coverage and OAR sparing. On the other hand, the inverse optimization changes the dwell
time gradient to a large extent. These issues with inverse planning especially in intracavitary BT
need to be clearly understood for various situations and how much the result deviates from the
clinically acceptable standard, i.e. the standard loading pattern or manual optimization, before
implementing into clinical practice. To study the effect of modulation restriction we made IPSA
plans with and without help structures for two types of applicators used in TMH which are T/O
and Vienna applicators.
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The purpose of this study was to objectively compare the dosimetric outcome of IPSA,
with the focus on the use of help structures during optimization for T/O and Vienna applicators.
3.3.2.b Materials and Methods:
The data of thirty-three patients who underwent MRI image based HDR intracavitary BT
for cervix cancer was selected for this retrospective study. There were eleven IIIB, fourteen IIB,
two IIA and one IB2 patients. A dose of 50 Gy was given as external beam radiotherapy dose.
Out of 33 patients, 23 patients were treated with intracavitary approach (I/C) using Nucletron
standard T/O CT/MR compatible applicators with tandem lengths of 5 or 6 cm and ovoid
diameters of 2 or 1.5 cm. Ten patients were treated with combined intracavitary and interstitial
approach (I/C + I/S) with Vienna applicator

[2]

. All patients were transferred to the MRI scanner

soon after completion of the application in operation theatre. The in-house built MRI dummies
filled with water were inserted in the catheters to visualize central tandem, ovoid and ring in the
scans. T2 weighted fast spin echo MRI scans (GE, Signa, Excite, 1.5T) were obtained in the
axial, coronal, and sagittal orientations. The scans were taken with 3 mm thickness and 0mm
spacing. These scans were transferred to the Oncentra contouring workstation (Nucletron,
Netherlands) where HR CTV, bladder, rectum and sigmoid were contoured in accordance with
GEC ESTRO recommendation

[83, 124]

. Direct applicator reconstruction was carried out on the

MR images using multi-planner reconstruction

[142]

. The dose computation algorithm was based

on TG 43 as recommended by the AAPM (200). Treatment planning was carried out with the
PLATO Sunrise planning system (Nucletron, Netherlands).
Three plans were generated for T/O and Vienna applicator: manual optimized plan
(MOPT), IPSA without help structures (IPSA_woHS) and IPSA with help structures
(IPSA_wHS). Prescription dose of 7 Gy was used for these three plans.MOPT plans were
generated by applying manual optimization to the standard plan, which was based on Fletcher
standard loading system. Manual optimization, also called GrO, was done by altering dwell
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times/dwell weights or by dragging the isodose lines using mouse in MRI images. The dwell
positions outside the HR CTV were not switched off during manual optimization to retain the
pear shaped distribution. The dwell positions contributing to the coverage was increased and the
dwell positions contributing to the dose to OARs were reduced appropriately. In case of the
Vienna applicator, the loading of the needles were kept at about 15-20% as compared to the
tandem and the ring [2].
Two inverse plans were completed: IPSA_woHS and IPSA_wHS. For IPSA_woHS, HS
around tandem, ovoid/ring and needles were ignored during inverse optimization, whereas for
IPSA_wHS they were taken into account. The dose volume objectives used for inverse plan are
shown in Table 6. All the plans were started with the dose volume objectives presented in the
table. Based on the results of the previous plan, the objectives were changed by trial and error
until an optimal plan was obtained. The dose volume constraints used for IPSA were similar to
MOPT. The DVH was calculated with the upper dose limit factor of 3 and 100,000 sampling
points in the volume of interest.
The dose volume parameters recommended by GEC ESTRO GYN were analyzed for
comparison: V100, D90, D2cc and D0.1cc of bladder, rectum and sigmoid. For the evaluation of high
dose region, the volume receiving 200% of the prescription dose was also evaluated. Dose to
point-A and TRAK were documented. Conformity index (COIN) was calculated using the
followingformula:

Where Vptv,ref

is the target volume received by reference isodose line, Vptv

is the volume

oftarget volume , Vref is the volume of the implant received by reference isodose line. The data
was analyzed using paired sample t-test. The test was performed with a significance level of 5%.
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Table 6: Dose volume constraints used to obtain inverse plans.

VOI

Margin(m
m) dose
control

Margin(mm)
catheter
activation

Min
surface
dose
weight

Min
surface
dose
(cGy)

Max
surface
dose
weight

Min
volume
dose
weight

Min
volume
dose
(cGy)

Max
volume
dose
(cGy)

Max
volume
dose
weight

700

Max
surface
dose
(cGy)
750

HR CTV

5

2

100

100

150

700

750

150

Help structure

0

0

20

1500

2700

5

20

1500

2700

5

Bladder

0

0

0

500

500

30

0

500

500

30

Rectum

0

0

0

420

420

20

0

420

420

20

sigmoid

0

0

0

420

420

30

0

420

420

30
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Table 7: Dose volume parameters of HR CTV and OARs for T/O applicator

Dose volume
parameter

p-value
MOPT vs wHS

P-value
wHS vs woHS

0.19

0.22

0.25

86.0±4.1

0.54

0.50

0.64

15±1.9

13.7±1.9

0.000

0.001

0.01

3.1±1.8

7.6±1.5

5.4±1

0.000

0.001

0.01

Point A (Gy)

6.6 ±1.9

6.7 ±1.4

6.7 ±0.9

0.22

0.21

0.30

TRAK

0.48±.09

0.42±.08

0.43±.06

0.001

0.000

0.30

COIN

0.34±.08

0.42±.08

0.41±.05

0.000

0.000

0.35

Bladder

D2cc (Gy)

6.5±1.3

6.0±1.4

6.1±1.4

0.001

0.001

0.29

Rectum

D2cc (Gy)

3.9±1.2

4.1±1.4

4.0±1.4

0.26

0.54

0.50

Sigmoid

D2cc (Gy)

4.9±1.1

4.8±1.3

4.8±1.3

0.40

0.45

0.59

HR-CTV

MOPT

IPSA_woHS

IPSA_wHS

D90 (Gy)

6.2±0.9

6.1±0.5

6.0±0.4

V100 (%)

85±7

86.5±3.4

V200%(cc)

11.2±4.3

V400%(cc)

Volume (cc)
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p-value
MOPT vs
woHS
41±12

3.3.2.c Results
The isodose distribution of Vienna applicator of a representative patient for various plans is
presented in Figure. 31.

Figure 31: The isodose distribution of a representative patient for various plans, MOPT, IPSA woHS, and IPSA
wHS using Vienna applicator.

3.3.2.c.1 T/O applicator
Table 7 illustrates the dose volume parameters for the HR CTV and OARs. No
significant variation was observed with dose volume parameters for HR CTV among the three
plans. Similarly, IPSA did not offer significant improvement in sparing the OARs, as compared
to MOPT, except for the bladder dose. The D2cc bladder dose was significantly less in inverse
plans as compared to MOPT plan (p = 0.001). The dose to rectum was within tolerance limits
(3.9 ± 1.2 Gy) in MOPT, but an increased dose was observed in both inverse plans, though not
significantly (0.26). It was observed that V200 and V400 was significantly high in both the
IPSA plans as compared to MOPT, however in IPSA_wHS, reduced volume was observed and
the p-value was towards non significance. Similarly, the TRAK was significantly lower in IPSA
as compared to MOPT (p = 0.001), which may suggest that dose distribution from IPSA plans
were customized to the individual tumour shape without maintaining the conventional pear
shaped dose distribution as in case of MOPT. In terms of conformity, IPSA plans scores over
MOPT plan, as IPSA plans were significantly conformal as compared to MOPT (p = 0.000).
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3.3.2.c.2 Vienna applicator
The dose volume parameters of HR CTV showed statistical significance in favour of
IPSA as compared to MOPT (Table 8). However, it is to be noted that in addition to a
considerable improvement in D90 and V100 of HR CTV, the high dose regions V200 and V400
had also increased significantly in inverse plans as compared to MOPT plans. It is also worth
noting that IPSA plans were more reproducible as compared to the MOPT plan, as the standard
deviation of all the dose volume parameters of IPSA was smaller as compared to MOPT plans.
TRAK and COIN showed statistical significance in favour of IPSA, which could be attributed to
the individual adaptation of IPSA to tumour volume, as against standard loading pattern in case
of MOPT (p = 0.001). However, amongst OARs, only the bladder dose was significantly
improved with IPSA, as compared to the rectum and sigmoid. The dose volume parameters of
both HR CTV and OARs between IPSA_woHS and IPSA_wHS were found insignificant for all
the dose volume parameters and significant for the high dose regions, V200 and V400.
3.3.2.c.3 Loading pattern and treatment time
For the T/O applicator, the ratio of dwell time of tandem to ovoid (T/O) was found to be
0.93 ± 0.2, 0.64 ± 0.15, 0.66 ± 0.17 for MOPT, IPSA_woHS and IPSA_wHS, respectively. For
both the inverse plans, the ratio showed significant deviation as compared to MOPT plan. On the
other hand, for the Vienna applicator, the ratio of dwell time of tandem and ovoid was found to
be 1.02 ± 0.15, 0.94 ± 0.1, 0.98 ± 0.08 for MOPT, IPSA_woHS and IPSA_wHS, respectively.
However, the ratio of total time of needles to the tandem ) was found to be 14 ± 2.5, 53 ± 9, 22 ±
6 for MOPT,

IPSA_woHS and IPSA_wHS, respectively (Table 9), which implies that in

IPSA_woHS the dwell time in needles were half of the dwell time in the tandem, while in MOPT
the needles were loadedin 14% and in IPSA_wHS it was 22% of the dwell time of tandem.
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Table 8: Dose volume parameters of HR CTV and OARs for Vienna applicator.

Dose volume
parameter

p-value
MOPT vs
wHS

p-value
wHS vs woHS

0.001

0.002

0.38

98.5±2

0.005

0.006

0.64

21±0.5

15.8±0.4

0.000

0.001

0.003

4.3±0.5

12±0.3

7±0.3

0.000

0.001

0.000

Point A (Gy)

7.3 ±1.9

7.6 ±0.5

7.5 ±0.4

0.002

0.006

0.30

TRAK

0.43±.06

0.39±.03

0.40±.02

0.001

0.001

0.30

COIN

0.32±.08

0.42±.06

0.43±.04

0.000

0.000

0.5

Bladder

D2cc (Gy)

5.4±0.9

5.0±0.5

5.1±0.4

0.000

0.001

0.25

Rectum

D2cc (Gy)

3.6±1

3.7±0.5

3.6±0.3

0.51

0.52

0.51

Sigmoid

D2cc (Gy)

3.4±0.8

3.5±0.6

3.3±0.5

0.50

0.52

0.55

HR-CTV

MOPT

IPSA_woHS

IPSA_wHS

D90 (Gy)

7.6±0.6

7.8±0.4

7.7±0.2

V100 (%)

93.8±3.3

98±1.8

V200%(cc)

13.5±0.9

V400%(cc)

Volume (cc)
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p-value
MOPT vs
woHS
39±14

It was observed that IPSA_woHS had highest contribution from needles, while help structures in
IPSA_wHS has significantly reduced the dwell time contribution from the needles (p= 0.000). It
could be noted that the ratio T (TN/T %) is comparable with each other for the three plans for
Vienna applicator, while in case of T/O applicator both IPSA plans showed significant variation
as compared to MOPT, which may be attributed to the involvement of needles. It was observed
that the contribution from the needles is highest in IPSA_woHS. Inclusion of the HS in the
optimization reduced the contribution of dwell time of the needles in the IPSA_HS plan and was
of the same order as the MOPT plan. During manual optimization it was considered that most of
the dose came from the intracavitary Vienna applicator with the needles having very low loading
only to cover the missing parts of the HR CTV, which was not possible to cover with the
intracavitary alone

[2]

. With respect to individual variation in dwell time for the T/O applicator,

IPSA resulted in steep variation in the dwell time in the catheters, which resulted inhomogeneous plans, as compared to MOPT. It was also observed that in IPSA, the dwell time
next to a critical structure was turned off completely, while long dwell times were noticed where
no critical structures were present. Figure 32a & b shows the individual dwell time of catheters

Fig 32 (a) Individual dwell time of a tandem for three plans which are manual optimized(MOPT), IPSA plans done
with help structures (IPSA_wHS) and IPSA plan without help structures(IPSA_woHS) for T/O applicator. (b)
Individual dwell time of a needle for three plansfor Vienna applicator.
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for MOPT, IPSA_woHS and IPSA_wHS plans of a representative patient for T/O and Vienna
applicator.
3.3.2.c.4 Planning time
The planning time for MOPT plan was 15-20 minute, while planning time for IPSA was
about 10 min. Changing the constraints and re-evaluating the dose volume parameters to arrive at
an optimal plan was indeed a time consuming factor for IPSA plans as well. However, it took
about 20 minutes to arrive at an optimal MOPT plan for a Vienna applicator by an experienced
physicist. Changing the individual dwell weights, manually dragging the isodose lines using a
mouse and evaluation of dose volume parameters was a time consuming process during MOPT
plans. Drawing of help structures was also found to be a time consuming process, although we
did not quantify the time.
3.3.2.d Discussion:
In intracavitay BT, inverse planning is not a popular concept due to various factors. One
is the reluctance to change from traditional practice, which produced excellent results as the pear
shaped distribution has been used for decades which resulted in good clinical outcomes

[154-158]

.

Inverse planning in intracavitary BT is always seen with a doubt, due to various factors. The
clinical implication of changing the standard loading pattern is not known. Similarly, the
variation of dwell time across the catheters due to the absence of modulation restriction in certain
algorithm was debated

[147, 197,199,212]

. Although, it is proved beyond doubt that IPSA produces

superior dose distribution in terms of improved and highly conformal target coverage and
reduced dose to OARs, it is still unclear whether the variation of dwell time across the catheters
due to the absence of modulation restriction plays a role in toxicities. While this information is
missing it is still believed that pear shaped distribution should be maintained as far as possible.
Chajon et al have proposed defining help structures around the applicator to obtain homogenous
dwell

time

distributionand

to

overcome
100

the

problemof

variationof

dwelltime

Table:9: The absolute dwell time in seconds of T/O and Vienna applicator for MOPT: Manual plan, wHS: IPSA plan with help structures, woHS:
IPSA plan without help structures.

T/O applicator

p value

Dwell time

MOPT

woHS

wHS

MOPT vs woHS MOPT vs wHS wHS vs woHS

Tandem(sec)

340±38

253±65

270±45

0.000

0.040

0.015

Rt ovoid(sec)

180±26

228±71

210±38

0.003

0.025

0.021

Lt ovoid(sec)

185±45

170±52

198±54

0.005

0.010

0.000

Total time(sec)

705±49

651±81

678±51

0.003

0.020

0.008

Total ovoid(sec)

365±41

398±47

408±49

0.004

0.002

0.330

Tandem/Total ovoid

0.93±0.2

0.64±0.15

0.66±0.17

0.000

0.002

0.370

Tandem(sec)

361±29

270±46

320±42

0.001

0.150

0.030

Ring(sec)

353±38

286±69

325±37

0.002

0.180

0.028

Needles(sec)

51±15

143±105

70±39

0.000

0.130

0.000

Total time(sec)

765±59

699±64

715±59

0.003

0.100

0.007

Needles / Tandem time
(%)

14±2.5

53±9

22±6

0.000

0.150

0.000

Tandem/Ring

1.02±0.15

0.94±0.1

0.98±0.08

0.170

0.200

0.350

Vienna applicator
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while using IPSA, with GYN application

[147]

. However, the generation of such dummy

structures would be time consuming in a busy clinical centre especially in the case of IC+IS
approach. Hence we carried out a study, to find if the help structures really help in reducing the
variation of dwell time and its impact on the dose volume parameters.
The results of the current study implies that the use of help structures have not made any
significant impact over the dose volume parameters, on the other hand, irrespective of the help
structures, both the inverse plans resulted in superior plans as compared to MOPT. In the case of
T/O applicator, IPSA produced significantly reduced bladder dose without compromising the HR
CTV coverage, it also produces highly conformal dose as compared to MOPT. Similarly, in the
case of Vienna applicator, it has produced significant improvement in the HR CTV coverage in
addition to bladder sparing and conformity. It also showed no significant increase in high dose
regions V200 and V400 for T/O applicator. However, in the case of Vienna applicator, the high
dose regions were significantly higher.
The ratio of TT/O and TT/R did not show any significant variation among the IPSA plans
for both T/O and Vienna applicator, however, TN/T was as high as 53% for IPSA_woHS, while it
was 22% for IPSA_wHS.

This may imply that the benefit of using the help structures during

optimization is more when the number of catheters is more than two/three catheters as against
T/O or T/R applicator. Hence it may be considered that while using combined intracavitary and
interstitial (IC+IS) approach, help structures may be used during optimization and need not while
using intracavitary application as the benefit is negligible both in terms of dosimetric parameters
and dwell time. It is not very clear as to why, during IC approach, the help structures are not as
beneficial as IC+IS approach. However, it may be attributed to the number of degrees of
freedom associated with the interstitial approach. Caution is therefore, required while using
IPSA in the case of IC+IS approach, as it may lead to overloading of needles and variation of
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dwell time especially in the needles. However, during routine clinical work, we found that this
approach of drawing help structures in the case of Vienna applicator is not very practical, as it is
a time consuming process, although, it produces superior dose distribution, as compared to
MOPT plan.
In a recent publication Trnkova et al has compared HIPO and IPSA algorithm and
concluded that HIPO optimization offers better dose distribution as compared to IPSA, interms
of controlling the high dose regions, as HIPO employs dwell time gradient restriction

[198]

. It is

still unclear, how this is going to translate clinically. However, recent clinical results are
encouraging and justify the use of IPSA in the clinics

[212]

. Kim et al had presented clinical

outcomes of image-guided BT using IPSA high dose rate BT boost of 51 patients of cervical
cancer with two year follow up. They concluded that IPSA HDR BT is well tolerated and
achieves excellent local control of disease. However, it should be noted that this study was
based on IC and not IC+IS approach. The results of the current study also justify the use of
IPSA in the clinics for T/O application without any modification, such as drawing of HS. The
findings of the present study shows that drawing of HS around the tandem, ring and the needles
help in reducing the hotspot around the needles. Now the question is that, in the case not using
these HS during optimization, what would be the clinical consequences if any due to the
variation of dwell time or low volumes of high dose regions outside the uterus, which was
nonexistent in time-tested traditional loading pattern and manual after loading. Mavroids et al
has carried out a radiobiological evaluation of the influence of dwell time modulation restriction
in prostate BT using HIPO, and concluded that modulation restricted optimization gives on
average similar results with the optimization without modulation restriction

[197]

. Optimization

with modulation restriction gives only a minor improvement in the effectiveness of plans.
While this is true for prostate BT, further investigation may be required for GYN BT, where
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traditionally, the high dose is restricted inside the uterus and may emphasize the need for further
investigation of the clinical implication of modulation restriction.
3.3.2.e Conclusion:
IPSA plans were compared with manually optimized plan for T/O and Vienna applicator, it was
found that IPSA produced superior plans with respect to HR CTV coverage and sparing of
OARs. IPSA also produced conformal plans as compared to MOPT. For T/O applicator, it was
found that the use of HS did not make any impact both in the dose volume parameters and in the
loading of tandem and ovoids, however in the case of Vienna applicator, inclusion of HS in the
optimization made a significant impact in the loading of needles. Without the HS, the optimizer
loaded the needles heavily, which drastically came down when HS were included. HS may be
included in the optimization while using IC+IS, and may not while using just intracvaitray
approach.
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3.3.3 Inverse planning algorithm (IPSA) for interstitial implants in Gynaecological BT:
3.3.3.a Purpose:
When pelvic anatomy is suboptimal because of narrow vagina or the absence of uterus
postoperatively, interstitial BT using template plays an important role especially in advanced
stage or recurrent diseases [35-40]. Various template systems have been developed for treatment of
pelvic malignancies

[37, 43]

. Among them, MUPIT for BT was ﬁrst devised by Martinez for

prostate, and was later adapted to cervix, vagina, female urethra, perineum, and ano-rectal
region. The review of literature shows the evolution of this technique over the years, overcoming
a number of limitations with advanced imaging modalities
202, 147, 198]

[215,216]

and dose optimization

[209-211,

.

Three-dimensional treatment planning uses images of CT/ MR to visualize target
volumes and critical structures with respect to the implanted needles to produce customized dose
distributions that may improve local control and reduce complications relative to conventional
BT treatment planning for MUPIT using orthogonal images

[213,214]

. Further, CT/MR imaging

provides excellent soft tissue deﬁnition such that delineation of target and OARs in relation to
the applicator is possible. It enables to accurately assess the dose received by the target and the
OARs. With the advances in imaging, the optimization methods also have improved. IPSA has
been found to be superior with respect to target coverage and normal tissue sparing as compared
with traditional optimization methods for prostate
202, 147, 198]

[174-178]

, and gynecologic malignancies

[209-211,

.

The purpose of this study was to objectively compare the dosimetric outcome of inverse
planning algorithm as compared to traditional dose-point optimized (DPO) plan and manual
optimized plan/GrO plan. This was the ﬁrst independent assessment of IPSA algorithm in
clinical practice for interstitial gynecologic malignancies using MUPIT.
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3.3.3.b. Methods and materials
The data set of 10 consecutive patients of gynecologic cancers (post-op cervix: 3, vault
recurrence: 4, and carcinoma vagina: 3) who underwent routine external radio- therapy and highdose rate interstitial boost using MUPIT were selected for this dosimetric study. The external
radiation dose was 50 Gy at the rate of 2.0 Gy/fraction followed by 20 Gy in 5 Gy/fraction (2
fractions/day) of interstitial BT. The details of the BT procedure have been based on the
departmental protocol

[215]

. To summarize, a pelvic examination under anesthesia was done

followed by marking the boundaries of the residual disease using silver makers. The urinary
bladder was catheterized with 7 mL of diluted urografﬁn pushed into its bulb, followed by the
insertion of vaginal cylinder; the template then was placed and held to the perineum using 18
gauge needles with closed and blunt tips. Ultrasound imaging was used in a few patients as
guidance for the placement of needles. Patients were then taken for imaging and planning.

3.3.3.b.1 Dosimetry and optimization
Image acquisition for treatment planning was done on the same day after the implant
using axial CT scans of 3 mm slice thickness was taken on Somatom Emotion CT scanner
(Siemens Medical Systems, Germany). The images were transferred to the BT Planning System
(PLATO-Sunrise v.14. 3, Nucletron B.V., Veenendaal, The Netherlands) via local area network.
The dose computation algorithm in the treatment planning system is based on Task Group 43 as
recommended by the AAPM

[200]

. The radiation oncologist delineated the CTV using

pretreatment clinical extent, imaging (pretreatment and post-EBRT), intraoperative ﬁndings, and
radio-opaque silver markers placed during the procedure. The OAR’s, the rectum, bladder, and
urethra were contoured. Reconstruction of the implant geometry was carried out using multiplanar reconstruction. This algorithm enables the planner to track the catheters in axial, coronal,
and sagittal planes. A negative offset of 9 mm was given for each needle to compensate for the
dead space (5.5 mm) and the source clearance (3.5 mm). The dwell positions were loaded based
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on the CTV, with an extra margin of 5 mm across the CTV. For each patient three plans were
generated.
3.3.3.b.2 Dose Point Optimized plan
The dose points were placed between the catheters in accordance with the stepping
source dosimetry system throughout the CTV. The dose points were created using the option of
creating basal points in the treatment planning system. In our case, generally square geometry
was used. The plans were dose-point optimized on volume. The dose was prescribed on the dose
points. The prescription isodose line was 85-100% line, variable from patient to patient based on
the coverage.
3.3.3.b.3 Graphical Optimized plan
The DPO plans were manually optimized, wherein the active dwell weights were
changed. This could be done by clicking the isodose line with the mouse dragging it to the
desired location. Alternately, the dwell weights of those positions contributing to the dose to the
OARs were reduced and the dwell weight of those positions contributing to the CTV coverage
was increased. This was done repeatedly until a satisfactory plan was obtained with respect to
CTV coverage, sparing of OARs, homogeneity, and conformity in that order. The plan objective
for optimization was to maximize the CTV coverage, whereas minimizing the dose to the OARs.
Because GrO/manual forward planning is operator dependent, to maintain uniformity among the
manually optimized plans, emphasis was given to adequately cover the CTV, while trying to
reduce the dose to the OARs to the predetermined dose objective parameters. The dose objective
parameters for the OARs were as follows. Dose to the most exposed volume, D2cc of bladder
and rectum was 3.0 and 2.5 Gy, respectively whereas D1cc of urethra was 3.0 Gy. For CTV,
dose to 90%, D90 of 4 Gy was considered.
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3.3.3.b.4 Inverse plan
IPSA was used to generate an inverse plan, where the dwell positions were maintained
similar to DPO plans. The plan objectives were similar to that of GrO plan. The relative
importance factors and the dose constrains were changed until an optimal plan was obtained that
meets the dose objective parameters of both CTV and the OARs. Table 6 provides a
representative set of dose objective parameters used to obtain an IPSA plan.
3.3.3.b.5 Plan evaluation
Dosimetric outcome from these three different plans were compared. For quantitative
analysis, cumulative DVH was calculated for every plan with 25 mm margins around the
implanted volume in all directions with 100,000 calculation points randomly placed in the
volume of interest. For the CTV, D90, the dose covering 90% of the CTV volume, and V100, the
percentage volume covered by 100% of the CTV volume were evaluated. V200, the absolute
volume covered by 200% of the prescription isodose, was evaluated. For OARs, D2cm3, minimal
dose received by the most irradiated 2cm3 volume of bladder and rectum were compiled [146]. For
urethra, dose to 1 cc volume was considered. In addition, V75, the volume receiving 75% of the
prescription dose was evaluated for rectum, bladder, and urethra. Dose-volume indices, including
homogeneity index (HI) and conformity number were evaluated

[216]

. HI is the fraction of CTV

receiving a dose between 100% and 150% of the reference dose. To evaluate the statistical
signiﬁcance, we made an analysis of the descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation, and
95% conﬁdence interval) of dosimetric parameters for the three optimization techniques. The
parameters were compared for the three groups using paired t test. The level of signiﬁcance was
set at 0.05.
3.3.3.c Results:
All 10 applications were evaluable for this dosimetric outcome. The average number of
implanted needles was 23 ± 6 (range, 18-25). The dose distribution of DPO, GrO, and IPSA
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plans of a representative patient is shown in Figure 33. Table 10 illustrates the dose-volume
parameters of all the plans. The mean (standard deviation) volume of CTV was 123.97 ± 40.57
cc (range, 68.04-190.48 cc). The mean volume of rectum and bladder was 43.76 ± 18 and 121.05
±59.18 cc, respectively. Coverage of the CTV with GrO and IPSA was signiﬁcantly better (mean
V100 of 88.8% and 89.1%; p = 0.006) as compared with DPO plan (83.7%). Similarly, mean
D90 was same in both GrO and IPSA plan, namely, 3.96± 0.23 and 3.96 ± 0.15 Gy, respectively.
Although both plans have resulted in similar D90, it was observed that IPSA plans were more
reproducible as compared with GrO plan. This could be observed from the standard deviation of
the IPSA plan, 0.15 Gy as compared with GrO plan 0.23 Gy ( p =0.003). Mean volume receiving
150% of dose was 25.6% and 26.9% for GrO and IPSA as compared with 15.3% of DPO plan,
which is reﬂected in HI. DPO plans were more homogeneous with HI being 0.82 as compared
with 0.68± 0.05 of GrO and 0.71 ± 0.04 of IPSA.
Table 10: Dose volume parameters of DPO, GrO, and IPSA plan

Parameters

DPO

GrO

IPSA

p value
(IPSA vs GrO)

P value
(IPSA vs DPO)

D90 (Gy)
D100 (Gy)
V100%(%)
V150% (cc)
V200 (cc)
HI
COIN
TRAK (cGy)

3.7 (±0.21)
2.4 (±0.3)
83.73 (±4.6)
18.8(±6.3)
6.92 (±0.33)
0.82(±0.03)
0.68 (±0.08)
0.27(±0.06)

3.96 (±0.19)
2.3(±0.23)
88.81(±3.9)
30.57(±8.07)
10.51(±0.72)
0.68(±0.05)
0.72(±0.06)
0.29(±0.06)

3.96(±0.18)
2.24(±0.2)
89.14(±3.0)
33.38(±1.5)
9.88 (±1.74)
0.71 (±0.04)
0.78(±0.05)
0.27(±0.06)

0.75
0.4
0.62
0.48
0.12
0.1
0.001
0.006

0.001
0.003
0.001
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.001
0.524

RD2cc Gy
BD2cc Gy

3.3(±1.06)
3.17(±0.5)

2.91(±0.63)
2.89(±0.63)

2.79(±0.67)
2.81(±0.67)

0.046
0.035

0.011
0.003

BV75cc

3.69(±0.05)

2.33(±1.1)

1.95(±0.98)

0.004

0.001

UD1cc Gy

2.53(±0.9)

2.45(±0.6)

2.37(±0.8)

0.04

0.03
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Figure 33: Dose distribution of DPO, GrO, and IPSA plans of a representative patient. DPO = dose-point
optimization; GrO =manual/graphical optimization; IPSA= inverse planning simulated annealing.HRCTV
shown as thick red contour. Dose levels 150%(yellow), 100%(green) and 85%(thin red)are also shown.

However, IPSA plans resulted in high conformality with conformity index of 0.78 as compared
with 0.72 ( p = 0.001) and 0.68 ( p = 0.001) for GrO and DPO, respectively. Total reference air
kerma of DPO and IPSA plans were 0.27 ±0.06 cGy, whereas for GrO it was 0.29 ±0.06 cGy.
Figure 33 a-c illustrates the relation between the dose to the OAR (D2cm3) with respect to CTV
coverage (D90), for DPO, GrO, and IPSA plan. The lower right quadrant represents the dose
limits of the OAR without compromising the CTV coverage. It could be seen that rectum is the
dose limiting factor [Fig. 33a], and none of the DPO plans could satisfy the dose-limiting
criteria. For IPSA and manual optimization, it was observed that most of the patients were
approaching toward the lower right quadrant, which conﬁrms that optimization plays a major
role in reducing the dose to the OARs, while maintaining CTV coverage. The dose to rectum
(D2cm3 : 3.3 ±1.1 Gy) and bladder : 3.2± 0.5 Gy) was generally high for DPO plans. However,
dose to urethra (D1cm3: 2.5 ± 0.9) was well within the tolerance limits. GrO reduced the dose to
the rectum (2.9± 0.6 Gy; p 50.0) and bladder (2.9 ± 0.6 Gy; p =0.003) signiﬁcantly. IPSA
resulted in a further reduction of the dose to the rectum (2.79± 0.67 Gy; p =0.046) and bladder
(2.8± 0.7 Gy; p = 0.035), however with no statistical signiﬁcance as compared with GrO.
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Figure 34: Variation of dwell time in each catheter of a representative patient for DPO, GrO, and IPSA plan. DPO
= dose-point optimization; GrO = manual/GrO; IPSA = inverse planning simulated annealing.

Figure 34 shows the individual dwell time of catheters for DPO, GrO, and IPSA plans of a
representative patient. DPO plans showed a smooth variation between the dwell time in the
catheters, which resulted in highly homogeneous plans. On the other hand, both IPSA and GrO
plans resulted in steep variation in dwell time, which could be seen from the DVH. The long tail
in the DVH of CTV represents the low volumes of high dose regions [Fig. 35]. It was observed
that in DPO, none of the dwell times were completely turned off even if the dwell position is
next to a critical structure; however, in IPSA and in GrO the dwell time next to a critical
structure were turned off, whereas long dwell times were noticed where no critical structures
were present. The optimization time for DPO plan was 1-2 min, whereas planning time for IPSA
was about 10 min. changing the constraints and reevaluating the dose-volume parameters to
arrive at an optimal plan was indeed a time consuming factor for IPSA plans too. Each GrO plan
had taken about 15-20 min to arrive at an optimal plan by an experienced physicist. Changing the
individual dwell weights or manually dragging the isodose lines using a mouse and evaluation of
dose-volume parameters was a time consuming process during GrO plans.
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Figure 35:DVH of DPO, GrO, and IPSA plan. DVH 5 dose-volume histogram; DPO = dose-point optimization;
GrO = manual/graphical optimization; IPSA = inverse planning simulated annealing

3.3.3.d Discussion:
The results of the present study have shown that IPSA has resulted in superior plans in
terms of CTV coverage, sparing normal tissues and conformality as compared with DPO
algorithm. However, this beneﬁt came with a decrease in homogeneity. In our study, DPO plans
were highly homogeneous; however, IPSA plans were associated with reduced HI. This is the
only difference observed between the present study and the earlier investigations comparing
IPSA with other algorithms, such as GO, DPO, and GRO

[176, 216, 217, 218]

investigations were carried out in prostate, using template technique

. Most of the earlier

[176, 216, 217, 218]

.Although the

site is different, we expected the results to be similar because of the similar implantation
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technique and dose calculation algorithm. The reduction of homogeneity in IPSA plans may be
attributed to the geometry of the implant, where the needles are placed laterally to cover the
parametrial region, where as in prostate implants, the needles are positioned in a circular fashion.
Moreover, in gynecologic implants, achieving a good geometry was limited with the usage of
diverging needles to avoid the converging of needles in the parametrium laterally, which may
distort the geometry of the implant and in turn homogeneity.
Diverging needles are also used in a situation where the implant pathways are obstructed
because of pubic bones [Figure 36]. Another reason could be large CTV volumes associated with
the gynecologic implants as compared with prostate implants. The mean CTV volume in the
present study was 124 cc, whereas the prostate volumes reported in the literature has a mean
CTV volume of the order of 30-50 cc

[176, 217]

, except Lachance et al.[219] who reported large

prostate volume of 102.84 cc. Hence, our results did not compare well with other studies of IPSA
with regard to homogeneity; however, with regard to CTV coverage and OAR sparing, it agrees
well with the others

[176, 216, 217, 218]

. It is unclear whether dose homogeneity is a necessity in

gynecologic implants, as long as the CTV is covered adequately with optimal sparing of OARs.
However, it may be a cause of concern especially during dose escalation and simultaneous boost.
Vikram et al. [221] reported that the relationship between the hot spot and the complication rate is

Figure 36: a) The obstruction of implant pathway because of the pelvic bone and (b) the usage of
diverging needles that distort the implant geometry
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insigniﬁcant for high-dose rate interstitial BT implants, so the hotspots need not preclude
optimization to ensure adequate coverage of the CTV. Hence, reduction of HI is acceptable
during inverse and GrO for adequate CTV coverage. In some implants, it was observed that
because of large geometrical irregularities, the HI becomes reduced
Wazer et al.

[222]

[214]

. In another publication,

reported that the size of high-dose regions correlates to necrosis for breast

implants, and the reduction of high-dose volumes may reduce the normal tissue complication.
Although there is limited data available correlating the hot spots and its consequences for
gynecologic implants, the use of inverse and GrO to obtain good CTV coverage in implants with
geometrical irregularities has to be done with caution [223].
It was also observed that the coverage was signiﬁcantly low in DPO as compared with
GrO and IPSA plan, which could be attributed to the location of the dose points. In our case, we
have positioned the dose points inside the CTV and used a prescription isodose of 85e100%,
which sufﬁciently covers the CTV. Alternatively, the dose points could be positioned around the
CTV about 3e7 mm, in such a case the coverage may be superior, however, with an increased
dose to the OARs, which may be partially rectiﬁed by positioning the dose points only laterally
and not anterio-posteriorly or by differentially weighting or prescribing the dose points. GrO is a
powerful tool as it provides an interface, which allows the planner to drag isodoses on the
computer screen to the desired position. In the absence of inverse planning softwares, we had
routinely used GrO for our implants and found these plans to be clinically acceptable, providing
optimal sparing of OARs, while maintaining adequate CTV coverage. It is worth mentioning
here that the planning process of GrO requires skill and experience from the planner point of
view. It is laborious and time consuming as compared with other optimization algorithms. At
sometimes, unacceptably large amount of hot spots may occur at some cross section, which can
go unnoticed even by DVH analysis. Evaluation of isodose distribution in each cross section,
DVH analysis, and evaluation of quality indices may be warranted in arriving at an optimal plan
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when using GrO. Even an experienced planner can take about 20-30 min to arrive at an optimal
plan, whereas IPSA can be generated in 5-10 min. Another advantage of IPSA is that once a
class solution is made, it can be recalled for every patient that reduces the planning time; on the
other hand, GrO plan is patient-speciﬁc, which has to be obtained by individually looking at
CTV coverage and organ sparing at the same time. Although GrO produces clinically acceptable
plans that are comparable with IPSA, attempts at GrO should be undertaken with a little caution
keeping in mind all the possible variations of isodose distributions resulting from the GrO.
3.3.3.e Conclusion
IPSA resulted in signiﬁcant sparing of normal tissues without compromising CTV
coverage as compared with DPO. However, IPSA did not show any signiﬁcant improvement
either in CTV coverage or in normal tissue sparing as compared with GrO. IPSA plans were
found to be superior in terms of homogeneity and conformity as compared with GrO.
3.4 Summary:
Forward planning with manual optimization is the current standard of practice in the
clinics. The results of the above investigations summarize that inverse planning offers improved
plans in terms of OAR sparing while maintaining target coverage when compared to standard
clinical plans. However, the average loading pattern was found to deviate from a traditional
standard Fletcher loading. For our patient cohort, the tandem loading was decreased compared
to the ovoids mainly due to high sigmoid dose. This deviation also changes the conventional
pear shaped distribution. In IC+IS implants the needles were loaded as that of the tandem. Due
to which the dose to unknown critical structures like nerves, vessels, vagina, ureter, urethra may
receive a higher dose. Hence they need to be contoured; however, the dose constraints and the
contouring process of these above structures are still not known and not commonly practiced.
It was also observed that, the variation of dwell time is large across the catheter, which can be
minimized with the use of help structures drawn around the catheters. For T/O applicator, it was
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found that the use of HS did not make any impact both in the dose volume parameters and in the
loading of tandem and ovoids, however in the case of Vienna applicator, inclusion of HS in the
optimization made a significant impact in the loading of needles. Without the HS, the optimizer
loaded the needles heavily, which drastically came down when HS were included. In interstitial
implants, IPSA plans were found to be superior in terms of homogeneity and conformity as
compared with GrO. It was also found that for large and/or unfavourable targets, coverage
cannot be achieved with either manual or inverse optimization if no adaptation of the application
technique is included.
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Chapter 4
Uncertainties of Organ Motion.
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4.1 Introduction
BT has evolved into a high-technology modality of radiotherapy incorporating advanced
imaging modalities such as CT, MR, US and intelligent optimization and planning methods as
standards of care. However, BT uncertainties that could have a direct impact on the clinical
treatment and therefore the outcome have not been adequately addressed. While uncertainties
related to 3D image based EBRT have been investigated in detail during decades

[224-231]

, there

has so far been a limited knowledge of uncertainties related to 3D volumetric image based BT.
There have been ‘‘dogmas’’ that uncertainties in BT are negligible based on the observation that
the applicator, tumour and surrounding tissues represent a stable system. However, BT dose
gradients are signiﬁcant and geometric uncertainties can potentially lead to signiﬁcant
uncertainties which cannot be neglected [232, 233].
step of the entire process: Source calibration
applicator reconstruction[139,

143, 241]

IGABT is subjected to uncertainties in each
[234]

, imaging

, dose and DVH calculation

[29, 235-238]

[242-244]

, contouring

, dose delivery

[239,240]

,

[245]

and

anatomical variations [246]. It is essential to identify these uncertainties, their magnitude, and their
impact on the overall uncertainty of dose delivery to the patient. Having this knowledge may
provide correct dose assessment, dose effect modeling, and subsequently improved clinical
outcome when using better planning aims with dose and volume constraints. The table 11 lists
the uncertainties that have been quantified: Uncertainties related to source strength, dose
calculation, and dwell position accuracy is of the order of 2-4%.

Uncertainties related to

contouring have been quantified as 9% (target) and 5–11% (OARs) [240]. Intra- and inter-fraction
uncertainties related to organ and applicator changes taking place in between imaging and dose
delivery have been analyzed [241, 247-251] and quantified to be 20-25% which is the largest.
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Table 11: Uncertainty budget (SD) for one intracavitary BT fraction. The overall uncertainty for the entire
treatment course is depending on the fractionation schedule and level of verification. (Table reproduced from
Tanderup et al, Ref: 232)

Parameter
Source strength
Dose and DVH calculation
Dwell position uncertainty(reconstruction and source
positioning)
DVH addition across fractions (previously called worst
case assumption)
Contouring (Inter observer)
Intra- and Inter-fraction (Intra application) uncertainties
Total

Target (HR CTV D90)
2%
3%
4%

OARs (D2cm3)
2%
3%
4%

NA

1-7%

9%
11%
12%

5-11%
20-25%
21-26%

This indicates that organ motion is the major contribution to OAR dose uncertainties. In
summary, physics uncertainties related to dosimetry and geometry are in general more limited as
compared to the pronounced clinical uncertainties related to contouring and organ motion.
Contouring is by far the largest contributor to uncertainties for target, whereas organ motion has
the major impact on uncertainties in OARs. This was the motivation to study in detail about the
quantification of uncertainties of inter fraction variation and dose accumulation of dose to OARs
in this part of the thesis.
In this chapter, we have analyzed the uncertainties of organ motion in 2D orthogonal
radiograph image based dosimetry and 3D volumetric MR image based BT using both rigid and
deformable image registration.
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4.2: Uncertainties of organ motion in 2D orthogonal image based dosimetry:
4.2.a. Purpose:
Conventionally, BT planning was carried out by means of a pair of orthogonal
radiographs. In the recent past, the introduction of newer imaging modalities such as CT, MR
and US has brought a paradigm shift in the practice of BT. While the benefit of image based BT
is quite evident, the clinical implementation of the same poses a great challenge especially in the
resource constraint countries, including India.

Expensive CT/MR compatible applicators,

inaccessibility of 3D imaging (CT/MR) in or near the operating room, large amount of patient
load, lack of expertise, are some of the challenges faced by the radiotherapy community in the
poor income countries during the implementation of image based BT. 2D orthogonal image
based dosimetry is still largely practiced including TMH, India. The current protocol in our
hospital, for intracavitary BT planning is to carry out imaging for each application, whether 2D
or 3D dosimetry, followed by treatment planning and delivery. However, in some special
situations, for example, when the imaging unit is non-functional, heavy patient load, it may not
be possible to image the patient for every application.

In such situations, cost effective

alternative methods have to be explored, without compromising the treatment quality, which was
the primary motivation of this investigation.
In multi-fractional BT, the inter-application variation may occur due to various reasons
such as bladder filling, rectal gas filling, movement of sigmoid colon, variation in vaginal
packing due to the application, especially in non-fixed applicator such as T/O applicators.
Although it is recommended to use imaging for each application to reduce the uncertainties, in
certain situations as described above, it may not be possible to image each application. There
could be a scenario, where the first application plan may have to be used for subsequent
fraction/s. In such situations, although the dose to target may not exhibit a large variation,
especially, in point-A prescribed plans, the dose to OARs may vary to a large extent.
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Hence,

we need to identify, and systematically quantify these uncertainties to take them into account.
The inter application/fraction variation and uncertainty analysis for image based BT for cancer of
uterine cervix has been well documented by various groups

[233, 248, 252]

, however, the inter-

application variation for 2D orthogonal radiograph based dosimetry has not been documented in
detail [253], which is still largely practiced in our hospital.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the inter-application variation, for dose to
ICRU rectal and bladder point and their spatial location with respect to first fraction using 2D
orthogonal image based dosimetry in BT of cancer of uterine cervix.
4.2.b. Materials and methods:
Twenty-seven patients diagnosed with cancer of uterine cervix, who underwent
intracavitary BT application, were taken up for this evaluation. All patients had received EBRT
of 50Gy/25 fractions followed by four fractions of 7Gy HDR BT as per institutional protocol.
The BT applications were carried out after the completion of EBRT one week apart.

All

patients were implanted with Fletcher-suit standard applicator (Nucletron, An Elekta company).
After the application, patients were wheeled into a imaging & treatment room located next to the
operating room. X ray dummy markers (1cm apart) were inserted in each applicator to aid in the
reconstruction process. 2D orthogonal X-ray images were acquired using C-ARM (Siemens)
which were then transferred to treatment planning system (Oncentra, v 4.1). Applicator
reconstruction was carried out, followed by point-A prescription plan based standard loading
pattern. ICRU rectal and bladder point were identified and the doses were documented. If the
dose to the OARs is not acceptable as per the departmental protocol, manual optimization of
dwell position and dwell weights were carried out, which will not deviate very much from the
standard loading. According to the standard protocol of TMH, each application/fraction has to
be imaged and planned individually. However for this evaluation, the plan of image -1 (day 1)
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was overlayed on image-2, 3, and 4, the plan parameters were compared with the actual plan of
the day.
In addition, inter application variation in dose to rectum and bladder point and their
spatial location was investigated. In order to evaluate the inter-application variation of ICRU
rectal and bladder point doses, dose received by these points were recorded for each fraction. To
evaluate the variation in spatial location of ICRU rectal and bladder points, saggital image was
used as a reference image. Polar coordinates were evaluated with the centre of flange as the
origin. The following parameters
were evaluated from the saggital
images: (a) r (bladder): radial
distance between ICRU bladder
point and center of flange, (b) r
(rectum): radial distance between
ICRU rectum point and center of
flange, (c) a: perpendicular distance
between ICRU bladder point and
vertical axis. (d) Φ: angle between
Figure 37: An illustration of identifying the ICRU rectal
and bladder point for inter- application variation of r (bladder) and vertical axis and is
spatial location.
given by Φ= sin-1

. The

angular coordinate (θ) of ICRU bladder point is given as θ= 2700- Φ. The angular coordinate for
ICRU rectal point was assumed to be zero, as ICRU rectal point was on the flange level, which
was the reference point for all the measurements [Fig.37].
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The Inter-application dose variation was quantified by means of coefficient of variation
(CV). It can be expressed as a percentage and is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to
the mean.
%CV = (Std. Dev/Mean) * 100.
It is a normalized measure of dispersion of a probable distribution, in other words, it shows the
extent of variability in relation to mean of the population. In addition to %CV, average absolute
change and average relative change of dose respect to fraction-1 was evaluated.
4.2.c. Results:
Inter-application variation in doses to ICRU rectal and bladder points:
The mean (±sd, range) CV% was 32.6(±16.9, 0.3-67.9) and 24.3(±12.5, 6.9-64.4) for bladder
and rectum respectively. The mean (±sd, range) average absolute change was -2.6(±3.0, 0.18.5)Gyα/β=3 and 1.3(±0.8, 0-3.2) Gyα/β=3. The inter-application variation in doses to ICRU rectal
and bladder points with respect to the first fraction were found out to be 9.1±5.3% and
10.4±7.9% respectively. 16/27 (60%) patients had variation less than 10% for ICRU rectal point,
while 11/27 had variation less than 20%. However in the case of ICRU bladder, 16/27, 6/27 and
5/27 patients had variation of upto 10%, 20% and 30% respectively. While in case of ICRU
bladder point 16 out of 27 cases (60%) have variation less than 10%, 23 out of 27 cases(85%)
have variation less than 20% and in 27 out of 27 cases(100%) have variation less than 30% [Fig.
38-40].
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Fig 38. Deviation in reported mean ICRU rectal and bladder point doses with respect to that of first fraction.
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Fig 39: Inter application dose variation of ICRU rectal point for every fraction and patient.
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Fig 40 : Inter application dose variation of ICRU bladder point for every fraction and patient.

Inter-application variation in spatial location of ICRU rectal and bladder point: The mean
position of bladder point in polar coordinates (r cm, θ0), was found to be (2.8±0.4,270±130) while
the mean radial distance of ICRU rectal point from the center of the flange was found to be
2.7±0.3 cm. The angular coordinate of ICRU rectal point was 00 as level of flange was the
reference. The inter-application variation in spatial location of ICRU rectal and bladder points
with respect to the first fraction was found to be (0.3±0.3,00±00) and (0.4±0.2,60±50)
respectively. 17/27 (63%), 7/27(26%) and 3/27(11) patients had variation of less than 3mm,
5mm and 7mm in ICRU rectal point respectively.

A similar pattern was found for ICRU

bladder point, 16/27 (59%), 6/27(22%) and 5/27(19) patients had variation of less than 3mm,
5mm and 7mm in ICRU bladder point respectively [Figure 41]
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Fig 41. Deviation in mean radial distance of ICRU rectal and bladder point doses with respect to that of first
fraction.

4.2.d. Discussion:
The impact of inter-application anatomical variation on dosimetric parameters such as
ICRU rectal and bladder point in 2D orthogonal radiograph image based BT was investigated.
These effects have been studied very much in detail in EBRT

[224-231]

, however in BT, there are

seldom publications addressing this issue [253, 246, 252, 248, 254-265]. The objective of this study was to
quantify the variation, to find out, if re-planning is necessary in the subsequent fractions for 2D
orthogonal image based dosimetry for gynaecological HDR BT.
Several dosimetric studies, investigated the benefit of fractional re-planning, using 3D
image based dosimetry
planning

[253]

[246,252,248,254-266]

, however very few have used the 2D image based

and there are some contradicting results

[254-266]

. In the current study, the clinical

plans were made with standard loading pattern followed in our hospital, followed by point A
prescription; hence we did not find any variation in the dose to point A.
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Kirisits et al.

[266]

and Mohamed et al.

[248]

pointed out that re-planning of individual

fractions is advisable for consecutive applicator insertions when interstitial needles are added to
the intra-cavitary applicator, however for intra-cavaitary application, re-planning may not be
necessary. However, the results of the present study indicate that the fractional re-planning is
necessary in the intracavitary application. This difference could be attributed to the difference in
the applicator used by these studies. Kirisits and Mohamed have used a fixed ring applicator,
while in the present study we have used the non fixed applicator tandem/ovoid [266, 248].
Yaparpalvi et al. analyzed the inter-fraction variations of applicator insertion, as well as
the fluctuations in bladder and rectal volumes, which have led to variations of bladder and rectal
doses; they concluded that the dose to OARs should be assessed on individual fraction basis

[261]

.

Consequently, each fraction should be image-based, in order to achieve an accurate and complete
dosimetric assessment of the treatment. However, other investigators stated that the small interfraction variation in doses to the bladder and rectum do not support treatment planning and
reporting doses to the OARs beyond the first fraction [267-269].
The OARs dose can vary considerably from fraction to fraction during the course of
HDR BT. A number of patient-based and technique-based factors, as: changes in bladder and
rectum filling, inconsistencies in patient orientation, and differences in ovoid position within the
vagina may contribute to this variation

[262, 270]

. Siddiqui et al. showed that over a series of

patients, such variations result in an increased rectum volume receiving a percentage of the
prescribed dose, but over the course of multiple fractions for an individual patient, this effect is
dosimetrically averaged out [262].
While Symon et al., analysing 44 paired BT plans, showed that individual fraction
optimization is important, in order to minimize doses to critical structures, Zhou et al. concluded
that there is no advantage of re-planning for each fraction, analysing the ICRU 38 points dose for
rectum and bladder, in a recent dosimetric study over 9 paired BT plans [255,259].
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Our data demonstrate a larger variation in the bladder doses in both mean and standard
deviation as compared to rectal dose, if fractional re-planning is not performed. This may be
attributed to the non-adherence of bladder protocol in some patients. It should also be noted that
the foley’s catheter should be pulled such that it lies in the trigone of the bladder. In the present
study, we have found that the inter-application variation is mainly attributed to the ovoid size
and the gap between the ovoids. Hence clinical vaginal examination may play a major role,
where the physician examines the patient and decide the size of the ovoid that best fits the
vaginal mucosa of the patient during the first application. In addition to that, it is important to
consider reproducing the vaginal packing. In the present study, we have found that 8/27 patients
had different ovoid size implanted in the subsequent fractions, and also variation in the gap
between the ovoids. So whenever possible, it is recommended to reproduce the locking of the
applicator to retain the consistency of the applicator geometry.
Other factors attributed to the inter application variation in the present stud includes the
variation in the implant geometry interms of uterine tandem length & angle, ovoid size has to be
consistent. It should also be recognized that the implant geometry has to be consistent, which
can be achieved by maintaining certain parameters such as following the bladder filling protocol,
rectal packing, and ovoid gap.
One current limitation of our study is the use of only two parameters, ICRU rectum and
bladder point as a representative parameter for the anatomical variations of OARs. Future
research can be considered with more number of points representing the organs. The current
clinical and dosimetric evidence shows that the ICRU bladder point does not correlate well with
the maximum dose received by the bladder wall, unlike the ICRU rectal reference point, which
correlates well with the maximum dose received by the rectal wall, hence the dose to the bladder
must be quantified appropriately [52-58]. If the dose to the bladder is high in the first fraction, and
if the implant geometry is found to be high, then re-planning may be carried out to avoid large
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variation in the ICRU bladder point. It should also be observed that the standard deviation was
high in the variation of bladder point as compared to rectal point, hence replanning may be
considered as and when it is required based on the variation in the implant geometry.

4.2.e. Conclusion: For HDR intracavitary BT application based on 2D orthogonal radiograph
images, the present data showed marked differences in rectum and bladder dose point, and
therefore recommend individual fraction re-planning.
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4.3 Uncertainties of organ motion in 3D MR image based dosimetry using rigid
registration.
4.3.a. Purpose:
One of the recommendations for the implementation of image based BT is the use of MR
imaging for every application to adapt to the tumour shrinkage and to estimate the doses to the
OARs accurately, however, this may act as a limiting factor in resource constrain settings [152,153].
Imaging before every application will certainly reduce the uncertainties associated with the
organ motion and applicator movements during or in between planning process and delivery.
However, it is important to quantify the uncertainties to understand these factors and its possible
impact on implementation in clinical practice.
In multi fractional BT, inter-application / fraction variations occur between different
treatments / applicator insertions, both in terms of geometric and dosimetric parameters[152,153,
271]

. Inter-fraction variation has been defined as change between fractions without removal of the

applicator, while Inter-application variation is the variation between different applications after
reinserting the applicator

[152]

.The current practice of determining the D2cm³cumulative dose to

OARs during BT is based on what has previously been called “the worst-case scenario”, which is
the assumption that the D2cm³regions are located in the same anatomical part of the organ in each
fraction

[235]

. This assumption implies that the cumulated BT dose can be calculated by adding

D2cm³values for each fraction. Various parameters such as bladder and/or rectal filling,
movements of sigmoid colon, and variation in vaginal packing have been identified for interfraction / inter application variation[83]. The available data on inter fraction/application variation
documents dose variation of target structures and the OARs quantitatively, but do not take into
account the spatial (topographic) location of the high dose region of OARs

[250,266]

. However,

analysis of local recurrences in cervical cancer patients in the setting of image-guided BT was
attempted by comparing spatial dose distribution within a matched-pair analysis [272].
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To study and investigate further, the inter application variation of spatial location and
D2cm³dose volumes and the topography of OAR’s, we undertook this study.
4.3.b Methods & Materials:
An analysis of 27 patients treated with MR image based intracavitary BT for carcinoma
cervix under EMBRACE protocol was carried out. The treatment protocol of EMBRACE
including application, imaging, volume delineation, and planning and dose evaluation was
discussed in our previous publication in detail

[121]

. Briefly, patients undergoing MR image

based BT are transferred to MRI (1.5T, GE signa), and FSE TI axial, FSE T2 true axial, para
coronal and para saggital sequences with 3-4mm slice thickness and 0-1mm gap were acquired
[135]

. Contouring was done on Oncentra (V 3.1.2.9, Nucletron) using the GYN GEC ESTRO

guidelines

[83]

: HR-CTV, rectum, bladder and sigmoid.

The outer contours (including the

mucosa and the muscle layer) of bladder, rectum and sigmoid were contoured on each axial slice
at least 2cm below the HR-CTV to 2cm above the uterus. Clinical examination, examination
under anesthesia (EUA) and MRI findings were taken into account for target volume delineation
[83]

.
Reconstruction was done using multi-planer images

[145]

. Plans were obtained such that

optimal dose was delivered to the HR CTV while respecting the tolerance dose to OARs. The
dose prescription and constraints followed in our institution are as follows: total D90 for the HR
CTV was 45 Gy of external plus 4 * 7 Gy BT dose. The EQD2 dose to the OARs was limited by
dose constraints of total 90 Gy, 75 Gy and 75 Gy for bladder, rectum, and sigmoid, respectively.
Every patient had two applications, one week apart with 2 fractions of 7 Gy each delivered per
application. For each application patient had undergone MR- imaging (MR-1, MR-2), volume
delineation, reconstruction, treatment planning (Plan-1 & Plan-2) and dose evaluation.
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In the present study, the evaluation of the inter application variation of OARs consists of
three parts (a). Inter - application volume variation (b) Inter - application dose variation (c). Inter
application variation of spatial location of D2cm³volumes.
For each application, a clinical plan was obtained using the respective MR imaging (plan1 on MR-1 and plan-2 on MR-2) which was used for patient treatment. Both the image series
were then exported to Eclipse planning system (V 8.6.14, Varian Medical Systems ) and was coregistered with applicator as the reference coordinate system using rigid registration algorithm.
Both point based and the pixel data based algorithm was used to perform rigid registration. Three
points were used for point-based registration: tip of the tandem, point at 4cm from the tandem
tip and first dwell position of the ring. To fine tune the accuracy of the registration the pixel
data-algorithm was used.
The point based registration is used as a starting orientation-pre alignment. Using the
VOI tool, a smaller volume within the image set was used to perform the registration using pixel
data. This algorithm samples the pixel data in the images and measures the amount of mutual
information in the pixel values of the images. Automatic image registration searches for a
spatial transformation between the frames of references of the images that maximizes the amount
of mutual information. The greater the amount of mutual information, better the registration.
The accuracy of the registration was verified manually and fine-tuning was done by using the
manual matching tools (translate & rotate).
4.3.b.1 Inter application of volume variation:
The volumes of each of the OARs in plan 1 & 2 were evaluated and compared. The
common / overlapping volume between the two image series for each of the OAR was contoured
and evaluated.
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4.3.b.2 Inter application dose variation:
For quantification of inter-application dose variation, plan-1 of MR-1, was applied to
MR-2, without modifying the reconstruction on MR-2. This corresponds to a clinical scenario
where only one treatment plan (plan-1) is applied for both BT (BT) applications. Dose was
recalculated in MR-2, with plan-1. Mean and standard deviations of the relative dose differences
of plan-1 on MR-2 as compared to plan-2 on MR-2 were calculated in order to distinguish
between systematic and random variations. Total BT dose and EBRT+BT dose was calculated
according to the linear quadratic model as biologically equivalent doses in 2Gy fractions (EQD2)
using α/β=3 Gy for OAR and α/β = 10 Gy for target [5]. The percentage dose variation for total
BT

was

calculated

as

follows:

(2*plan1+2*plan2true)

–

(2*plan1+2*plan2)

/

(2*plan1+2*plan2true)*100, where plan2true is the dose obtained from clinical plan on MR2.
To obtain the total (EBRT + BT) variation, the EQD2 dose of EBRT was added to total BT dose,
and the percentage variation was calculated.
4.3.b.3 Inter application variation of spatial location of D2cm³volumes:
The volume receiving the dose D2cm³was contoured in both MR-1 and MR-2 for OARs
from plans 1 & 2 respectively viz rectum, bladder and sigmoid. The D2cm³volumes were analyzed
for spatial overlap between the applications. In the absence of deformable registration the
overlap region was determined qualitatively by assessing visually whether the D2cm³was spatially
situated in the same anatomical part of the organ in each application. The size of the overlap
regions of the D2cm³volumes was scored according to three categories: major overlap (>50%),
partly overlapping (> ~10% and <50%), and minimal (<~10%) or no overlap. Paired t test was
used to evaluate the inter application volume and dose variation in rectum, bladder and sigmoid.

4.3.c. Results:
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4.3.c.1 Inter-application volume variation:
Inter application volume variation was not found to be significant for any of the OARs.
The percentage overlap of the whole organ was found to be 55±30%, 60±30% and 24±44% for
rectum, bladder and sigmoid respectively.

Figure 42 shows the inter application volume

variation for various OARs. It was observed that that the inter-application volume variation of
rectum was minimal as compared to bladder and sigmoid. It should be noted that all patients
investigated in the present study, were under bladder protocol of maintaining empty, followed in
our institution. The scoring of the geometric changes of sigmoid was carried out using the
guidelines followed in EMBRACE protocol. Sigmoid changes were moderate in 15/27 patients,
11/27 patients had minimal change while no patient was in the category of complete change or
no change. Hence, more than 90% of patients had minimal or moderate changes in sigmoid.
4.3.c.2. Inter application dose variation:
The largest inter application systematic (mean values) and random dose variations (standard
deviation) were observed for sigmoid as compared to rectum and bladder. The mean (±SD) of
the relative D2cm³ physical dose variations were 0.6 (±15.1)%, 0.9 (±13.1)% and 11.9 (±37.5)%
for rectum, bladder and sigmoid respectively for inter application variation. Positive values
suggest that the dose values were higher than in the reference image. P value of 0.17 for rectum
vs sigmoid, and 0.14 for bladder vs sigmoid and 0.93 for bladder vs rectum shows no statistical
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Figure 42: Inter-application volume variation of rectum, bladder and sigmoid.

significance.

Extrapolating to total BT (BT) EQD2 dose, the mean (±SD) of the relative

D2cm³dose variations were -3.0±14.7%, -2.6±11.2% and 9.2±37.9% for rectum, bladder and
sigmoid, respectively, which was equal to a variation of -1.4±4.1Gy, -1.4±5.6Gy and 0.8±4.5Gy
in terms of absolute EQD2 dose. Further extrapolating the variations to total dose (BT+EBRT),
the mean (SD) were -1.6±5.3%, -1.4±5.8% and 1.4±7.3% for rectum, bladder and sigmoid
respectively (Table 12).
Table 12: Mean and SD of inter-application dose variation of OARs.

Inter application variation
Variation per BT fraction Physical dose (%)
Variation for total BT dose EQD2 dose (%)
Variation for total EBRT + BT EQD2 dose (%)
EQD2 variation for total BT dose( Gy)

Rectum
0.6±15.1
-3.0±14.7
-1.6±5.3
-1.4±4.1
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Bladder
0.9±13.1
-2.6±11.2
-1.4±5.8
-1.4±5.6

Sigmoid
11.9±37.5
9.2±37.9
1.4±7.3
0.8±4.5

4.3.c.3 Inter application variation of spatial/topographic location of D2cm³volumes:
The overlap of D2cm³volumes was more than 50% in 16(59%), 8(30%) and 3(11%) patients for
rectum, bladder and sigmoid respectively. This clearly implies that the inter application spatial
variation is minimal for rectum as compared to bladder and sigmoid. Table 13 gives the number
of patients and the different categories of patients with the overlap of D2cm³for various OARs. Fig
43-45 a,b,c shows representative images of these three categories of patients for rectum, bladder
and sigmoid respectively. More than 50% overlap of D2cm³volumes was maximum for

Figure 43 a,b,c: Inter application variation of spatial location of rectum and the hot spot- D2cm³region of
various categories. (a) Volume of overlap of D2cm³region >50%, (b) volume of overlap of D2cm³ region 10-50%
(c) Volume of overlap <10% or no overlap. Application1 rectum-blue, Application2 rectum-magenta,
Application1 D2cm³ region-red, Application1 D2cm³ region-green

Categories
1. Overlapping region>50%
2. Overlapping region 10-50%
3. Overlapping region<10% / no overlap

Rectum (n=27)
16
7
4

Bladder (n=27)
8
14
5

Table 13: Summary of results of spatial location of D2cm³hot spot region for each of the OAR.
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Sigmoid (n=27)
3
9
15

Figure 44 a,b,c: Inter application variation of spatial locatoon of bladder and the hot spot- D2cm³ region of various
categories. (a) Volume of overlap of D2cm³region >50%, (b) volume of overlap of D2cm³ region 10-50% (c) Volume
of overlap <10% or no overlap. Application1 rectum-blue, Application2 rectum-magenta, Application1 D2cm³
region-red, Application1 D2cm³region-green.

rectum (16/ 27 patients) and least for sigmoid (3/27 patients) while <10% overlap/ no overlap of
D2cm³volumes was maximum for sigmoid (15/ 27 patients) and least for rectum (4 / 27 patients),
suggesting that variation in spatial location of D2cm³volume for rectum is minimal while large for
sigmoid. For bladder D2cm³volumes, 10-50% overlap was observed in 14/ 27 patients (52%), 8
patients with >50% overlap while <10% overlap / no overlap seen in 5 patients. This implies
that the DVH addition for assessment of cumulative dose could be true for rectum and to some
extent bladder but not for the sigmoid.
4.3.d Discussion:
The current practice of dose assessment in IGBAT has certain assumptions that are
conservative and may result in over estimation of OAR doses and hence may limit certain
situations like dose escalation to the tumour.

However, various factors such as organ motion,

tumour shrinkage, bladder filling, variation in the applicator geometry with respect to anatomy
and other undefined uncertainties may contribute to the variation in the cumulative dose
delivered to the tumour and the OARs. It is important to understand these uncertainties in more
detail to understand the correlation of dose-volume parameter with the clinical endpoints such as
toxicities. We report here to study and understand the implications of inter application / inter
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Figure 45 a, b, c: Inter application variation of spatial locatoon of sigmoid and the hot spot- D2cm³ region of
various categories. (a) Volume of overlap of D2cm³ region >50%, (b) volume of overlap of D2cm³ region 10-50%
(c) Volume of overlap <10% or no overlap. Application1 rectum-blue, Application2 rectum-magenta, Application1
D2cm³ region-red, Application1 D2cm³ region-green.

fraction dose variation and variation in the spatial location of D2cm³volumes of OARs during MR
Image Based IGABT.
4.3.d.1 Inter application volume variation:
The inter fraction variation of bladder volume observed in the present study is low as
compared to other studies reported in the literature which may be attributed to adherence to
bladder protocol during imaging and delivery endorsing the conclusion of a study reported by
Kirisits et al that a bladder filling protocol could reduce the variations substantially [250,266]. The
inter-application volume variation of rectum is less as compared to bladder in the present study
[figure 42]. It is interesting to note that although the inter-application volume variation is less for
rectum as compared to bladder, the spatial overlap of the organ-rectum is less as compared to
bladder, which may attribute to the variation in vaginal packing which may shift the whole organ
rectum. Despite the spatial overlap as a whole organ is less in rectum, the spatial location of
D2cm³is quite stable.
4.3.d.2 Inter application dose variation:
Hellebust et al investigated the inter fraction variation using the CT images and
concluded that every fraction has to be imaged for obtaining reliable DVH parameters
More recently Kirisits et al investigated inter application variation
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[266]

[250]

.

. The findings revealed a

systematic increase in OAR and target dose when using the same dose plan for succeeding
applications which can be attributed to the tumour shrinkage in a schedule where BT was started
rather early during EBRT. Our study did not find any systematic increase in dose for rectum and
bladder by applying the same treatment plan for several applications, however, for sigmoid it
was found that variation of 11.9% was observed, which is approaching towards the statistical
significance. This may be explained by BT being administered after EBRT completion and the
tumour shrinkage between BT fractions after completion of EBRT being minimal as reported
[151]

. The present study indicates that the derived random uncertainties were lowest for bladder

(13.1%) and rectum (15.1%) and highest for sigmoid (37.5%). This could be attributed to the
high mobility of sigmoid as compared to more stable structures like rectum and bladder (with
some protocol for filling) with respect to the applicator. The clinical impact of such uncertainties
depend much on the dose level, as e.g. 13-30% can be critical if the dose is close to an OAR or
target constraint, whereas it may be of less relevance in case of low OAR or high target doses. In
summary, the feasibility of applying the same treatment plan for several fractions depends on the
dose level in an individual patient.
4.3.d.3. Inter application variation of spatial location of D2cm³ region:
The major observation about rectum, was that the inter application variation of the spatial
location of the D2cm³region is minimal as compared to bladder and sigmoid. The variation is
minimal probably due to bowel preparation prior to each application despite contributing factors
like variation in vaginal packing, applicator rotation etc. Many reports available in the literature
trying to correlate the dose received by rectum and the occurrence of late complications. Georg
et al reported that in MR image guided adaptive BT the parameters D2cm³and D1cm³have a good
predictive value for rectal toxicity and a D2cm³higher than 75Gy may result in rectal toxicities
[152]

. From the present study, it could be inferred that 1) the spatial location of D2cm³volume is

stable for rectum, and 2) A dose variation of 15% per fraction was obtained, and hence imaging
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for every fraction may improve the accuracy of dose reporting as the dose variation may be
significant if the doses are higher. Also, these findings validates the present concept of DVH
addition where the dose received by the rectum may be directly additive in multi fractional BT,
For bladder, Georg et al demonstrated that D2cm³of bladder might predict bladder toxicity
in MR Image based BT

[273]

. In the present study, the overlap volume for bladder was between

10-50% in 14/27 patients, and more than 50% in only 8/27 (29%) patients as compared to 16/27
(58%) in rectum. However, even with only partial overlap, DVH addition may be a good
approximation as concluded in a study on dose accumulation in the bladder based on deformable
registration [274].
In the case of sigmoid, most of the patients had minimal to moderate topographical
changes. However, in majority of patients there was minimal / no overlap in the spatial location
of D2cm³ region. These observations imply that inter-application / inter-fraction variation is
maximal for sigmoid 2cm³ dose volume spatial locations and the dose to the sigmoid may be
overestimated if the doses are directly added according to what has previously been called the
“worst case scenario”. In these situations, it may be useful to critically evaluate the image series
and spatial location of the D2cm³volumes visually between the applications / fractions and decide
on additive model to obtain the cumulative dose.

Georg et al reported that no dose effect

relationship could be postulated for the sigmoid [273].
4.3.d.4. Limitations of this study:
The major limitation of this study is the use of rigid registration, where the registration
was based on the applicator and not on the anatomy.

In the present study, the organ

deformations like bladder-rectal filling, deformation of organs was not taken quantitatively into
account. Due to which, it is not possible to locate the exact tissue where the dose D2cc dose was
received previously. Hence, in the present study, there could be a situation that can arise where
the D2cc was not scored to have an overlap, but the tissue that receives the dose could be
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overlapping.

So the result described in the present study as “not overlapping” may actually be

overestimating this effect. One possible solution to overcome this issue is to use deformable
registration algorithm, where the organ deformation is taken into account
4.3.e Conclusion:
The spatial location of D2cm³volumes is most stable for rectum and to a large extent for bladder
which implies that ‘DVH addition’ could be applicable to rectum and bladder. Minimal to
moderate geometric changes in sigmoid are seen in majority of the patients in between
applications resulting in maximal variation in spatial location of D2cm³ volumes which may lead
to over estimation of doses during the DVH addition. However, studies in larger cohort of
patients and more importantly correlation with the actual toxicities is required to validate these
findingsfurther.
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4.4. Uncertainties of deformable image registration for dose accumulation of high-dose
regions in bladder and rectum in locally advanced cervical cancer
4.4.a. Introduction:
MRI image-based BT have brought a paradigm shift in the radio-therapeutic management
of cervical cancer. Mono institutional series showed promising results in favor of MR image
based BT in terms of increased local control and reduced toxicities

[118, 119, 123, 128]

. Georg et al.

investigated a possible correlation between the dose volume parameters D 2cm3, D1cm3 and D0.1cm3
and morbidity for rectum and urinary bladder in IGABT for cervix cancer patients, and they
found that these parameters predictive for grade 2 toxicity and have reported a consistent dose
effect curve for complications [273]. There are many uncertainties in the process of IGABT which
has

been

systematically

reconstruction[139,143,241],

reported,

planning

recently

[242-244]

,

including

inter

fraction

contouring
variation

[239,240]

[246]

,

applicator

and

overall

uncertainties[233]. Many groups have been working and reporting on these uncertainties and
possible solutions. One of the uncertainties is deformation of organs

[246]

which has an impact on

the dose accumulation in OARs. These clinical uncertainties may introduce uncertainties in
endorsing the dose response relationship.
In a fractionated BT schedule, the absolute dose to OAR volumes is derived by adding
(DVH parameters from each fraction. The underlying assumption is that the high- dose region is
located in the exact same part of the organ in each BT fraction. This approach has previously
been called the ‘‘worst case assumption’’ in the GEC ESTRO recommendations, since DVH
parameter addition will overestimate the dose if the high- dose region moves to a new location
[146]

.
Inter-application variations result in deformation of organs, which may lead to

uncertainties in dose accumulation while directly adding the DVH parameters. To provide better
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estimates of accumulated doses, deformable image registration (DIR) algorithms have been
introduced in the recent past, to take into account the variation in the anatomy such as bladder
filling and organ motion

[275-277]

. The DIR relates the registered images to a common reference

frame, and the dose distributions of the registered images can then be mapped to this reference
frame, which enables calculation of the cumulative dose. In the recent past, dose accumulation
based on deformable image registrations has been reported for bladder dose accumulation

[275]

.

However, dose accumulation for rectum is not reported yet and in general the literature is sparse
for multi fractionated IGABT.
The purpose of this investigation was to estimate and compare, the dose accumulation for
bladder and rectum by deformable image registration and direct addition of DVH parameters in a
multi-fractionated HDR MR IGABT schedule.
4.4.b. Materials and methods:
4.4.b.1. Patient material:
An analysis of 21 patients treated with MR image based BT for carcinoma cervix under
the EMBRACE protocol was carried out. The treatment protocol of EMBRACE including
application, imaging, volume delineation, and planning and dose evaluation was discussed in our
previous publication in detail

[121]

. Reconstruction was done using multi-planar images

[145]

.

Plans were optimized for a high dose to the HR-CTV while respecting the tolerance dose to
OARs. We aimed for a total D90 for the HR CTV of at least 84Gy EQD2, which corresponds to
45 Gy of EBRT plus 4 x 7 Gy BT dose. The EQD2 dose to the OARs was limited by dose
constraints of total 90 Gy, 75 Gy and 75 Gy for bladder, rectum, and sigmoid, respectively.
Every patient had two applications, one week apart with 2 fractions of 7 Gy each delivered per
application. For each application, the patient had undergone MR-imaging (MR1, MR2), volume
delineation, reconstruction, treatment planning (BT1 and BT2) and dose evaluation.
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4.4.b.2. Deformable Image Registration (DIR) and Dose Accumulation:
The algorithm used in the present study for DIR is based on an optimized derivative of
Lucas-Kanade Optical Flow
281]

[278]

, which minimizes the mutual Information similarity metric

[279-

over a Radial Basis Function (RBF) transformation model (Smart Adapt, Varian Medical

Systems, Palo Alto). The algorithm is solely driven by image intensities and does not apply any
constraints related to organ contours or anatomical landmarks. In this manuscript, this algorithm
is henceforth referred as “Intensity based DIR”
Initially, we performed a rigid registration based on the applicator, followed by DIR of a
region of interest (ROI), which included rectum and bladder. Since the automatic DIR did not
align the organ walls perfectly, a manual deformation tool available in the DIR software was
applied after automatic DIR to align the organ walls.

In this study, since the dose to D 2cm3

(minimum dose to the most exposed region) of bladder and rectum is of interest, the manual
deformation of anterior rectal and posterior bladder wall of the contour was prioritized while
other regions of the organs such as posterior rectal wall and anterior bladder wall were not
modified to a large extent by manual adaptation.
In order to evaluate the impact of the registration on the dose accumulation, we
performed two registrations for each patient with the reference frame being BT1 and BT2,
respectively. The 3D physical dose matrix was recalculated into 3D EQD2 dose (voxel by voxel)
by in-house software (MatLab R2013a), and the BT1 and BT2 EQD2 doses were added using the
two transformations between the images established through DIR. Voxel-wise deformed dose
accumulation (DDA) was done for registrations in both directions: a) BT1 deformed + BT2 and
b) BT1 + BT2 deformed. DVHs were calculated after DDA and D2cm3 of rectum and bladder were
compared with the DVH direct addition (DA).
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Deformation vector fields along the organ walls were evaluated in the D2cm3 region. The
expansion/contraction of the organ wall was assessed as the difference between maximum and
minimum deformation in the D2cm3 region. In order to evaluate the expansions/contractions from
the deformable registration, a simplified estimation of expected expansions/contractions was
performed by assuming a uniform isotropic spherical (bladder) or cylindrical (rectum)
expansion/contraction as caused by the volume change of rectum and bladder from BT1 to BT2.
When assuming a spherical shape of the bladder a volume increase of x% will cause the
circumference to increase by (x%)1/3, since the volume of a sphere is proportional to r3 while the
circumference is proportional to r, where r is radius. Likewise, assuming a cylindrical shape of
the rectum a volume increase of y% will cause the circumference to increase by (y%)1/2, since
the volume is proportional to r2 while the circumference is proportional to r.
It was evaluated whether the variability of high- dose location had impact on the
difference between DA and DDA. By visual inspection we scored the patients in two groups,
based on whether the spatial location of D2cm3 was in the same region of bladder and rectal wall.
Group 1: D2cm3 region not overlapping defined as the overlap of high- dose region <50%. Group
2: D2cm3 region overlapping, defined as overlapping volume being more than 50%.
4.4.b.3. Comparison with contour based DIR:
To compare the intensity based DIR to other DIR approaches, we analyzed nine patients
from Aarhus University Hospital who had previously been investigated using an in-house
contour based algorithm for bladder dose accumulation
algorithm has been previously described in detail

[275]

[275]

. The contour based, bio-mechanical

. In short, the algorithm is based on surface

registration, which utilizes a surface mesh registration technique that establishes a mapping from
one bladder mesh surface onto another based on energy minimization of an elastic surface
membrane. During an iterative optimization algorithm, the moving surface was constrained to
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map onto the fixed surface through a 2D parameterized ‘‘constraint’’ – while the elastic energy
term was evaluated in 3D. Registrations were aided by manually placed landmarks on the
bladder surface. A landmark matching force was included in the surface membrane energy
minimization scheme. The contour based algorithm was developed for bladder registration, and
therefore validation was performed for bladder only. In the validation data set, two - way
registrations were performed with both intensity based and contour based DIR.
4.4.b.4. Statistical analysis:
Paired two sided Student’s T- test was used to evaluate the variation between the DDA
and DA. Significance level p value less than 0.05 was considered. The variation was also
evaluated in terms of percentage variation. Unpaired t-test was used, when the data was not
paired. The quality of the DIR of the entire organ was evaluated by Dice Similarity Co-efficient
(DSC) [282].
4.4.c. Results:
4.4.c.1. Deformable Image Registration (DIR) and Dose Accumulation:
4.4.c.1a. Intensity based DIR:
Intensity based DIR could be carried out in all 21 patients for rectum and bladder.
Representative intensity based DIR for rectum and bladder is shown in fig 46 (a&b). The mean
(±sd; range) DSC was 0.61(±0.14; 0.31 to 0.83) and 0.63 (±0.1; 0.43 to 0.77) for rectum and
bladder, respectively. The organ walls were aligned within ±1mm in the region of anterior rectal
and posterior bladder wall. The other regions of rectum (posterior wall) and bladder (anterior
wall) were not aligned to such a high degree due to the strategy of applying as small manual
corrections as possible and mainly focusing on matching the region of the D2cm3.
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The mean (±sd; range) absolute D2cm3 difference between the two reference frame
registrations was 5.6% (±6.2%; 0-22%) for rectum and 6.6% (±5.1%; 0-20%) for bladder,
respectively.

Fig 46 a&b: A representative image of deformable image registration of rectum and bladder. Blue contours
represent BT1, yellow BT2 and red represents the D2cm3 region.

Expansions and contractions over the high-dose region varied between 1 and 26mm with
mean(±sd) of 6.3(±6.5)mm and 7.5(±4.8)mm for rectum and bladder respectively. Mean
estimated isotropic expansions/contractions were 2.7(±1.9)mm and 4.5(±4.0)mm for typical
high-dose region sizes of 30mm(rectum), 40mm (bladder), respectively, which was significantly
smaller (p=0.01) for rectum and borderline

significantly smaller for bladder (p=0.06).

Contractions/expansions predicted by DIR and by isotropic expansion were not correlated (R 2 =
0.005 for rectum and 0.081 for bladder), which indicates that DIR based expansions/contractions
were not related to volume changes of the organs. In particular, a significant number, of
anatomically implausible expansions were found: 33% (5/15) and 50%(4/8) of the patients were
found to have small volume changes of less than 10cc but large organ wall
expansions/contractions larger than 6mm and up to 18mm and 12mm for rectum and bladder
respectively.
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4.4.c.1b. Deformable Dose Accumulation
Mean (±sd; range) percentage variation between DA and DDA were found to be
2.4(±3.3;-1.8 to 11.5)% and 5.2(±5.1;-1.7 to 16.5)% for rectum and bladder respectively. The
differences between the DA and DDA were found to be statistically significant for both rectum
(p=<0.005) and bladder (p<0.005). The dose in DA was larger than the dose obtained by DDA
in most of the patients, 16/21 and 19/21 patients for rectum, and bladder respectively [figure 47
(a&b)]. The mean (±sd; range) difference in dose between DA and DDA per BT fraction was
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Fig 47a: Absolute change in EQD2α/β = 3 between DA and DDA for all patients for rectum (47a) and bladder (47b).

found to be 0.2(±0.3; -0.25 to 0.9)Gyα/β=3 and 0.8 (±0.8; - 0.34 to 2.7)Gyα/β=3 for rectum and
bladder, respectively. Considering the entire BT schedule which consists of 4 such fractions of
7Gy each, the dose difference between DA and DDA was amounted to 0.8(±1.1; -1 to
3.6)Gyα/β=3 and 3.2 (±3.3; - 1.3 to 10.8)Gyα/β=3.
4.4.c.1c: Spatial location of D2cm3 region and DIR
In general, most of the patients in this series belonged to group-2, where the D2cm3 region
was in the same spatial region in BT1 and BT2. Only, 3 and 5 out of 21 patients were found to
belong to group 1 for rectum and bladder respectively. The group mean percentage variation
between DA and DDA was evaluated for each group, and it was found that the variation was
similar in rectum irrespective of the group, and statistically insignificant (p=0.94), however for
bladder, the variation in group-1 was twice as that of group-2 and borderline significant (p=0.08)
(table 14).
4.4.c.1d: Comparison with contour based DIR
In the patient sample where both intensity based and contour based DIR was performed,
the intensity based DIR algorithm resulted in a larger mean deviation between DDA and DA as
compared to the contour based DIR, although statistically insignificant (p=0.32). The mean±sd
Table 14: Patient scoring results based on the location of D2cm3 region. Group1-patients with different D2cm3
location Group-2 patients with same D2cm3 location.

Number of patients

% variation

P value

Group 1

Group 2

Group 1

Group 2

Rectum

3

18

2.5±1.8

2.4±3.5

0.941

Bladder

5

16

7.6±3.9

3.6±4.3

0.084
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of the difference between DDA and DA was 2.4±2.0% and 1.3±1.2%, for intensity based and
contour based DIR, respectively.

The difference between the two reference frame

registrationswas 7.4(±5.4)% for the contour based algorithm and 3.7±3.8% for intensity based
DIR, although the difference was not statistically significant (p=0.14) [Figure 48(a&b)]. The
contour

based
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Figure 48: Percentage variation between DA and DDA for biomechanical (48a) and mutual information algorithm
(48b). Registration with small and large bladder as the reference frame, and the mean of two registrations, are
plotted
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algorithm showed a systematic variation between DA and DDA according to the bladder volume
on the reference frame. DDA was systematically lower than the DA, when the small bladder was
registered to the large bladder, [Fig 48a], and higher than DA, when the large bladder was
registered with the small bladder. The DDA average of the two reference frames was slightly
smaller than the DA. This systematic effect was not observed for the intensity based algorithm
[Fig 48b]. It was also observed that the difference between DA and DDA assessed by contour
and intensity based was not correlated (R2 =0.006) [Fig 49]
4.4.d: Discussion
Generally, the accumulated dose in multi-fractional BT is calculated by directly adding
the DVH parameters from the treatment plan obtained from the image of each
application/fraction. It is however, acknowledged that the patient anatomy may change with
time, and this may introduce uncertainties in the accumulated dose. It has been suggested that
reducing the uncertainty associated with the accumulated dose, may give rise to a more accurate
dose response accounts for organ deformations have been introduced in radiotherapy, and this
has created a lot of interest in anatomic deformations and their dosimetric consequences both in
relationship for the OARs

[233]

. In the recent past, newer algorithms which external beam

radiotherapy [282-285] and BT [275,277], however with only few investigations in BT. The challenge
in using DIR based dose accumulation in BT, is the inherent high dose gradient associated with
BT as compared to external beam radiotherapy. In the present study,the comparison between
intensity based and contour based DIR resulted in two major observations a) there was no
correlation between the high dose region dose degradation predicted by intensity and contour
based DIR, b) the difference between DA and DDA depended systematically and consistently on
organ volume difference between the reference frames for the contour based DIR, unlike
intensity based which showed random variations.
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As argued by Andersen et al

[275]

there is a

systematic effect that DIR-based dose accumulations to the reference frame with the largest
bladder results in D2cm3 values greater than dose accumulations to the reference frame with the
smaller bladder. In the present study, this systematic effect was not reproduced with the intensity
based DIR. our results in the present study, indicate that DDA based on intensity based DIR is
less reliable than DIR based on a contour model. Intensity based DIR seems to be related with
significant uncertainties and there is a lack of correlation between DDA estimated by intensity
and contour based DIR.

Other studies from external beam radiotherapy in various sites also

indicate, certain limitations with some algorithms. Yeo et al, compared the Demons (Thirion)
and the original H.S. optical flow (Horn & Scunck) algorithms for lung images. Both these
algorithms were based on a differential approach that relies on information from image
intensities and gradients. They concluded that the the original Horn & Schunck optical flow
algorithm is more accurate than the Demons algorithm

[286]

. Thörnqvist S et al compared two

demons algorithms for prostate images, one with predefined setting from the manufacturer,and
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Fig 49: The percentage dose difference between DA and DDA for biomechanical (x-axis) and Intensity based DIR
(y-axis) algorithms. The correlation coefficient was R2 = 0.006.
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the other where the user was given a possibility to choose an anatomical region for matching and
concluded that the former was superior than later, although neither performed adequately for
contour propagation of the contours

[287]

. Zhong H et al, evaluated the performance of the

Demons and B-Spline algorithms and concluded that the accuracy is closely related to the
intensity gradients of the underlying images, the DIR algorithms produce much lower errors
inheterogeneous lung regions relative to homogeneous (low intensity gradient) regions, suggests
that feature-based evaluation of DIR accuracy must be viewed cautiously

[288]

. Brock KK et al,

compared various algorithms for lung, liver and prostate patients and concluded that DIR was
accurate in sites which has high contrast as compared to anatomical sites that has less contrast
variation [289].
On the other hand, DIRs based on organ contours and incorporation of contour based
models performs more accurately as compared to algorithms that depends only on the image
intensities

[290-291]

. The DIR approach based on image intensity cannot specifically restrict

deformations along organ walls to assure anatomically plausible registrations. Even when a
deformable registration results in a good visual result with overlapping organ contours after
deformation, there may be implausible deformations along the organ walls, which may not be
readily detected through visual inspection of the quality of the deformed images. Furthermore,
the present study is based on MR images, where the signal intensities/grey levels may be less
reproducible as compared to electron densities associated with CT images. Use of DIR without
detailed validation may result in large deviations, especially, if applied in the BT scenario with
large dose gradients [292-293].
In this study, a large variation was observed between the registrations performed
according to different reference frames. Thus, we reconfirm the findings of Andersen et al, that
it is necessary to perform DIR based dose accumulation to both the reference frames and to
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estimate accumulated D2cm3 as the mean of two dose accumulations

[275]

. Using only one

reference DIR and dose accumulation instead of two registrations and the mean, may introduce
significant uncertainties in the estimation of DDA. These variations are partly related to
[275]

evaluation of DVH parameters in terms of absolute volume (e.g. D2cm3)

. DDA for DVH

parameters based on relative volume (e.g. D2%) depend less on choice of reference frame.
Andersen et al. reported a mean variation of 1.8% (SD) of D98%, D66%, D33% and D2% by change
of reference frame for bladder dose accumulation in prostate radiotherapy, which is significantly
lower than the inter-frame variation of 7% evaluated in this study

[283]

. A more advanced

algorithm specifically modeling the walls, special processing of the images that include the
mechanical properties of the walls would be needed to resolve this issue

[275]

. However, when

the mean of dose accumulations based on two reference bladder registrations is taken into
account, the dose difference between DDA and DA is reduced significantly. Hence, to reduce
the uncertainty in the estimation of dose accumulation of BT D2cm3 high-dose region, it is
necessary to perform registrations based on different reference frames.
Successful deformable image registration is an essential pre-requisite for any deformable
dose accumulation especially in BT, where the dose gradient is high. To reduce the uncertainty
of DIR, as described in the previous section, we carried out two registrations, (BT 1
deformed+BT2& BT2 deformed+BT1). The maximum percentage variation in deformed dose
between the registrations was found to be 22.2% and 19.5% for rectum and bladder respectively.
4/21 patients had large deformed dose deviation of more than 10% between the registrations for
both rectum and bladder. Analysis of the size of deformations revealed that large
expansions/contractions were found in the high dose region and many of them anatomically
implausible [Fig 50]. The discrepancy in dose between the registrations had direct correlation
with the size of expansion/contraction. This indicates that the dose degradation seen with DIR
based dose accumulation may be largely influenced by implausible registrations.
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This

observation is also supported by the comparison of intensity based dose accumulation with the
contour based algorithm. The contour based algorithm controls the deformations on the bladder
wall and these are more consistent deformations, which result in less dose degradation induced
by deformable registration.
Generally, the DDA resulted in lower doses as compared to DA, as the D2cm3 region will
vary between the fractions due to relocation of the high-dose region dose. It was observed in the
present study that the high-dose region dose degradation was larger in the bladder as compared
to rectum. The percentage difference between DA and DDA was 2.4(±3.3)% and 5.2(±5.1)% for

a

b

c

d

10.71mm

11.97mm

Figure 50: An example of patient images that shows implausible deformable image registration in rectum and
bladder. Panel 5a & 5c : Rigid registration of BT1 and BT2 images for rectum and bladder, respectively. Panel 5b
& 5d: Deformation map showing a maximum deformation of 10.7 /11.97mm in the region of anterior
rectal/posterior bladder wall, The contour marked in red/magenta is the region of D2cm3 in rectum and bladder,
respectively.
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rectum and bladder respectively. The maximum percentage difference was 11.5% and 16.5% for
rectum and bladder respectively. For bladder, the location of 2cm3 volume varied significantly in
some patients, which also correlated with larger dose difference between DA and DDA. It seems
therefore that the intensity based DIR could predict dose degradation in case of high-dose region
relocation. However, the above-mentioned uncertainties of intensity based DIR indicate that it is
difficult to discriminate whether any predicted dose degradation is due to a real effect or induced
by implausible DIR.
Inter-and intra-fraction organ movements constitute the major uncertainty component in
IGABT with mean dose variations of 15-30% for bladder, rectum and sigmoid
organ contouring also is a signiﬁcant source of uncertainty

[235,294-295]

[12]

. In addition,

. Kirisits et al. reported

inter-observer variation up to 7% and 12% for D2cm3 of a simple geometrical structure
representing the bladder

[235]

. Other sources of variation in image-guided BT are geometrical

uncertainties regarding source positioning and applicator reconstruction. Tanderup et al.
investigated uncertainties stemming from applicator reconstruction, and found that when
avoiding systematic errors the uncertainty in DVH parameters could be kept below 10% in 90%
of the patients

[139]

.

Direct addition of DVH parameters, without taking into account the

deformation due to organ filling may also add some uncertainty in the DVH parameter reporting.
However this uncertainty is small as compared to the other uncertainties discussed above

[275]

.

Efforts to reduce this uncertainty should not introduce new uncertainties in terms of DIR related
uncertainties in the process. In general, the findings of the present study, indicate that for the
majority of patients, DIR based dose evaluation is unlikely to result in substantial improvement
of bladder and rectal dose reporting compared to direct addition of DVH parameter D2cm3, and
intensity based DIR may even add uncertainties in dose assessment. This is consistent with
conclusions from a study performed in vaginal cuff BT, where the authors also recommend DA
for BT dose accumulation [277].
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4.4.e: Conclusion:
As expected from relocation of high-dose region between BT fractions, DIR based dose
accumulation degrade the high-dose region dose as compared to direct DVH addition. However,
there was significant discrepancy between hotspot dose degradation predicted by DIR algorithms
based on image intensity as compared to contour based method. Intensity based DIR on MR
images resulted frequently in implausible deformations, since it was not regulated by mechanical
properties of organ walls. Based on the results of the present study, we conclude that the direct
addition of DVH parameters provides a reasonably good estimate to the dose to the OARs, and
that DIR based on image intensities may lead to systematic underestimation of dose due to
implausible DIR.
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4.5. Summary
In this chapter, intra- and inter-fraction uncertainties related to organ and applicator
changes taking place in between imaging and dose delivery have been analyzed.

In T/O

applicator, it was found that the inter-application variation was mainly attributed to the ovoid
size and the gap between the ovoids. Hence clinical vaginal examination may play a major role,
where the physician examines the patient and decide the size of the ovoid that best fits the
vaginal mucosa of the patient during the first application. In addition to that, it is important to
consider reproducing the vaginal packing. It should also be recognized that the implant geometry
has to be consistent, which can be achieved by maintaining certain parameters such as following
the bladder filling protocol, rectal packing, and ovoid gap.

For HDR intracavitary BT

application based on 2D orthogonal radiograph images, our data show marked differences in
rectum and bladder dose point, and therefore recommend individual fraction re-planning.
The current practice of determining the D2cm³cumulative dose to OARs during BT is
based on what has previously been called “the worst-case scenario”, which is the assumption that
the D2cm³regions are located in the same anatomical part of the organ in each fraction

[235]

. This

assumption implies that the cumulated BT dose can be calculated by adding D2cm³values for each
fraction. The available data on inter fraction/application variation documents dose variation of
target structures and the OARs quantitatively, but do not take into account the spatial
(topographic) location of the high dose region of OARs

[250,266]

. The results of our study indicate

that the spatial location of D2cm³volumes is most stable for rectum and to a large extent for
bladder which implies that ‘DVH addition’ could be applicable to rectum and bladder. Minimal
to moderate geometric changes in sigmoid are seen in majority of the patients in between
applications resulting in maximal variation in spatial location of D2cm³ volumes which may lead
to over estimation of doses during the DVH addition.
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The major limitation of this study is the use of rigid registration, where the registration
was based on the applicator and not on the anatomy. One possible solution to overcome this
issue is to use deformable registration algorithm, where the organ deformation is taken into
account. It was found that, DIR based dose accumulation degrade the high-dose region dose as
compared to direct DVH addition. However, there was significant discrepancy between hotspot
dose degradation predicted by DIR algorithms based on image intensity as compared to contour
based method. Intensity based DIR on MR images resulted frequently in implausible
deformations, since it was not regulated by mechanical properties of organ walls. It was
concluded that that the direct addition of DVH parameters provides a reasonably good estimate
to the dose to the OARs, and that DIR based on image intensities may lead to systematic
underestimation of dose due to implausible DIR.
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Chapter 5
Summary, Conclusion and Future direction
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5.1. Summary
In the recent past, the advent of advanced imaging modalities such as MR and availability
of CT / MR compatible applicators have paved the way for IGABT. Various imaging modalities
like ultrasound CT, MRI and PET scan etc. have been explored. Among all the imaging
modalities, MR imaging is becoming increasingly popular for diagnosis and treatment planning
for EBRT and BT for cervical cancer. Promising results in terms of increased local control and
reduced toxicities have been reported which made this technique popular during the last decade.
In the year 2004, GYN GEC ESTRO first published its recommendations, which
describes the concepts and terms used in 3D IGBAT.
were proposed, which are now widely accepted.

Various definitions of GTV and CTV

In Multi fractionated BT, a new dimension,

time is added in to the process, as imaging and treatment planning is carried out for each
fraction, and the inter application/fraction variation has been a major concern during dose
accumulation. The organ deformation by means of bladder filling, tumour shrinkage has resulted
in large uncertainty in the process of dose reporting of this process. Since, the fourth dimension
is also being used in the treatment planning; a term called IGABT- Image Guided Adaptive BT
has been introduced. During this PhD thesis, clinical implementation of 3D image based BT for
cervical cancer was implemented in TMH. We are also a part of an ongoing multicentric
collaborative trial International study on MRI-guided BT in locally advanced cervical cancer
(EMBRACE) which will reveal more information on the dose effect relationship on local
control/morbidity of the tumour and toxicities of OARs.
Although IGABT is widely practiced in many centers across the globe, it is still in its
infancy in India. The implementation of IGABT in India and other developing countries is a big
challenge due to the resources, expertise and financial constraints. Nevertheless, with the
successful implementation of 3D-CRT, IMRT and IGRT in routine clinical practice, there is a
growing interest in IGABT in cervical cancers in India.
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As any other advanced techniques,

IGABT too requires systematic clinical implementation that includes familiarization of the
processes. In-appropriate implementation of IGABT and change of clinical practice based on this
could be damaging to the patients. The contouring procedure has been shown to carry some of
the most significant uncertainties in the IGABT procedure. Further, in the past, lack of proper
TPS QA procedures has led to some serious accidents. Unlike treatment delivery errors, which
are usually random in nature, the errors from the TPS and applicator commissioning are more
often systematic and can be avoided. During this thesis period, we made this transition of 2D to
3D MR Image BT in TMH. The successful implementation of 3D image based BT in to clinical
routine which is of international standard, is the basis of this thesis.
5.1.1. Treatment planning and Optimization:
Most BT centers in the world have followed a traditional concept based on the
Manchester or Fletcher loading patterns. The rationale behind the Manchester approach is to
achieve a consistent dose rate at point A, by applying a set of strict rules with regard to the
position and activity of radium sources for the different combination of sizes for the uterine
tandem and ovoids. With the introduction of HDR remote after loaders, the rules of Fletcher and
Manchester systems were extended from the milligram radium equivalent activity distribution to
a pattern of dwell positions where a single stepping source is positioned at programmable dwell
times. With the introduction of computers and sophisticated mathematical models, HDR BT has
brought in more advances in to field of BT. One such advance in the process of treatment
planning is the application of optimization algorithms in HDR BT, which offers a great
flexibility in shaping the desired dose that adequately covers the tumour and minimizes the dose
to normal tissues.
The objective of any treatment planning in radiotherapy is to deliver the maximum dose
to the tumour and minimum elsewhere. One of the basic pre requisite to meet this objective is
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the knowledge of the spatial location of tumour volume with respect to OARs.

In 2D

orthogonal images, the OARs with respect to the target volumes were not clearly seen and hence
the toxicities were reported to be high, although most of the series reported in good clinical
results. The integration of CT or MR imaging for treatment planning in 3D IGABT serves the
purpose of identifying the target volumes in 3D geometry. The introduction of IGABT, has also
added a new dimensions in terms of both volume to the target and OAR and how these volumes
change with time, providing an improved understanding compared with the limited information
available with radiographic localization.
The dose effect curves for OAR may be steep depending on the endpoint. Recent
publication from the Vienna group shows that the dose volume correlations for late rectal
morbidity treated with MR IGABT, where a steep dose effect is evident, especially when D2cc is
used as a predictor for the dose delivered to the rectum. The historical series based on the
clinical experience and radiobiology also shows steep dose effect relationship. Moreover, the
steep dose gradients in BT demands for an optimized dose distribution, where the tumour is
adequately irradiated with sharp fall off of dose in OARs.

Hence, it is imperative to obtain a

best possible treatment plan that satisfies the above conditions. The second pre-requisite to meet
the planning objective in BT treatment planning, is to achieve certain dose volume parameters or
constraints, which are considered as the dose tolerance for the organs. The method to achieve
these constraints in HDR BT may be termed as optimization. In the recent past newer algorithms
such as inverse planning have been introduced in the clinic.
The application of inverse planning in external beam radiotherapy is very common;
however in BT it is still not commonly practiced in the clinics. In the last 4-5 years, the
application of inverse planning has been practiced in prostate BT; however, its use in
gynaecological BT is sparse. One of the major reasons for this is the use of standard loading
pattern, which originates from the traditional schools that resulted in excellent results. Any
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deviation from these standard loading patterns was not well taken. In this thesis, three major
clinical scenarios were investigated, viz, Tandem ovoid application, Tandem/ring application,
combined Intracavitary and interstitial implants – Vienna applicator, Interstitial applicatorMartinex Universal Interstitial Perinneal Template (MUPIT) and prostate implants.
The inverse planning algorithms, employing sophisticated mathematical formulations
expected to result in better plans as compared to manual trial and error method. The results of
our study concludes that although, inverse planning algorithms produced good plans interms of
dose volume parameters, the loading pattern of these algorithms in comparison with traditional
systems was not similar. This may be attributed to the fact that the traditional systems were
based on the applicator geometry such as the length of the tandem and the size of the ovoid,
while the more modern planning concepts are based on the tumour and the topography of the
OARs with respect to the applicator. Inverse planning with HIPO and/or manual optimization
offers improved plans in terms of OAR sparing and maintaining target coverage when compared
to standard clinical plans. For large and/or unfavorable targets, coverage cannot be achieved with
either manual or inverse optimization if no adaptation of the application technique is included.
The average loading pattern for the whole patient cohort was found to deviate from a traditional
standard Fletcher loading. For our patient cohort, the tandem loading was decreased compared to
the ovoids mainly due to high sigmoid dose.
One of the typical qualities of manual optimization as compared to inverse planning
algorithms is that it did not deviate very much from the standard loading pattern. The traditional
pear shaped dose distribution was maintained, except for a few minor changes that improve the
target coverage and OAR sparing. On the other hand, the inverse optimization changes the dwell
time gradient to a large extent.

IPSA plans were compared with manually optimized plan for

T/O and Vienna applicator; it was found that IPSA produced superior plans with respect to HR
CTV coverage and sparing of OARs. IPSA also produced conformal plans as compared to
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MOPT. For T/O applicator, it was found that the use of HS did not make any impact both in the
dose volume parameters and in the loading of tandem and ovoids, however in the case of Vienna
applicator, inclusion of HS in the optimization made a significant impact in the loading of
needles. Without the HS, the optimizer loaded the needles heavily, which drastically came down
when HS were included. HS may be included in the optimization while using IC+IS, and may
not while using just intracavitary approach.
5.1.2. Uncertainties due to Organ motion:
BT has evolved into a high-technology modality of radiotherapy incorporating advanced
imaging modalities such as CT, MR, US and intelligent optimization and planning methods as
standards of care. However, BT uncertainties that could have a direct impact on the clinical
treatment and therefore the outcome have not been adequately addressed. While uncertainties
related to 3D image based EBRT have been investigated in detail during decades, there has so far
been a limited knowledge of uncertainties related to 3D volumetric image based BT. There have
been ‘‘dogmas’’ that uncertainties in BT are negligible based on the observation that the
applicator, tumour and surrounding tissues represent a stable system. However, BT dose
gradients are signiﬁcant and geometric uncertainties can potentially lead to signiﬁcant
uncertainties, which cannot be neglected.

IGABT is subjected to uncertainties in each step of

the entire process: Source calibration, imaging, contouring, applicator reconstruction, dose and
DVH calculation, dose delivery and anatomical variations. It is essential to identify these
uncertainties, their magnitude, and their impact on the overall uncertainty of dose delivery to the
patient. Having this knowledge may provide correct dose assessment, dose effect modeling, and
subsequently improved clinical outcome when using better planning aims with dose and volume
constraints.
Intra- and inter-fraction uncertainties related to organ and applicator changes taking place
in between imaging and dose delivery have been analyzed and quantified to be 20-25% which is
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the largest.

This indicates that organ motion is the major contribution to OAR dose

uncertainties. In summary, physics uncertainties related to dosimetry and geometry are in general
more limited as compared to the pronounced clinical uncertainties related to contouring and
organ motion. Contouring is by far the largest contributor to uncertainties for target, whereas
organ motion has the major impact on uncertainties in OARs. This was the motivation to study
in detail about the quantification of uncertainties of inter fraction variation and dose
accumulation of dose to OARs in this part of the thesis.
Detailed analysis was carried out to investigate the uncertainties of organ motion in 2D
orthogonal radiograph image based dosimetry and 3D volumetric MR image based BT using
both rigid and deformable image registration.In multi-fractional BT, the inter-application
variation may occur due to various reasons such as bladder filling, rectal gas filling, movement
of sigmoid colon, variation in vaginal packing due to the application, especially in non-fixed
applicator such as tandem/ovoid applicators. Although it is recommended to use imaging for
each application to reduce the uncertainties, in certain situations, it may not be possible to image
each application. There could be a scenario, where the first application plan may have to be used
for subsequent fraction/s. In such situations, although the dose to target may not exhibit a large
variation, especially, in point-A prescribed plans, the dose to OARs may vary to a large extent.
In the present study, we have found that the inter-application variation is mainly
attributed to the ovoid size and the gap between the ovoids. Hence clinical vaginal examination
may play a major role, where the physician examines the patient and decide the size of the ovoid
that best fits the vaginal mucosa of the patient during the first application. In addition to that, it is
important to consider reproducing the vaginal packing. So whenever possible, it is recommended
to reproduce the locking of the applicator to retain the consistency of the applicator geometry.
Other factors attributed to the inter application variation in the present study includes the
variation in the implant geometry in terms of uterine tandem length & angle, ovoid size has to be
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consistent. It should also be recognized that the implant geometry has to be consistent, which
can be achieved by maintaining certain parameters such as following the bladder filling protocol,
rectal packing, and ovoid gap. For HDR intracavitary BT application based on 2D orthogonal
radiograph images, our data show marked differences in rectum and bladder dose point, and
therefore recommend individual fraction re-planning.
The current practice of determining the D2cm³cumulative dose to OARs during BT is
based on what has previously been called “the worst-case scenario”, which is the assumption that
the D2cm³regions are located in the same anatomical part of the organ in each fraction. This
assumption implies that the cumulated BT dose can be calculated by adding D2cm³values for each
fraction. Various parameters such as bladder and/or rectal filling, movements of sigmoid colon,
and variation in vaginal packing have been identified for inter-fraction / inter application
variation. The available data on inter fraction/application variation documents dose variation of
target structures and the OARs quantitatively, but do not take into account the spatial
(topographic) location of the high dose region of OARs.
To study and investigate further, the inter application variation of spatial location and
D2cm³dose volumes and the topography of OAR’s, we undertook this study.

The results of our

study indicate that the spatial location of D2cm³volumes is most stable for rectum and to a large
extent for bladder which implies that ‘DVH addition’ could be applicable to rectum and bladder.
Minimal to moderate geometric changes in sigmoid are seen in majority of the patients in
between applications resulting in maximal variation in spatial location of D2cm³ volumes which
may lead to over estimation of doses during the DVH addition. However, studies in larger
cohort of patients and more importantly correlation with the actual toxicities is required to
validate these findings further.
The major limitation of this study is the use of rigid registration, where the registration
was based on the applicator and not on the anatomy.
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In the present study, the organ

deformations like bladder-rectal filling, deformation of organs was not taken quantitatively into
account. Due to which, it is not possible to locate the exact tissue where the dose D2cc dose was
received previously. Hence, in the present study, there could be a situation that can arise where
the D2cc was not scored to have an overlap, but the tissue that receives the dose could be
overlapping.

So the result described in the present study as “not overlapping” may actually be

overestimating this effect. One possible solution to overcome this issue is to use deformable
registration algorithm, where the organ deformation is taken into account Inter-application
variations result in deformation of organs, which may lead to uncertainties in dose accumulation
while directly adding the DVH parameters. To provide better estimates of accumulated doses,
deformable image registration (DIR) algorithms have been introduced in the recent past, to take
into account the variation in the anatomy such as bladder filling and organ motion. The DIR
relates the registered images to a common reference frame, and the dose distributions of the
registered images can then be mapped to this reference frame, which enables calculation of the
cumulative dose. In the recent past, dose accumulation based on deformable image registrations
has been reported for bladder dose accumulation. However, dose accumulation for rectum is not
reported yet and in general the literature is sparse for multi fractionated IGABT.
With an aim to estimate, compare and report, the dose accumulation for bladder and
rectum by deformable image registration and direct addition of DVH parameters in a multifractionated HDR MR IGABT schedule, we undertook this study. As expected from relocation
of high-dose region between BT fractions, DIR based dose accumulation degrade the high-dose
region dose as compared to direct DVH addition. However, there was significant discrepancy
between hotspot dose degradation predicted by DIR algorithms based on image intensity as
compared to contour based method. Intensity based DIR on MR images resulted frequently in
implausible deformations, since it was not regulated by mechanical properties of organ walls.
Based on the results of the present study, we conclude that the direct addition of DVH
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parameters provides a reasonably good estimate to the dose to the OARs, and that DIR based on
image intensities may lead to systematic underestimation of dose due to implausible DIR.
5.2 Conclusion
5.2.1.Treatment planning and Optimization:
The inverse planning algorithms, employing sophisticated mathematical formulations
expected to result in better plans as compared to manual trial and error method. The results of
our study concludes that although, inverse planning algorithms produced good plans in terms of
dose volume parameters for intracavitary applications, the loading pattern of these algorithms in
comparison with traditional systems was not similar. Inverse planning with HIPO and/or manual
optimization offers improved plans in terms of OAR sparing and maintaining target coverage
when compared to standard clinical plans. For large and/or unfavorable targets, coverage cannot
be achieved with either manual or inverse optimization if no adaptation of the application
technique is included. The average loading pattern for the whole patient cohort was found to
deviate from a traditional standard Fletcher loading. For our patient cohort, the tandem loading
was decreased compared to the ovoids mainly due to high sigmoid dose. One of the typical
qualities of manual optimization as compared to inverse planning algorithms is that it did not
deviate very much from the standard loading pattern. The traditional pear shaped dose
distribution was maintained, except for a few minor changes that improve the target coverage
and OAR sparing. On the other hand, the inverse optimization changes the dwell time gradient
to a large extent.

For T/O applicator, it was found that the use of HS did not make any impact

both in the dose volume parameters and in the loading of tandem and ovoids, however in the
case of Vienna applicator, inclusion of HS in the optimization made a significant impact in the
loading of needles. Without the HS, the optimizer loaded the needles heavily, which drastically
came down when HS were included. HS may be included in the optimization while using IC+IS,
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and may not while using just intracavitary approach. For interstitial MUPIT applicator IPSA
resulted in signiﬁcant sparing of normal tissues without compromising CTV coverage as
compared with dose point optimized plan. However, IPSA did not show any significant
improvement either in CTV coverage or in normal tissue sparing as compared with graphically
optimized plan. IPSA was found to be superior in terms of homogeneity and conformity as
compared with graphically optimized plan.
5.2.2 Uncertainties due to Organ motion:
For HDR intracavitary BT application based on 2D orthogonal radiograph images, the
data showed marked differences in rectum and bladder dose point, and therefore recommend
individual fraction re-planning.
In multi fractional BT based on MRI image based planning using rigid registration, the
spatial location of D2cm³volumes was found to be the most stable for rectum and to a large extent
for bladder which implies that ‘DVH addition’ could be applicable to rectum and bladder.
Minimal to moderate geometric changes in sigmoid are seen in majority of the patients in
between applications resulting in maximal variation in spatial location of D2cm³ volumes which
may lead to over estimation of doses during the DVH addition.
In multi fractional BT based on MRI image based planning the dose accumulation carried
out using deformable image registration algorithm revealed that the relocation of high-dose
region between BT fractions, degrade the high-dose region dose as compared to direct DVH
addition. However, there was significant discrepancy between hotspot dose degradation
predicted by DIR algorithms based on image intensity as compared to contour based method.
Intensity based DIR on MR images resulted frequently in implausible deformations, since it was
not regulated by mechanical properties of organ walls. Based on the results of the current study,
It was concluded that the direct addition of DVH parameters provides a reasonably good
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estimate to the dose to the OARs, and that DIR based on image intensities may lead to
systematic underestimation of dose due to implausible DIR.
5.3. Future Directions:
5.3.1 On line imaging
With increasing conformity of dose, and the inherentproperty of BT of high dose gradients, it
becomes important that the delivery of dose is in accordance with what is planned on the TPS.
Optimal source geometry, timing, and stability are prerequisites for safe delivery of optimized
BT. Both patient‑related factors and technical issues associated with the BT equipment can give
rise to uncertainties in the delivered dose. It is well‑recognized that equipment‑related uality
assurance has to be conducted periodically to prevent the dose delivery errors. Patient‑related
factors are being identified as applicator displacement, organ motion, between the treatment
planning and dose delivery.However, what is finally missing is dose delivery verification as we
have in EBRT, with portal imaging, cone‑beam CT, and tools for off‑line/on‑line correction. In
contrast to EBRT, in BT, we miss verification systems that provide the proof that the source
reaches its planned position, or by mistake no transfer tubes were exchanged or any other
variation in anatomy and applicator geometry. This will be the logical next step to be developed
and integrated. After successful implantation, no other treatment modality will be able to deliver
such high doseswith such high accuracy. However, it is, especially, very important, that in
addition to the management of variations, mistakes should be avoided. It is often seen in centers
who start with IGABT, most focus is on the new planning methods, while the basic quality
assurance is becoming of less importance. It is essential to perform appropriate commissioning
and constancy checks.
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5.3.2 Dose accumulation using deformable image registration using CT images.
Our results in the present study indicate that DDA based on intensity based DIR is less reliable
than DIR based on a contour model. Intensity based DIR seems to be related with significant
uncertainties and there is a lack of correlation between DDA estimated by intensity and contour
based DIR. Other studies from external beam radiotherapy in various sites also indicate certain
limitations with some algorithms. DIRs based on organ contours and incorporation of contour
based models performs more accurately as compared to algorithms that depend only on the
image intensities [290-291]. The DIR approach based on image intensity cannot specifically restrict
deformations along organ walls to assure anatomically plausible registrations. Even when a
deformable registration results in a good visual result with overlapping organ contours after
deformation, there may be implausible deformations along the organ walls, which may not be
readily detected through visual inspection of the quality of the deformed images. Furthermore,
the present study is based on MR images, where the signal intensities/grey levels may be less
reproducible as compared to electron densities associated with CT images. Use of DIR without
detailed validation may result in large deviations, especially, if applied in the BT scenario with
large dose gradients

[292-293]

. The contour based algorithm controls the deformations on the

bladder wall and these are more consistent deformations, which result in less dose degradation
induced by deformable registration.

Future studies can be aimed at using CT images for

intensity based algorithms, to investigate further, such that the uncertainties associated with the
DIR can be reduced. In addition, newer algorithms can be developed such that the organ wall
constraints can be taken into account.
5.3.3. Investigation of low cost imaging modalities:
One of the major limitations of the clinical implementation of MR image based BT for
cervical cancer is the non availability of MR scanners, especially in the developing countries. In
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the absence of MR and CT scanners, the low cost imaging modality like ultrasound may be an
alternative to practice image based BT. Conventionally, trans-abdominal ultrasound used during
difficult intracavitary applications to avoid uterine perforation.

However, recently, It has been

reported that the correlation of ultrasound with the MRI images were good particularly for the
size and the shape of the uterus. No reported literature so far in using the ultrasound images as
the primary modality, in conjunction with CT/2D radiographs without the use of MRI for target
delineation. One of the proposal could to be to use the CT/MR image based planning for the first
application and the use of ultrasound images for the subsequent applications may reduce the cost
of the implementation of the image based BT for the cervical cancer.
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